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Résumé

Le but principal de ma recherche était d’étudier la plasticité synaptique chez l’Aplysie. J’ai

étudié en particulier le rôle de la kinase C (PKC) dans la transmission synaptique. J’ai tenté

d’élucider les modifications par la phosphorylation des protéines impliquées dans la relâche

de neurotransmetteurs par la PKC. J’ai étudié ces questions dans le mollusque ApÏysia

cailfornica, un modèle expérimental propice à 1 ‘étude des relations qui existent entre

l’apprentissage et la plasticité du système nerveux. Synaptotagmine-I ($yt-I) est une

protéine vésiculaire qui fonctionne comme un détecteur de calcium et joue un rôle essentiel

dans la relâche des neurotransmetteurs. Dans le processus de cloner Syt-I, nous avons

trouvé une nouvelle isoforme avec deux acides aminés +VQ insérés dans le domaine N-

terminal de C2-A (Syt-IvQ). La surexpression de $yt-IvQ bloque la facilitation par la

sérotonine. Ceci indique que la région VQ de la synaptotagmine joue un rôle important

dans la facilitation des synapses déprimées. J’ai ensuite testé si EGFP-Syt-IVQ pouvait

bloquer l’effet de PDBu, un phorbol ester qui active le PKC indépendamment de 5-HT. Le

EGFP-Syt-IvQ n’était plus capable de bloquer le reversement de la facilitation, suggérant

que le déficit est lié à la capacité de 5-HT d’activer PKC. Cet effet spécifique de Syt-IvQ

sur la transmission s’explique si cette isoforme est la seule qui se trouve dans les vésicules

synaptiques. Nous avons observé une différence d’expression dans les cônes de croissance

et dans les axones entre les 2 isoformes. Les résultats indiquent que le site VQ est impliqué

dans la régulation de la localisation des $yt-I. Nous avons aussi cloné une autre isoforme de

synaptotagmine, $yt-I C2B-f3 avec 39 changements dans la région C2B. Une mesure de

protéolyse avec la chymotrypsine démontre que cette isoforme peut, en absence de calcium

supporter un changement de conformation normalement déclenché par celui-ci. Nous avons

également montré que Syt-I C2B-f3 avait une plus grande affinité pour $NAP-25 que Syt-I

C2B-ct. En conclusion, ces résultats suggèrent que l’épissage change la structure du

domaine C2B et pourrait ainsi affecter la fonction de la protéine.

$NAP-25 est une protéine impliquée dans la relâche de neurotransmetteur et

membre du complexe SNARE. Cette protéine est aussi un substrat de PKC. J’ai cloné
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l’Apl-SNAP-25. J’ai également exprimé les formes sauvages et mutées SNAP-25 de

l’aplysie dans des neurones sensoriels de l’Aplysie afin de déterminer si la phosphorylation

de cette protéine par PKC joue un rôle dans la transmission synaptique. La surexpression de

SNAP-25 n’avait aucun effet sur les cinétiques de la dépression et de la facilitation

synaptique. Cependant, nous suggérons que la phosphorylation de $NAP-25 par PKC joue

un rôle dans la modulation synaptique. Notamment, nous avons trouvé qu’en présence de

PDBu ou de protéines phosphomimétiques les cinétiques de la dépression ralentissaient.

Cet effet a été bloqué dans les cellules exprimant un site de phosphorylation PKC non

phosphorylable ainsi qu’en présence de bisinolylmalemide-I (Bis), un bloqueur de PKC.

Mots-clés: Plasticité, Aplysia, synapse, synaptotagmine, épissage, SNAP-25, PKC,

phosphorylation.
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Abstract

The principal aim of my research was to study the synaptic plasticity at the sensori-motor

synapse of Aptysia, and how it contributes to behavior, leaming and memory. In my studies

I focused on the role of protein kinase C (PKC) in synaptic transmission. I sought to define

the step or steps in the transmitter release process that invoive PKC phosphorylation and

that contribute to synaptic plasticity, with the ultimate goal of identifying the PKC

posttransiationai (phosphorylation) modifications of specific proteins in the exocytotic

pathway that regulate the number of vesicles available for release. I studied these questions

in cuitured Aplysia sensory-motor neurons using moiecular biologicai and

electrophysiologicai techniques. We discovered two novel splice forms in Aplysia

synaptotagmin. We found a novel spiice form with two amino acids VQ (SytIvQ), inserted

in the juxtamembrane domain of Syt I. The VQ and -VQ forms are expressed at equai

levels in the Aplysia nervous system. Overexpression of the two forms have distinct effects,

suggesting that the splice is of physiological importance. Overexpression of Syt IVQ biocks

the ability of serotonin to reverse synaptic depression, whiie overexpression of VQ does

flot. This effect is specific to the reversai of depression as there is no effect on the ability of

serotonin to facilitate non-depressed synapses. The reversai of depression is mediated by

PKC and synaptotagmin is a putative PKC substrate. However, despite the phosphorylation

of Aplysia synaptotagmin at a conserved site adjoining the VQ, there is no change in

phosphoryiation between the two forms. Moreover, overexpression of synaptotagmin does

not block the effect of phorbol esters, suggesting that the effect is due to a biock of the

abiiity of 5-HT to activate PKC in the cells overexpressing synaptotagmin. We discovered

that while both VQ and -VQ forms are found in synaptic vesicies, they appear to be found

in distinct vesicies in axons and growth cones, suggesting that we uncovered an important

sorting signai for synaptotagmin.

A second splice in Aplysia synaptotagmin is an alternative exon used in the C2B domain.

This spiice form (C2B spiice) is aiso expressed in the Aplysia nervous system. Whiie ail of
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the known important amino acids in the C2B domain are conserved, the novel spiice form

shows a greater degree of calcium independent homo-dimerization and a greater degree of

stability in the absence of calcium than the previously identified form.

$NAP-25 is a member of the SNARE protein complex implicated in synaptic vesicle

docking and fusion and a substrate of PKC. We cloned Aplysia SNAP-25 and generated

SNAP-25 constructs mutated in the PKC phosphoiylation site Ser98, simulating either a

phosphorylated or a non-phosphorylated form of SNAP-25. From our results, we suggest a

role for SNAP-25 and its phosphorylation in some forms of synaptic modulation. Notably,

we have found that phosphorylation of SNAP-25 by PKC in Aplysia neurons is required for

PDBu mediated facilitation of depressed synapses.

Keywords: Plasticity, Aplysia, synapse, synaptotagmin, splicing, SNAP-25, PKC,

phosphorylation.
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I. Introduction

You have to begin to lose your memoîy, fonly in bits andpieces, to realize that memoiy is

what makes our lives. Lfe without memory is no life at ail, just as an intelligence without

the possibitity ofexpression is flot really an intelligence. Our memoiy is our coherence, our

reason, ourfeeling, even our action. Without it, we are nothing.

Luis 3uiuet (Sacks, 1985)

The question of how we leam, remember, and forget has long been the subject of much

speculation. Considering how success and failures of our memory abilities affect our lives,

this interest seems highly justified. Diseases that affect memories, like Alzheimer’s clearly

show that our personality does not survive the destruction of our capacity to form

memories.

The brain is an astonishingly complex computational device that constructs our perception

of the extemal world, fixes our attention, and controls our actions. What we perceive in the

extemal world transform itself in our brain in sensations and impressions that constitute our

memories, and modifies and reorganizes the ones we already have. They are the foundation

of our personality, of our imagination and our creative spirit. Memory is the function in our

brain that constitutes a link between what we have been and what we are. We depend on

our memories for so much of what we do, such as whenever we are engaged in identifying,

appreciating, and responding appropriately to the objects and persons we encounter in our

environment and to the events in which we participate; in speaking, reading, writing, or

communicating; in thinking, reasoning, and problem solving; and in reminiscing about our

experiences. So much do we depend on our memory that we have become mostly unaware

of its constant contributions, other than appreciate the pleasant memories that are

sometimes triggered by an idle thought or to curse the occasional inability to retrieve some

particular name or word on demand.

One key question that has been asked ever since the Antiquity is that of the localization of

memories. In the ancient world, the function of the brain was flot clear. Among the Greeks
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controversy centred on whether the brain or the heart was the home of perception, intellect,

emotion, imagination, memory and other functions of the mmd. Homer was the first to

compare the “heart of the soul” to a block of wax —“We assume that it exist in our soul an

“impregnable piece of wax”, a gift from Mnemosyne, the mother of all the mythological

muses the goddess of memory. Descartes described it as a block of wax that can be

engraved and that keeps this impression, which can be retrieved whenever needed for

subsequent use (Tadié and Tadié, 1999).

Prior to the 19th century, when Freud and his followers wrestled with the mmd, others

devised methods to penetrate the brain’s substance, the popular concept of memory as a

private storehouse of images was acceptable. In fact it was not before 1885, when Herman

Ebbinhaus, dissatisfied with treating memory as a philosophical problem described

objective techniques for measuring memory (Ebbinhaus, 1913). He leamed lists of non

sense syllables and at later times tested his recail by measuring the time necessary for

releaming. A few years later, Edward Thomdike described similarly objective methods for

measuring memory in cats and other laboratory animals. He placed an animal in a box fitted

with an intemal release and measured the effect of repeated exposures on the time elapsed

before the animal triggered the release and escaped from the box (Thomdike, 1923). In fact,

he discovered that memories were flot stored in a specific centre where they were

stockpiled, but that the entire brain participated in retrieving them. The development of

these simple experimental methods for studying leaming and memory started a rigorous

and empirical school of psychology called behaviorism. James Watson and Burrhus

Skinner argued that behavior could be studied with the precision achieved in the physical

sciences, but only if students of behavior abandoned speculation about what goes on in the

mmd and focuses instead on observable aspects ofbehavior (Milner et al., 1998).

Before the introduction of functional neuroimaging, the study of amnesia was the only

practical approach to the investigation of brain substrates of memory in humans. Whereas

the application of functional neuroimaging could identify correlations between the activity
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of distinct brain regions and the performance on memory tasks, the study of anmesiacs

could potentially identify those structures that are obligatory for normal memory. The real

hero in this research is the anmesic patient H.M., unfortunately unaware of his profound

continuai role in modem neuroscience. H.M developed severe memory deficits following

an experimental operation (Scoviile and Mimer, 1957) to alleviate uncontrollable epiiepsy.

The operation surgicaiiy removed his medial temporal iobes, inciuding the hippocampus

(Mayford and Kandel, 1999).

1.1 The dichotomy ofmemo,yJunctions

Our brain is able to store different kinds of information and form different kinds of

memories that fali into two different categories: impiicit and declarative.

Declarative or expiicit memory is the conscious recali of knowledge about people, places

and things and is particular well developed in the vertebrate brain. This memory involves

ail our sensory perceptions, our feelings and motivations. When we remember an

experience we recali what we have seen, heard, smelled, tasted, touched and felt. Implicit

or non-declarative memory on the other hand is the non-conscious recali of motor skills and

other tasks and includes simple associative forms, such as classical conditioning, and non

associative forms, such as sensitization and habituation. Whereas explicit memory is mostly

studied in mammals, implicit forms of memory can be effectively studied in both non

mammalian vertebrates and invertebrates. To what degree do these two different forms of

memory share common molecular components? Specifically, what parts of the nervous

system are critical for leaming? How is information about a leamed event acquired and

encoded in neural ternis? How is the information stored, and once stored how is it

retrieved?
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Most neuroscientists believe that the answers to these questions lie in understanding how

the properties of individual nerve celis in general, and how synapses in particular are

changed when learning occur.

First I will consider the major scientific insights that have helped to identify and delineate

signaling and communication in nerve celis and then I will place signaling in the broader

context of modem cell and molecular biology.

Finding the underlying cellular basis for memory is like the Holy Grau for many

neurobiologists. 0f the various higher-cognitive abilities a human being possesses, such as

reasoning and language, memory is the only one that can be studied effectively in simple

experimental organisms. An average neuron forms and receives about 1000 to 20000

synaptic connections and the human brain contains about 1011 neurons. Thus at least 1014

synaptic connections are formed in the brain, making it the most complex structure, natural

and artificial on earth (Kandel, 2000n). Although nerve celis can be classified into different

types that share many common features, a key discovery in the organization of the brain is

that nerve cells with basically similar properties are able to produce very different actions

because of precise connection with each other. The complexity and relative inaccessibility

of the nervous system, particularly in humans and other vertebrates limits the design and

execution of effective memory research.

Most nineteenth century anatomists failed to appreciate that the cell body of the neuron,

which housed the nucleus almost invariably gave rise to two types of extensions: to

dendrites, that serves as input elements for neurons and that receive information from other

ceils, and to an axon which serves as the output element of the neuron and conveys

information to other cells. Appreciation of the full extent of the neuron and its processes

came ultimately with the histological studies of Ramôn y Cajal. Cajal used silver salts to

stain fleurons, a specialized method developed by Camillo Golgi that revealed their entire

stucture under the microscope. Cajal observed that neurons are in fact discrete cells,

bounded by membranes, and suggested that nerve celis communicate with one another

only at specialized points of appositions, contacts points that Charles Sherrington later
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called synapses (Sherrington, 1897) (see section 1.4) As Cajal continued to examine

neurons in almost every region of the nervous system, he showed an uncanny ability to

conclude from static images remarkable functional insight into the dynamic properties of

neurons. One of his most remarkable insights was the principie of dynamic polarization.

According to this principle electrical signaling within neurons is unidirectional i.e., the

signal propagate from the receiving pole of the neuron, the dendrites and the ceil body, and

then along the axon to the output of the pole of the fleuron- the presynaptic axon terminal

(Albright et al., 2000; Kandel, 2000)

1.1.2 The brain must undergo changes that are maintained as long as the memory is stored

What are these changes?

Because ail transformation of neural information in the brain involve only fleurons, glia,

and their interconnections, neurobiologists since Ramén y Cajal (1911) believed that

elementary aspects of leaming and memory storage were likely to be resolved on a cellular

level. In his lecture to the Royal Society in 1894, Cajal proposed that memory is stored in

the growth of new connections. This prescient idea was neglected for almost half a century

as students of leaming fought over newer competing ideas. First, Lashley and a number of

other gestalt psychologists proposed that leaming leads to changes in the electric fields or

chemical gradients, which they postulated surround neural populations and are produced by

aggregate activity of cells recruited by the leaming process. At about the same time Lorente

de Né (1938), proposed that memory is stored dynamically by a self-re-exciting chain of

neurons (Kandel, 2000n). finally Holger Hyden demonstrated that learning changes the

base composition of nuclear RNA, and thus induces an alteration in gene expression. From

these findings, Hyden concluded that establishment of memory is correlated with protein

synthesis, and he demonstrated de novo synthesis of several high-molecular protein species

after leaming (Hertz et al., 2001).

The development of cellular techniques in the late 1940, early 1950s for the study of

synaptic connections redefined Cajal’s ideas. Intracellular microelectrode recording
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methods were introduced to study the synaptic actions of individual neurons and electron

microscopy was applied to visualize the fine structure of synapses. These methodological

advances allowed central synapses to be studied directly and revived Cajal’s idea that

memory is stored in the growth of new connections. Prior to the last fourty years, evidence

for this type of neuronal growth was restricted to embryonic development and regeneration

of peripheral tissues.

1.1.3 What is the neuroanatomical support of our extraordinaiy capacity to store

memories?

The question of where memory is stored emerged at the begiiming of the 19th century as

part of the larger question- to what degree can any mental processes be localized within the

brain? The first person to address this question was Franz Joseph Gail, a German

neuroanatomist who argued that the cerebral cortex is not homogenous but contains

distinctive centers that control specific mental functions. Gali proposed that particular

mental functions are discretely localized and believed that one can determine a mental

profile from the shape of the skull. He asserted that the brain does not act as a unitary organ

but is divided into at least 27 faculties, each corresponding to a specific mental faculty. He

thought that even the most abstract and complex human traits, such as generosity and

spirituality were assigned their spot in the brain. This anatomically oriented approach to

personality became known as phrenology. Despite Gall’s failure of his mental diagnostic

methods, neuropsychological analysis of brain damaged patients with highly circumscribed

behavioral deficits lias been used as evidence for the existence of highly specific cognitive

modules (Damasio, 1990; Baynes et al., 1998).

In the middle of the nineteenth century, Pierre Paul Broca, a French clinical neurobiologist,

analyzed the behavioral consequences following selective lesions of the brain, much

influenced by Gall’s idea that functions could be localized. Using this approach he

discovered that different regions of the cerebral cortex of the human brain are not

functionally equivalent. Lesions to different brain regions produced defects in distinctively
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different aspects of cognitive function. $ome lesions interfered with the comprehension of

language, others with its expression (Schiller, 1992). However, the relevance of the

breakdown unveiled by pathology, did flot reveal, Gall’s clear-cut mental faculties.

1.2 The “engrain “.

100 years ago a German scholar, Richard Semon, termed the material recorded engraved by

a stimulus in living tissues as the “engram” (Semon, 1904). The etymological roots of the

term are Greek, and it means, “something converted into writing”. Most of the popularity of

the term “engram” stems from a paper by Karl Lashley (1950) entitled “In search of the

engram”. Lashley aimed at identifying “the habits of the conditioned reflex type” in the

brain. His methodology was interference of fiinction from dysfunction. He inflicted

anatomical lesions on various parts of the rat or monkey brain, and tested the effect of the

intervention on brightness discrimination and maze leaming (Lashley, 1929; 1950). In spite

bis failure to locate the site of leamed discriminations, bis groundwork was influential for

future models of memory research. His seminal contribution was flot however in his ad hoc

experimental conclusions: He reached the conclusion that the engram is widely distributed

throughout the brain (Lashley, 1929). Rather, his contribution was in the methodology and

the concepts. On the methodological side, he was a pioncer in combining careful lesion

techniques with behavioral analysis. On the conceptual side, he found that the severity of

the leaming defect seemed to depend on the size of the lesion, not on their precise

anatomical position, and he concluded that leaming and other mental functions have no

special locus in the brain and consequently cannot be pinned down to specific collections of

fleurons. However, the main objections were that his behavior tasks and the behavioral

strategies required for successful performance were flot well defined in terms of the sensory

inputs. A subject with partial brain damage could stiil succeed in the task by using the

undamaged areas, and furthermore, the lesions were flot delicate enough to differentiate the

contribution of distinct functional division in the brain.
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At almost the same time that Lashley’s research indicated that there was no memory

engram, a Canadian neurosurgeon, Wilder Penfield produced evidence to the contrary.

Penfield electrically stimulated the exposed brains of epileptic patients to determine the

location of abnormal brain tissue and the functions its removal might endanger. When

Penfield probed a region of the temporal lobe, the patients’ responses took him by surprise.

Stimulation anywhere on the cerebral cortex could bring responses of one kind or another,

but lie found that when he stimulated the temporal lobes, he could elicit meaningful,

integrated responses such as memory, including sound, movement, and color. These

memories were mucli more distinct than usual memory, and were often about things

unremembered under ordinary circumstances. Yet, if Penfield stimulated the same area

again, the exact same memory popped up. The temporal region lie theorized, must be “part

of an automatic mechanism which scans the record of the past,” linldng the cortex to deeper

brain structures tliought to be involved in memory. “In the vast circuitry of the liuman

brain,” Penfield confidently wrote, “the evidence of an engram is clear” (Penfield, 1951).

Later, Lashley’s student, Donald Hebb developed lis famous theoretical principles of

memory formation at a cel!ular level (Hebb, 1949). At the synaptic level, Hebb coined a

postulate of use-dependent synaptic plasticity. In its original version it states the following:

“When an axon of ce!! A is near enough to excite a ceil B and repeatedly and persistently

takes place in firing it, some growtli processes or metabolic changes takes place in one or

both cells such that A’s efficiency, as one of the cells firing B, is increased”. In a Hebbian

synapse, the increase in synaptic weight is thus a function of correlation of pre- and

postsynaptic activity. Hebb proposed that the strength of the connection between the two

neurons is increased for a long period of time when the firing of the presynaptic and

postsynaptic neurons are closely correlated in time. Subsequently, this synaptic

strengthening has been termed associative, because it associates the firing of a postsynaptic

neuron with that of a presynaptic neuron. After such an event, when the first of the two

neurons is activated, the chance for the postsynaptic neuron firing is increased. Hebb
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implied that the synaptic strengthening is input-specific: when two neurons fire

coincidentally the synapse between them is strengthen, but other synapses on either neuron

remain unchanged (Bailey et al., 2000). Kandel and Tauc showed that synapses could be

strengthened or weakened without requirement for an activity of either the pre- or the

postsynaptic neurons as a resuit of the firing of a third, modulatory intemeuron. They also

suggested that this heterosynaptic modulation could have two forms, associative or non

associative. The associative form, combines features of both homosynaptic and

heterosynaptic mechanisms, whereas the non-associative form is purely homosynaptic

(Kandel and Tauc, 1965a; Kandel and Tauc, 1965b).

1.2.1 Synaptic Flasticity

Understanding how memories are stored and retrieved has been the goal of work in several

scientific disciplines, including neuroscience, neuropsychology, psychology, and cognitive

sciences. In neuroscience, research on leaming and memory has been conducted largely

within the context of plasticity i.e., the malleability of the synapses. Chemical synapses can

be modified functionally and anatomically during development and regeneration, and most

importantly, through experience and leaming. Use dependent neuronal plasticity embodies

stimulus induced regulation of intracellular signal transduction cascades, which culminates

in either: 1) Functional alterations, typically short term, and invoïve changes in the

effectiveness of existing synaptic connections and requires only covalent modification of

pre-existing proteins, or 2) Anatomical alterations, typically long-term that comprise the

modulation of gene expression, new protein synthesis, and the establishment of new

synaptic connections (Goelet et al., 1986; Bailey et al., 1996). In homosynaptic plasticity, it

is the intrinsic activity of the synapse itself that subsequently alters its own functional state.

These functional changes can be triggered by biochemical processes localized within either

the presynaptic terminal or the postsynaptic ce!!. In heterosynaptic plasticity, in contrast, a

synapse between two neurons is modified by extrinsic action of a third neuron. This

modu!atory neuron can alter synaptic transmission either by direct synaptic action or
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through diffuse release of a transmitter or hormone, to alter the function of the first

synapse. An important question has been whether these different types of plasticity involve

fundamentally different mechanism, or whether they share an alphabet of basic mechanisms

that are combined in different ways.

Synaptic plasticity contributes to a variety of physiological and pathological processes in

the aduit brain- from leaming and memory to amnesia and dementia, from drug dependence

to epilepsy (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993; Martin and Kandel, 1996).

Different mechanisms underlie synaptic plasticity at different types of synapses. In theory,

the efficacy of synaptic transmission could be modulated at any of the steps that lead to

vesicle fusion, release of transmitters and activation of postsynaptic receptors. It is

therefore important to thoroughly elucidate the basic mechanisms of synaptic transmission

to ultimately understand the meanders of synaptic transmission.

1.3 Vertebrates versus invertebrates

As learning and memory have become accessible to study with the techniques of cellular

and molecular biology, a variety of cellular mechanisms of neuronal plasticity have been

identified that are thought to contribute to different forms of leaming in invertebrates and

vertebrates. Now, researchers can aftempt to define the basic principles of leaming by

comparing these mechanisms and asking: what do they have in common, and how are they

different?

Although the ultimate goal is to delineate the mechanisms by which memory in our own

mmd is formed, stored and retrieved, the favorite models are for obvious reasons species

that are amenable for experimentation in laboratories. Unlike other mental process such as

thought, language, and consciousness, learning is relatively accessible to cellular and

molecular analysis.
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Interest in the intelligence of simple organisms and their use to investigate probiems of

leaming and memory, draws mainly from two conceptual frameworks: Darwinism (Boakes,

1984) and reductionism. The notion that evolution applies to the mmd as well, combined

with an interest in zooiogy and behavior, directed some investigators already a century ago

to study the mental powers of organisms such as protozoa and insects (Peckham and

Peckham, 1887; Jennings 1906; Day and Bentley, 1911). There are, for example few

functional or biochemical differences between the nerve celis and synapses of humans and

those of ApÏysia. Since behavior and learning is an expression of nerve celi activity, it

would be surprising if the leaming capability of people did flot have some elementary

features in common with learning in simple organisms. And, if elementary leaming are

common to ail animais with an evolved nervous system, there must be conserved features

in the mechanisms of leaming at a cellular —and molecular level that can be studied

effectively even in simple invertebrates (Krasne, 1978).

1.3.1 The idealmodeÏ

The ideal model should have the following qualities: 1) The animal should be able to

perform a simple task that can be modified by experience 2) the neuronal network

responsible for the task should be characterized in detail. 3) the neurons and synapses in the

network where the physiological changes associated with the leaming or the modification

of behavior take place should be identified, and finally 4) knowing ail the important

modifications we should be able to reveal the cellular and molecular processes that are

involved (Castellucci and Trudeau, 1997).

1.3.2 Aplysia

The possibility of acquisition by repetition of a stimulus is found in ah animal species, even

the simplest ones: Aplysia californica has proven to be an ideal model for this task. The

main asset of this marine mollusk is:
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1) Aplysia has a relatively simple and accessible nervous system. Whereas the mammalian

brain has a 1011 nerve celis, the central nervous system ofAplysia bas only 20,000 arranged

in widely spaced ganglia (Kandel, 2000n).

2) In Aplysia, certain elementary behaviors that can be modified by leaming may use fewer

than 100 celis. This neural simplicity makes it possible to delineate in detail the wiring

diagram of the behavior and thus pinpoint the contribution of each individual nerve ccli to

the behavior in which they participate (Kandel, 1976).

3) In addition to being few in numbers these celis are the largest nerve ceils in the animal

kingdom, reaching up to 1000 tm in diameter, as big as the entire brain of Drosophila and

big enough to be seen with the naked eye. Because of their large size, distinctive

pigmentation, location, shape, and firing pattem, it is possible to identify many of the celis

as unique individuals. One can record from these cells for hours, and the same ccli can be

returned to and rerecorded over a period of days. The celis can easily be dissected out for

biochemical studies, so that from a single cdl one can obtain sufficient mRNA to make a

cDNA library.

Finally these ceils can readily be injected with labeled compounds or genetic constructs

(Kandel, 2000n), and since both sides of the synapses are accessible to substances injected

into the ccli bodies, it is possible to manipulate presynaptic as well as postsynaptic

mechanisms (lin and Hawkins, 2003).

The Aplysia have attracted several cellular physiologists (Arvanitaki and Chalazonitis,

1958; Tauc and Gershenfeld, 1961; Kandel and Tauc, 1965). It is however, the research on

plasticity and leaming that is Aptysia, especialiy Aplysia calfornica ‘s daim to fame. It

gained immortai fame from studies in the laboratory of Eric Kandel. He was a pioneer and

bas continued to be a major driving force in Aplysia research. In 2000 he shared the Nobel
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Prize in medicine for 40 years of research in the cellular processes underlying learning and

memory, first in Aplysia, and recently in mice.

Aplysia calfornica, a hermaphroditic marine snail with mottled purpie skin, is found in

shallow ocean waters, have small repertoire of stereotyped behaviors that includes feeding,

egg-laying, and a variety of protective mechanisms. These responses include withdrawal of

the tau, siphon and gui, and the release of defensive secretions such as ink and opaline

(Walters et al., 1983)

The central nervous system consists of eight paired ganglia arranged around the

eosophages, and a large fused ganglion in the abdomen.

Major ganglia

Pedal

Fig. 1. Aplysia nerve celis are clustered together in five major bilateral pairs of ganglia,

each containing about 2000 nerve celis.

Following a series of reductive and simplifying steps, the cellular and molecular

mechanisms of leaming in Aplysia has been pursued from the behaving animal via

Buccal —

Pleural

Abdominal —
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preparations of isoiated ganglia, to identified nerve celis and synapses in culture (Carew et

ai, 1971; Castellucci et ai, 1970; Rayport and $chacher, 1986).

Not ail synapses are equaliy adaptable. The strength of some synapses in Aplysia rarely

changes, even with repeated activation. However, with synapses specially involved in

learning and memory storage, such as the synaptic connections between the sensory

neurons and their follower neurons in the gui-siphon -and tau withdrawal reflexes, a

relatively small amount of training, especially if it is appropriately spaced, can produce

large and long-lasting changes in synaptic strength. The study of these systems in ApÏysia

has provided an exceptionally favorable opportunity for relating synaptic changes in

specific celis to behavior, because the monosynaptic pathway in the giil-and siphon

withdrawal (GSW) reflexes and the related pathway activated by tau stimuli belong to a

reflex system that can be studied on the cellular level (Byrne et al., 1993; Hawkins et al.,

1993).

The analysis of ieaming in Aplysia has focused mainiy on the defensive reflexes, illustrated

primarily by the gili-and siphon-withdrawal (GSW) reflex. The GSW is a very simple

defensive reflex: the withdrawal of the gili upon stimulation of the siphon, an action that is

like the quick withdrawal of a hand from a hot object (Pinsker et ai., 1970). This reflex is

advantageous because the neuronal circuit is partly monosynaptic, and it has been shown to

undergo several simple forms ofleaming (Murphy and Glanzman, 1997).
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Fig. 2. A dorsal view of Aplysia, showing the gui-siphon withdrawal (GSW) reflex. The

gui lies in the mantle cavity and is normally covered partially by the mantie shelf. A light

touch to the siphon causes the siphon to contract and the gui to withdraw into the mantie

cavity under the protection of the mantle shelf. Repetitive monotonous tactile stimuli resuit

in habituation. A shock to the tau resuits in sensitization of the reflex.

In ApÏysia, the gill is the extemal respiratory organ that is housed in the mantie cavity. The

cavity is a respiratory chamber covered by the mantle shelf. When the animal is in a normal

Simple forms of reflexive learning leaU te

changes in effectiveness of synaptic transmission

Habituation

S e n s itizat ion

Snmuli Sî=2Oec

Tau

I
Stimu{i
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relaxed state, the gui is partially covered by a sheet of skin (the mantle sheif), which ends

in a fleshy spout, called the siphon. If a tactile stimulus is applied to the siphon, both the

siphon and the gui are drawn into the mantle cavity. The G$W reflex can be habituated by

repetitive monotonous tactile stimuli to the skin; sensitized by noxious or strong tactile

stimuli to the tail or head; and it can also undergo classical conditioning.

The circuitry underlying the Aplysia siphon-elicited siphon-withdrawal reflex bas been

widely used to study the cellular substrates of simple forms of leaming and memory.

Although the basic form of the behavior is quite simple, the underlying circuitry is rather

complex, consisting of monosynaptic and polysynaptic pathways, excitatory and inhibitory

intemeurons (frost and Kandel, 1995). A groundbreaking finding that allowed biochemical

and molecular investigation of this memory at the single cdl level was provided by the

work of Montarolo et al. (1986). These investigators showed that it is possible to

reconstitute in vitro the main components of the neural circuit underlying sensitization and

to reproduce synaptic responses in vivo by learning. The parallel use of both in vitro and in

vivo models and the work of several groups in the last 20 years led to an understanding of

the biological processes underlying sensitization of the G$W-reflex (Bailey et al., 1996;

Byme and Kandel, 1996, Carew, 1996). For the studies described in this thesis, we used the

pleural ventrocaudal (VC) sensory neuron cluster of the pleural ganglion and the LFS

siphon motor neurons of the abdominal ganglion reconstituted in vitro (Frost et ai,, 1997;

Walters and Cohen, 1997). These cells in particular, together with the gill motorneuron L7

have been widely used to study the cellular substrates of simple forms of leaming and

memory. The bilateral VC clusters are notable for their uniform appearance and the tight

packing of their ceils (Walters et ai,, 1983) The VC cluster us comprised of

mechanoafferent neurons that innervate a large part of the body surface of the animal. In

situ, the LFS motor neurons receive monosynaptic afferents from the LE sensory neurons

in the abdominal ganglion. The Aptysia siphon-elicited siphon-withdrawal reflex circuit

consists of the LFS motor neurons and 10 intemeurons (5 L29s, 3 L30s, 2 L34s) known to
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convey excitatory input to them (frost et ai,, 1997). The full circuit contains tbree other

centrai siphon motor neuron groups (e.g., LBS, LD$, RDS) (Frost and Kandei, 1995).

Aplysia sensory-motor neuron synapses in isoiated ce!! culture exhibit both short and long

lasting forms of piasticity characteristic of the intact animai (Rayport and Schacher, 1986;

Montarolo et al., 1986; Eliot et al., 1994a,b; Lin and Glanzman, 1997; Bao et al., 1997;

1998). In addition, they have a number of different advantages for examining the

mechanisms of plasticity. 1) The neurons are identified as individuals with known

behaviora! functions. 2) There are no other neurons in the dish and they do not form

autapses. 3) One can unambiguously distinguish between homosynaptic and heterosynaptic

effects and also know the source of spontaneous miniature EPSP with certainty (Jin and

Hawkins, 2003). The neuronal networks causally related to these reflexes inciude two main

components, a monosynaptic one, the sensory-to-motor neurone synaptic junctions, and a

polysynaptic one made up of various excitatory and inhibitory interneuronal synapses

(Frost et al., 1988; Trudeau and Castellucci, 1992; Wbite et al., 1993). There are many sites

that can be modified when the reflex is facilitated or depressed (Fischer and Carew, 1995;

Trudeau and Castellucci, 1993a; Xu et ai., 1995). Like many forms of leaming-reiated

synaptic plasticity, facilitation at Aplysia sensory-motor neuron synapses can involve

different molecular mechanisms depending on experimental variables such as the history of

activity and the duration of 5HT exposure (Byme and Kandel, 1996).

The transmitter at the sensory to motor junction is most likely glutamate (Trudeau and

Castellucci, 1993; Lechner and Byme, 1998; Storozhuk and Castellucci, 1999; Levenson et

ai, 2000; Cohen et al., 2003; Antzoulatos and Byrne, 2004). The sensitizing or facilitating

stimulation activates severa! types of facilitator intemeurons, some of which have been

identified (Hawkins et al., 1981; Goelet et al., 1986; Hawkins and Schacher, 1989; Trudeau

and Castellucci, 1993; Liu et al., 2004; ). These neurons use at least four different

transmitters: 5-hydroxy-tryptamine (serotonin or 5-HT), the small cardiopeptides SCPA and

SCPB and a fourth one presently unidentified (Abrams et al., 1984; Ghirardi et al., 1995).
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Most of the work on synaptic facilitation has focused on the action of 5-HT. Serotonin

induces changes in ionic conductances leading to spike broadening and enhancement of

excitability in the sensory neurons and in some motor neurons. Serotonin leads to an

increase in synaptic release in two ways, one that is dependent on spike broadening and the

other that is independent of spike broadening. These two facilitatory actions of 5-HT are

mediated by at least two second messenger activated protein kinase systems, protein kinase

A (PKA) and protein kinase C (PKC). The two biochemical cascades overlap in their

contributions to synaptic facilitation; their contributions are not simply synergistic but are

state- and time-dependent (Burreli and Sahley 2001; Kandel, 2001; Leal et al., 2005).

Recent observations by Glanzman and colleagues (Li et al., 2005) have indicated that

facilitation of the sensori-motor synapses during and after 5-HT exposure depends also on a

rise in postsynaptic intracellular calcium and release of calcium from postsynaptic stores,

which then signals back to the presynaptic terminal by some unknown mechanism. In ccli

culture, application of 5-HT can be substituted for a harmful modulatory stimulus. A single

application of 5-HT produces short-terni facilitation, same as does single tail shock,

whereas four more repeated applications of 5-HT produce long-term synaptic facilitation

(Montarolo et al., 1986 from Castellucci et al., 1988). Blocking the action of these

serotonergic celis blocks the effect of sensitizing stimuli (Glanzman et al., 1989).

The sensory to motor connection can undergo homosynaptic depression (Armitage and

Siegelbaum, 1998; Byme and Kandel, 1996), homosynaptic facilitation (Bao et al., 1997;

Li et al., 2005; Lin and Glanzman, 1994b; Muller and Carew 1998) and heterosynaptic

depression involving FMRFamide and dopamine (Abrams et al., 1984; Montarolo et al.,

1986). There are also unidentified sensory neurons, probably at the periphery that can

contribute to the reflex; they have lower threshold of activation than those of the other

groups but their modulation seems to be similar (Frost et al., 1988). Anatomical studies

conducted by Bailey and Chen (Bailey and Chen, 1988) indicated that long-term memory

(lasting several weeks) is accompanied by a plethora of alterations at identified sensory

neuron synapses. Their resuits indicate that the size of the active zones and the total number
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of varicosities are larger in sensitized animais compared to controls and smaller in

habituated animais. Castellucci and Kandel attempted to iocalize the change produced by

habituation and sensitization to either the presynaptic or postsynaptic component of the

synapse. They applied a quantal analysis to the synaptic connections between the sensory

and motor celis, and found that the short-term homosynaptic depression that accompanies

habituation involves a reduction in the amount of transmitter released from the presynaptic

neuron (Castellucci and Kandel, 1974).

The Aplysia G$W reflex can be modified by four simple forms of leaming paradigms: 1)

habituation, 2) sensitization, 3) dishabituation, and 4) ciassical conditioning

1.3.2.1 Habituation is the simplest form of implicit leaming, where the animal show a

progressive decrease in reflex strength with repeated iimocuous stimulation. If the stimulus

is neither beneficial nor harmful, the animal leams after repeated exposure, to ignore it.

Habituation prevents recurrent non-threatening environmental stimuli from endlessly

distracting the animal from potentially meaningful stimuli of behavioral significance.

Habituation is caused by a homosynaptic depression in the activity of a sensory-motor

connection (Castellucci et al., 1970, 1974) and is associated with depression of the synapses

from sensory neurons onto gui and siphon or tau motor neurons produced by a reduction in

transmitter release from the presynaptic terminais following each action potential.

Habituation can last from a few minutes to up to severai weeks if repeated training sessions

are administrated over several days (Carew et al., 1973). Release of neurotransmitter

typically occurs at axonai swellings, termed varicosities, in contact with the processes of a

postsynaptic neuron. Anatomical studies show that the number of varicosities (Bailey and

Chen, 198$) as well as the number and size of the vesicle pool in the active zone are

significantly decreased in long-term habituated synapses (Bailey and Chen, 1983),

indicating that morphological changes accompany the changes in behavior. At Aplysia

synapses, short-term depression does not appear to involve a depletion of releasable
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vesicles or a decrease in presynaptic Ca2 influx, but may involve an inactivation of the

release process itseif (Eliot et al., 1994b; Armitage and Siegelbaum, 199$). However,

Baiiey and Chen (19$$) and study by the group of Marc Klein (2002) suggest depletion as

a possible mechanism. Although considered the simplest of ail types of leaming, the

cellular and molecular analysis of habituation in Aplysia has so far yielded less elaborate

mechanistic models than the analysis of sensitization or classical conditioning.

1.3.2.2 Sensitization is the erihancement of reflex responses. When a harmful stimulus is

applied to the neck or tau of Aplysia, facilitating neurons are activated that in tum act on

the sensory neurons to enhance transmitter release (Castellucci and Kandel, 1976).

Defensive reflexes for withdrawal and escape becomes amplified, the animal leams to

respond more vigorously, flot only to that stimulus but also to other stimuli, even harmless

ones. The phylogenic value of sensitization is rather straightforward: An Aptysia that has

just avoided being eaten by a lobster that has pinched its tau, is indeed well advised to

respond with a lower threshold to a similar stimulus, because it is almost certain that the

lobster will attack again. During short-term sensitization or dishabituation of the

withdrawal reflex, the monosynaptic connections between sensory neurons and motor

neurons are enhanced by heterosynaptic facilitation (Byme and Kandel, 1996). Facilitation

or dishabituation is the enhancement of a habituated reflex response by a noxious stimulus,

whereas sensitization is an enhancement of a non-habituated reflex response by that

stimulus (Carew et al., 1971).

1.3.2.3 Dishabituation has been thought to be due either to reversai of the process of

habituation or to a second process equivalent to sensitization superimposed on habituation

(Hawkins et al., 2006). Hoclmer and colleagues (1986 a, b) suggested that dishabituation

and sensitization in adult Aplysia are produced, at least in part, by different cellular

mechanisms. This reversai of synaptic depression parallels the behavioral process of

dishabituation. They also proposed that this facilitatory mechanism might represent a direct
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modulation of transmitter release, either an increase in the availability of transmitters for

release, or a modulation of the release mechanism itself. In contrast to a unitary process

view, dishabituation and sensitization emerge as separate behavioral processes according to

very different developmental timetables in Aplysia. The magnitude of dishabituation

appears to be determined by the interaction of 3 underlying processes: (1) the

dishabituation process itself, (2) an inhibitory process that competes with dishabituation

and, (3) a facilitatory process (sensitization) that augments dishabituation (Rankin and

Carew, 1988). At depressed Aplysia sensoiy to motor synapses, 5-HT facilitates transmitter

release by dishabituating the synapse primarily through activation of a Ca2tindependent

form ofPKC, PKC Apl II (Ghirardi et al., 1992; Manseau et al., 2001). While activation of

PKC by 5-HT increases transmitter release only at depressed synapses, activation of PKC

by phorbol esters (PE) increases transmitter release at both naïve and depressed synapses

(Braha et al., 1990; Ghirardi et al., 1992; Nakhost et al., 2003). At naïve synapses 5-HT

facilitates transmitter release primarily through a protein kinase A (PKA) pathway. In the

prescence of a PE, the Ca2-dependent PKC, Apl I is also recmited. It is also possible that

the initial increase in synaptic strength caused by activation of PKA may make further

modifications induced by 5-HT irrelevant. However, recently Jin et al. (2005) showed that

PKC-mediated increases in synaptic strength at naïve synapses could be activated through

prolonged applications of 5-HT.
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1.3.2.4 Classical conditioning is a more complex form of leaming than sensitization.

Rather than learning only about one stimulus, the organism leams to associate one type of

stimulus with another. This form of leaming, originally described in dogs by the Russian

physiologist and psychologist Ivan Pavlov (Pavlov, 1927), occurs when a behaviorally

neutral stimulus, usually a light tone or a tactile stimulus (the conditioned stimulus or CS)

is presented to an animal together with a reinforcing stimulus (the unconditioned stimulus

aiI

Ciii

Siphon

Fig. 3. A highly simplified scheme of a fragment of the circuit that subserves the GSW

reflex. The neuronal networks causally related to these reflexes include two main

components, a monosynaptic one (marked in red), the sensory-to-motor neurone synaptic

junctions, and a polysynaptic one made up of various excitatory and inhibitory

intemeuronal synapses.
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or US). Classical conditioning has been portrayed as sharing cellular mechanisms with

sensitization, however, in contrast to sensitization, which enhances the responses of

subsequent stimulations of the skin at any location; the facilitation in classical conditioning

is specific to the pathway that has mediated the conditioned input. The GSW-reflex of

Aplysia, can be enhanced by classical conditioning, however, the timing of the CS and US

is critical. It depends on close forward pairing, (about 0.5 s) of sensory neuron activity, the

CS (siphon touch) and the excitatory intemeuron activity, the US, (a strong shock to the

tau). The sequential activation of the sensory neuron during a critical interval by the CS and

the US leads to greater presynaptic facilitation than when the two stimuli are flot accurateÏy

paired. Classical conditioning in Aplysia was first described by Kandel and colleagues in

1981 (Carew et al., 1981). This form ofinvertebrate learning was originally hypothesized to

be due to an exclusively presynaptic mechanism, known as activity dependent presynaptic

facilitation (ADFP). A 1984 study (Carew et al. 1984) where postsynaptic

hyperpolarization during the US did not block the associative enhancement of EPSP,

concluded that ADfP does not involve a Hebbian mechanism. A decade later, the discovery

that sensory-motor synapses of Aplysia possessed the capacity for NMDA receptor

dependent LTP (Lin and Glanzman, 1997; Lin and Glanzman, 1994a; Lin and Glanzman,

1994b) indicated that classical conditioning also depends in part, on Hebbian LTP

(Glanzman, 1995).

1.3.3 Drosophila

The fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster has long been an organism of choice for molecular

geneticists. A tiny creature, 3mm in length, equipped with complex body structures,

including a brain of 250,000 neurons. Drosophilas are conveniently small, and remarkably

inexpensive. Their generation time is about 10 days at room temperature, and their life

cycle includes easily identifiable phases (Ashbumer, 1989). The small number of

chromosomes, the convenient chromosomal cytology, the availability of spontaneous

mutants, the short generation time, and ease of breeding, initiated a meticulous, systematic
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analysis of Drosophila genetics. The fact that flues can leam to remember a variety of

associative tasks makes Drosophlia an excellent system to characterize genes involved in

learning and memory (Davis, 1993). Studies of leaming in flues frequentiy use a classical

conditioning paradigm that involves the temporal coupling of an electric shock with a

particular odor; flues leam to avoid the shock-associated odor after training. Behaviorai

screening of mutagenized flues using such learning paradigms have led to the isolation of

genes invoived in leaming and memory. Over the years, “leaming mutants” of Drosophila

have contributed significantly to our current knowiedge about the molecular mechanisms of

acquisition and consolidation of simple memory. It has created remarkable evidence in

support of the cAMP signal transduction cascade and of the cAMP-response element

binding protein (CREB), a type of protein that regulates the expression of genes, and plays

a key role in neuronal plasticity.

In Drosophlia synaptic transmission is usually anaiyzed at the neuromuscular junction

(NMJ) during the embryonic, third instar larvai, and adult stages of development. Although

this methodology does not involve intemeuronal connections, the basic release mechanisms

us unlikely to be substantiaiiy different, as the moiecular component of these two

glutamatergic synapses are highiy conserved (Littieton and Bellen, 1995). In the

Drosophlia NMJ identified motor neurons ilmervate specific muscle targets in a highiy

stereotypic manner, ailowing consistent and reproducible analysis of synaptic parameters

between animais (Yoshihara and Montana, 2004). Yet Drosophila, in spite of offering

unique advantages to the geneticist, is flot the dream machine of the neurophysioiogist,

centrai neurons in the fruit fly are flot easiiy avaiiable to electrode recordings in the same

way as central mammaiian neurons. Furthermore, being invertebrate, Drosophila is

incapable ofproviding dues ofthe mammaiian brain at the circuit and system ievei.

In recent years, some of the enthusiasm for using simple organisms to anaiyze the

neuroiogical bases of behavior has declined, because state of art molecular bioiogy can now

be used to approach probiems in higher organisms that previously were oniy approachabie
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in lower ones. Powerful neurogenetics, for exampie, is already practiced in mice, depriving

Drosophila of its monopoiy in the neurogeneticai analysis of memory.

1.3.4 Mouse

Mus muscuÏus, the common mouse is a pest for househoiders, a pet for animal loyers, and a

biessing for molecular bioiogists. Mice are the mammalian counterparts of Drosophila for

leaming and behavioral studies. Aithough they lack Drosophila advantages for genetics

studies, the ability to generate mice with specific gene “knock outs”, and possibility of

assessing the effect of the targeted mutations in classical behavioral tests, made mice

attractive animais for memory studies. Unlike Drosophila, where specific genes required

for memory can be identified in specific screens, studies in mice are somewhat lirnited to

guessing the players. With mice, it is now possible to add engineered genes to the mouse

genome, or remove other genes at will, and to generate mouse unes that will express the

mutation and propagate it to their progeny. Knock out (KO) mice, where a gene is ablated

in situ, have been used to identify the roles of a variety of protein kinases, of subtypes of

glutamate receptors and of a variety of transcription factors invoÏved in long-term

potentiation (LTP). They have also proved useful in particular for probing the relations

between LTP and leaming, and the role of hippocampus in learning and memory (Grant et

al., 1992; Mayford et al., 1996; Isien et al., 1996a). Furthermore, novel techniques now

permit the generation of tissue, -celi-type, -and temporarily restricted gene knockouts

(Tsien et al., 1996b; Shimizu et al., 2000). These conditional mice techniques offer

considerable advantages for the study of leaming and memory, because they could be used

to dissociate the effect of a mutation on development from those on behavioral plasticity,

and furthermore, localize the defect to specific brain regions and circuits. In parallel with

the aforementioned trend, the use of brain suces (e.g. Dobrunz and Stevens, 1999) and of

neuronal cell cultures (e.g. Tardin et al., 2003; Jaskolski and Mulle, 2004; Abel et al., 1997)

from complex nervous system has gained much popularity, because such simplffied

preparations permit exploitation of highly advanced molecular and computational
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techniques e.g. the investigation of LTP in the hippocampus and fear-conditioning in the

amygdala. Among mammais the mouse is stiil unique in this respect; appropriate

neurogenetic techniques are flot yet available, for example in rats. In addition, they are

small (20-35g), the size oftheir brain is manageabie, and the generation time is 3-4 months.

1.4 The synapse

The neurons in our brain communicate with one another through specialized structures

caiied synapses. The term synapse (Greek for syn-haptein “to make contact”) is commonly

attributed to Sherrington. Sherrington was a neurophysiologist who beiieved that nerves

terminate in free endings and that the transfer of information from these endings to their

targets differs markedly from the propagation of information along neuronal branches.

When requested to revise his contribution to a textbook of physiology (foster and

Sherrington, 1897), he reasoned that since the research on this functional junction between

nerve celis had already matured to become an important topic in physiology, this type of

junction deserved a speciai term. Hence, the synapse was bom (Sherrington, 1941).

Synapses come in many flavors. They can be classified by their morphology, location,

function (e.g. inhibitory vs. excitatory), types of neurotransmitters and their receptors. A

major taxonomy distinguishes chemical from electrical synapses. John Eccles,

(Sherington’s student), believed ail synaptic transmission was electrical, that the action

potential in the presynaptic neuron generates a current that flows passively into the

postsynaptic cell. He resisted initiaily the idea of a chemicai transmission proposed by

Henry Dale and his followers, but later he became a major proponent of it (Kandel, 2000).

It is now accepted that although most synapses use a chemical transmitter, some operate

purely by electricai means.

Neurobioiogists now accept the existence of two major modes of synaptic transmission:

eiectrical, which depends on current, through gap-junctions that bridge the cytoplasm of

pre- and postsynaptic ceiis. Eiectrical transmission piays a roie in synchronizing neural
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activity. In chemical transmission, pre- and postsynaptic celis have no structural continuity

they are separated by a discrete extracellular space, the synaptic clefi (Bennett, 2000).

The most common transmitters of the CNS are glutamate, GABA, dopamine and serotonin.

Eccles and his collaborators (Eccles, 1963) showed that synaptic communication in the

CNS, as in the periphery, is mediated by ionic currents that flow across the postsynaptic

membrane, generating excitatory or inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (EP$Ps and IPSPs).

Depending on which ions carry the postsynaptic currents, the respective transmitters are

classified as excitatory or inhibitory.

1.4.1 Signaling within fleurons: the action potential

Nerve cells are able to carry signals over long distances because of their ability to generate

an action potential. An action potential generates a local flow of current that is sufficient to

depolarize the adjacent region of the axonal membrane and is propagated without failure

along the axon to the nerve terminal. In 1939 while recording from the giant axon of the

squid Kenneth Cole and Howard Curtis found that the ionic conductance across the

membrane increases dramatically during the action potential, suggesting that the action

potential reflects the flow of the ionic current. Hodgkin, Huxley and Katz extended these

observations in a series of papers in the early 1950s. They found that the amplitude of the

action potential is reduced when external Na concentration is lowered, indicating that Na

influx is responsible for the rising phase of the action potential (Hodgkin and Katz, 1949).

Their data also suggested that the falling phase of the action potential was caused by a later

increase in K permeability (Hodgkin et al., 1952).

1.4.2 Synaptic transmission

Synaptic transmission is initiated when an action potential triggers neurotransmitter release

from a presynaptic nerve terminal (Katz, 1969) and is determined by the amount of

transmitter release from the presynaptic neurons and by the transduction of the chemical

signal into an electrical response by the target cell. An action potential induces the opening
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of Ca2-channe1s and the resulting Ca2 transient stimulates synaptic vesicle exocytosis.

Transmitter release depends on the size of the readily releasable pool (RRP) of transmitter

(Rosemund and $tevens, 1996; Gillis et al., 1996), thought to represent the release-ready

synaptic vesicles docked at the active zone (Schikorski and Stevens, 2001), and the efficacy

of the release process.

Synaptic transmission includes a chemical step, where the signaling substance, called a

transmitter, is released very locally from the sending, presynaptic ceil and then acts

transientïy on receptors of the receiving, postsynaptic ceil. The receptor is part of an ion

channel and mediates, upon occupation by the transmitter, a brief flux of ions across the

postsynaptic membrane generating a change in the postsynaptic membrane potential

(Sakmann, 1991).

The signal that actually initiates the cellular response of the postsynaptic ceil is the flux of

ions across the postsynaptic membrane. The size, duration and direction of this ion flux, as

well as the nature of the ions traversing the postsynaptic membrane, determines whether

this response will either activate voltage sensitive membrane conductance and initiate

action potentials, or instead reduce the celis electrical activity. The cellular response may

also be determined by a change in intracellular ion concentrations, in particular the

concentration of calcium ions, which act as a second messenger for many cellular

responses. Receptors can also gate ion channels indirectly. These receptors often referred to

as metabotropic receptors, produce slow synaptic responses, which persist for seconds or

minutes. They are coupled via a detachable transducer, called G-protein and act by altering

intracellular metabolic reactions. Activation of these receptors stimulates the production of

second messengers, small freely diffusible intracellular metabolites such as cAMP and

diacylglycerol (DAG). Many such second messengers activate protein kinases (PKs), an

ubiquitous type of enzyme that modifies proteins and regulates their function by catalyzing

the addition of a phosphate group. Some of the modified proteins are other enzymes, others

are signaling and regulatory molecules, stili others transiocate to the nucleus and modify

transcriptional regulatory proteins, in this way controlling gene expression. Second
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messengers can covalently modify preexisting proteins as well as regulating the synthesis

of new proteins. Whereas fast synaptic transmission is critical for routine behavior, slow

synaptic transmission is oflen modulatory and act upon neural circuit to regulate the

intensity, form, and duration of a given behavior (Kandel et al., 2000).

1.4.3 The “calcium hypothesis”.

The classical calcium hypothesis describes the quantitative relationship between release of

neurotransmitter and extracellular Ca2-concentration (Katz and Miledi, 1965). This

hypothesis emerged from a series of experiments of the frog neuromuscular junction and

the squid giant synapse. During the 1960s, Katz, together with Miledi undertook a series of

elegant studies using a focal calcium pipette to demonstrate that in the absence of

extracellular calcium, a nerve impulse stili enters the nerve terminal but fails to trigger the

release of transmitters. His work provided some of the earliest definitive evidence for the

idea that calcium entry into the terminal was required for neurotransmitter release.

According to the calcium hypothesis, a nerve impulse causes calcium ions to enter the

presynaptic terminal where they bind a molecular calcium sensor that cooperatively (Dodge

and Rahamimoff, 1967) control vesicular release and causes an increase in the probability

of release p so that vesicle fusion occurs. Dodge and Rahamimoff first described the

phenomenon of calcium cooperativity of synaptic transmission for frog neuromuscular

junctions, reporting that the amplitude of excitatory junctional potentials is related to the

fourth power of extracellular Ca2.

1.4.4 The “quantaihypothesis”.

Katz discovered that neurotransmitters, such as acetylcholine (ACh), are released not as a

single molecule, but as multimolecular packets called quanta. At the neuromuscular

junction each quantum comprises about 5000 molecules of transmitter (Fatt and Katz,

1951; Castillo and Katz, 1954). Each quantum of ACh is packaged in a single small
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organelle, the synaptic vesicle, and is released by exocytosis at specialized release sites

within the presynaptic terminal called the active zone.

Together with Paul Fatt, Katz discovered that in the absence of any form of stimulation, the

end plate region of the muscle fiber is not completely at rest, but displays electric activity in

the form of discrete, randomly recurring miniature end plate potentiais (mEPP), each in the

order of about 0,5 mV. What accounts for the fixed size of mEPPs? In 1954 Castillo and

Katz discovered the unitary nature of mEPP arises from the synchronous impact of current

through about 2000 acetylcholine (Ach) receptor-channels, where each ACh receptor

channel is responsible for only about 0.3 1iV. Thus, synaptic potentiais seem smoothly

graded in recordings only because each quantal potential is small relative to the total

potential (Katz, 1970; Kandel, 2000).

1.4.4.] What morphologicalfeature might accountfor the quantum oftransmitter?

Castillo and Katz postulated that synaptic vesicles discharge their contents by fusing with

the presynaptic membrane in a process known as exocytosis (Castillo and Katz, 1954).

Direct evidence that exocytosis of a single synaptic vesicle is responsible for the release of

one quantum of transmitter was difficult to obtain, because the chance of finding a vesicle

in the act of being discharged. Moreover, there was wide speculation on how axon endings

could sustain high rates of secretion for prolonged periods of time without exhausting their

supply of synaptic vesicles. Considering the great distance of nerve terminais from

perikarya in the majority of neurons, some form of local membrane recycling appeared to

be necessary (Gray and WilÏis, 1970). Conclusive evidence for recycling was provided in

the early 1970s when two groups used electron microscopy to examine how stimulation

altered the ultrastructure of the frog neuromuscular junction (NMJ). Thomas Heuser, one of

Bernard Katz’ postdoctorai fellows, attempted to capture a picture of neurotransmitter

“quant&’ being released. The only approach available to him at the time was to stimulate the

nerve intensiveiy and subsequently throw it into a fixative. Fellow scientists who saw the

images said the overstimulated nerves were ‘just destroyed,” and “flot relevant to anything.”
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Heuser had a suspicion however, that the internai structures were flot just signs of

degradation, but instead were products of endocytosis.

Together with Tom Reese at the NIH he decided to investigate his idea. He stimulated the

frog NMJ at 10 Hz for 1 mm, in the presence of an enzyme used as an EM marker,

horseradish peroxidase (HRP), which catalyzes the formation of an electron dense reaction

product in the tissue after it is soaked in the precursor (diaminobenzidine). The tissue was

rapidly fixed aller stimulation (within msecs). They found HRP reaction product in

clathrin-coated vesicles near the membrane. If they fixed slightly later, they saw reaction

product in synaptic vesicles. They could then deplete the vesicles of HRP when they

restimulated in the absence of HRP. From these and many similar experiments, it has been

established that vesicle membrane is retrieved from the plasma membrane and recycled into

new synaptic vesicies. Retrieved vesicle membrane is recycled through clathrin-coated

vesicles into endosomes near the terminal, then sorted and budded off again from

membrane cisternae to form new synaptic vesicies (PoweYl, 2005; Heuser and Reese, 1973).

In contrast, Ceccarelli et al. (1973) observed little change in the ultrastructure of the

terminal following stimulation at lower frequency (2 Hz for up to 4h). They reached an

altogether different conclusion: that vesicles reformed directly from the plasma membrane

at the site of their release (Ceccarelli et al., 1973). This laid the groundwork for what would

be called the kiss-and-run” hypothesis: that synaptic vesicles could deliver their cargo by

fusing slightly with the membrane and then reform by pinching back off (Fesce et al.,

1994). This model has attracted new interest with the demonstration that peptide-containing

secretory granules can indeed secrete part of their content through a transient fusion pore

(Chow et al., 1992; Cochilla et al., 1999; Fesce and Meldolesi, 1999) as well as

cathecholamine containing PC12 cells (Wang et al., 2003).

These different views led to a decade of competition between the two groups. For synaptic

vesicle exocytosis, the question of kiss-and-rnn versus full fusion plus recycling is still very

much up in the air. Some researchers now believe that both forms of exocytosis occur, but
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that ceils oniy use kiss-and-run when vesicles are in short supply (Wightman and Haynes,

2004), others report that calcium promotes kiss-and-run (Klingauf et al., 1998; Neyes et al.,

2001; Ales et al., 1999; Cousin and Robinson, 2000), whereas others find no effect

(Stevens and Williams, 2000), or calcium provoked inhibition (Hsu and Jackson, 1996).

The Heuser and Reese experiments support a model in which synaptic vesicle recycling is

mediated by the formation of coated vesicles, is relatively slow, and occurs distally from

active zones. Because heavy levels of stimulation were needed to visualize the coated

vesicles, Ceccarelli’s experiments argued that synaptic vesicle recycling does not require

the formation of coated vesicles. On the contrary, he claimed: it is relatively fast, and

occurs directly at the active zone in a ‘kjss-and-run” reversal of exocytosis under more

physiological conditions. For the next thirty years, these models have provided the

foundation for studies of the rates, locations, and molecular elements involved in synaptic

vesicle endocytosis.

1.5 The molecular biology ofvesiclefusion and release.

Kinetic analysis suggests that the exocytotic release of neurotransmitter from synaptic

vesicles involves a cycle composed of at least four distinct steps: (1) the transport of

synaptic vesicles from a reserve pool to a releasable pool at the active zone; (2) the docking

of vesicles to their release sites at the active zone; (3) the fusion of synaptic vesicle

membrane with the plasma membrane during exocytosis, in response to a local increase in

intracellular Ca2; and (4) endocytosis, the retrieval and recycling of vesicles.

1.5.1 The initial triggerfor neurotransmitter release

Neither Na influx nor K efflux is required to release neurotransmitters at the synapse,

only Ca2. Synaptic transmission is initiated by a rapid rise in the concentration of calcium

in the nerve terminal. This increase is detected by the secretory machinery, leading to

transmitter release via fusion of synaptic vesicles with the presynaptic plasma membrane.

When an action potential invades the terminal, it opens voltage gated-gated Ca2 channels
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near the active zone of the release site. Physiological evidence, such as the speed of

transmission and the effect of the fast (BAPTA) and slow (EGTA) -calcium buffers on

neurotransmitter release, supports the idea that these Ca2 chaimels must be located veiy

close to the release sites, presumably in the active zones (Kawasaki et al., 2004). Linâs et

al. showed, at the squid giant synapse, that the delay between the measured presynaptic

Ca2 and the corresponding postsynaptic responses is less than 200 Jisec (Liinâs, 1981).

1.5.2 Calcium triggered exocytosis

The local increase in Ca2 concentration greatly enhances the probability of vesicle fusion

and transmitter release. Although calcium is present in abundance within cells, it is well

sequestered and is available only on demand. Upon certain cellular stimulus, Ca2

concentration at specific nano environments in a celi becomes elevated by several orders of

magnitude within a brief period (<Ï ms). Not surprisingly calcium ion channels have been

found in direct association with t-SNAREs (Rettig et al., 1995). An elegant study by

Robitaille et al. (1990) at the frog neuromuscular junction demonstrated that calcium

channels are highly concentrated in the active zones of the presynaptic nerve terminals and

in perfect alignment with the clusters of postsynaptic ACh receptors. Synaptic vesicles fuse

with the plasma membrane constitutively under resting conditions, but the probability of

vesicie fusion is increased dramatically by elevations in cytosolic Ca2. The rapid effect of

Ca2, ta fraction of a millisecond) (Sabatini and Regehr, 1996), suggests that Ca2 does not

induce release by a complex reaction, for example by initiating assembly of new SNARE

complexes (see section 1.6) or causing large conformational changes. Instead it is likely

that the reaction is Jargely completed before the arrivai of the Ca2 trigger (Sudhof, 1995).

In recent years, Katz’ Ca2 hypothesis lias been refined by several authors (Simon and

Llinâs, 1985; Yamada and Zucker, 1992; Naraghi and Neher, 1997) into the “Ca2

microdomain hypothesis”. According to this hypothesis, the depolarization-triggered

opening of Ca2-channels results in a very higli Ca2 concentration (a few hundred jiM) in
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tiny microdomains beiow each Ca2-chaimel and in their close proximity. Such a high

concentration is required to activate the release system, and it is assumed that this is

because the putative Ca2 receptor has a iow affinity for Ca2. Many presynaptic terminais

also have ionotropic and metabotrobic receptors for transmitters, and these, in tum,

modulate Ca2 influx during an action potential an thus modify release. Although the notion

of Ca2 as the key intracellular trigger of neurotransmitter release was established around 50

years ago, the downstream mechanism responsibie for membrane fusion was unknown until

relatively recently (Morgan, 2005).

The speed of exocytosis is criticai for neural function and relies on a cascade of protein

protein interactions that mediate docking of synaptic vesicies to the plasma membrane, a

priming step that prepares the vesicles for release upon Ca2 influx (Sudhof, 1995; Sudhof,

2002). However, the molecular mechanism by which calcium triggers fusion remains

iargely unknown (Hilfiker and Augustine, 1999). Precise timing of release is also important

for the information encoding in neuronal networks, to allow for temporal coordination of

synaptic input from heterogenous sources. Such fast kinetics imposes major demands on

the molecular machinery that coordinates and mediates stimuius-secretion coupling in

synapses (Rosenmund et ai., 2003).

More than 1000 proteins functions in the presynaptic nerve terminal and hundreds are

thought to participate in exocytosis. In this myriad of proteins, which are the performers

and which are only strategic assistants? How do these proteins collaborate, and how is it

possible to understand the function of such a multitude of proteins?

In the late eighties, two molecular biologists, Richard Schelier and Thomas Sudhof

believed that the key to understanding synaptic transmission was to clone all the proteins

associated with synaptic vesicles and all of the proteins associated with synaptic vesicle

proteins. This program tumed out to be a tuming point in the general understanding of

neurotransmitter release.
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1.6 The SNARE compÏex: structure assembly and disassembly

Intracellular membrane fusion involves similar machinery in ail vesicular traffic steps and

is conserved throughout evolution (Sudhof, 1995; Graham et al., 2002). The core of this

machinery is formed by a set of proteins, termed soluble NSF (N-ethylmaleimide-sensitive

fusion factor) attachment protein receptors (SNARE). SNAREs play an essential role in

most intracellular membrane fusion events (Ferro-Novick and Jalm, 1994; Rothman, 1994).

About 15 years ago the SNARE proteins VAMP (vesicle associated membrane protein)

(Sudhof et al., 1989; Trimble et al., 1988), SNAP-25 (synaptosome—associated protein of

25 kDa) (Oyler et al., 1989), and syntaxin (Bennett et al., 1992) were cloned. These

proteins can be divided into two categories: target membrane SNARES (t-SNARES)

including syntaxin and SNAP-25 and the vesicle SNARE (v-$NARE) VAMP also known

as synaptobrevin ($ollner et al., 1993). During the fusion of a transport vesicle with a target

membrane compartment, the formation of the tetrameric SNARE complex brings the two

membranes together and allows the specific fusion of the vesicle with the compartment

exhibiting the appropriate t-SNAREs (Weber et ai., 1998) (Figure 4). When t- and y

SNAREs are allowed to mix in a calcium free buffer, prior to the addition of calcium, no

fusion occurs. On the contrary when t- and v-SNAREs vesicles are allowed to mix in a

calcium-buffer, vesicles aggregate and fuse (Jeremic at al., 2004). The SNARE proteins are

characterized by a sequence called SNARE motifs of approximately 60-70 residues in

iength (Weimbs et al., 1997). The SNARE motif is most remarkable for its repeating

pattem of hydrophobic residues, spaced such that the adoption of a a—helical structure

places ail the hydrophobic side chains on the same face of the helix (Antonin et ai., 2002;

Poirier et ai., 1998; Sutton et al., 1998).
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Fig. 4. The current models for synaptic vesicle exocytosis propose that fusion requires

assembly and activation of the SNARE complex.

The SNARE complex is stabiïized by hydrophobic interactions between the 4 helices in a

series of layers with one lieux donated by syntaxin, one by VAMP and two by SNAP-25

(Sutton et al., 1998). Mutations in these layers disrupt SNARE-SNARE interactions in vitro

and compromise the $NARE complex stability (Fasshauer et al., 1998; Chen et al., 1999;

Washboume et al., 1999). Most SNAREs contains a single, C-terminal transmembrane

domain adjacent to the SNARE motif, and others feature hydrophobic posttranslational

modifications instead of a transmembrane domaine (such as neuronal SNAP-25) (Jahn et

al., 2003). Whether the SNARES are sufficient for fusion is stiil under debate (Rizo, 2003),

but there is littie doubt that the core complex formation is crucial for exocytosis.

The discovery that these proteins are specific substrates for the protolytic actions of various

Clostridial neurotoxins (Sudhof et al., 1993; Schiavo, 2000) provided the first evidence for

their involvement in exocytosis. These neurotoxins specifically cleave a SNARE protein

within a single site within its cytosolic portion. Such specific cleavage leads to a prolonged,

but eventually reversible inhibition of exocytosis, which in vivo results in paralytic

syndromes called botulism and tetanus (Montecucco, 2005). Cracked pheochromocytoma
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(PC 12) ceils can be made permeable to small particles such as protein toxins or antibodies

while retaining the integrity of their intracellular structures (Hay and Martin, 1992). When

introduced into PC12 celis botulinum neurotoxin E, which cleaves SNAP-25 26 amino

acids from the C terminus of the protein (Schiavo et al., 1993), inhibits Ca2’evoked

neurotransmitter release and consequently vesicle fusion. Fusion could be rescued by

adding a 65 amino acid C-terminal fragment of SNAP-25 (Chen et al., 1999) and depended

on the continued presence of both C-terminal fragment of SNAP-25 and Ca2. Once

“zipped up” into a tight complex, with a high chemical and thermal stability, the core

complex is resistant to cleavage by these toxins, and resists denaturation by sodium dodecyl

sulfate (SDS) at temperatures up to 8OC° (Chen et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1999). The energy

that is released by this on the formation of this highly stable helix bundie can indeed be

used to overcome the energy barrier for fusion. A similar mechanism to that one is

proposed for viral membrane fusion (Hanson, 1997; Lin and Scheller, 1997).

Studies using these neurotoxins as well as genetic ablation studies demonstrate that

SNARE proteins are flot required for fusion per se (Schoch et al., 2001; Washboune et al.,

2002) but rather serve to provide a high Ca2 sensitivity ofthe fusion process (Gerona et al.,

2000; Stewart et al., 2000; Reim et al., 2001).

The orientation ofthe four helices is parallel, so that the membrane anchors of syntaxin and

synaptobrevin are located on the same side of the complex. This structure led to the

suggestion that the SNARE complex when formed in trans would act as a molecular zipper,

such that the formation toward the transmembrane anchors brings the membranes into

contact and eventually leads to fusion (Hanson et al., 1997). This model for SNARE action

would predict that assembly of the SNARE complex might be rate limiting for secretion.

Fast chemical neurotransmission depends on an extremely tight temporal coupling (<0.1

ms) between the calcium trigger for exocytosis and neurotransmitter release (Sabatini and

Regehr, 1999), which is faster than many enzyme reactions. This suggest that calcium only

induces completion of a fusion reaction that is largely performed before calcium comes into
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play and also raises the question whether residues in the SNARE domains are modified to

enable physiological regulation of synaptic transmission or whether they are conserved so

as flot to compromise the basic fusogenic function of SNARE complexes. However, it is

likeiy that assembly is tightly regulated, because purified reconstituted cognate y- and t

SNAREs form trans SNARE complexes that catalyze membrane fusion in a Ca2 -

independent manner (Weber et ai, 199$; McNew et al 2000). Although this mode! has been

widely accepted, the relevance of these results lias been questioned based on the limitations

of the assays used, the high protein densities, the reconstitution method, the slow speed of

iipid mixing and the Yack of correlation with in vivo data (Dennison et al., 2006). Recent

data also suggest that Ca2-dependent SNARE binding may flot be absolutely essential for

triggering exocytosis, although it may contribute to the regulation of exocytosis (Shin et ai,

2003), which indicates that additionai proteins are needed to confer Ca2 regulation on

SNARE-mediated fusion.

For several proteins a point of action has been identified, but it is unclear what exactiy

these proteins do at that point. A further complicating factor is that the relative simplicity of

the protein composition of synaptic vesicles suggests that many vesicie proteins must have

multiple functions in order to account for ail the steps in the vesicle cycle. The best

example of this is synaptotagmin (Syt), which is thought to function in triggering

exocytosis (Geppert et al., 1994) and has also been hypothesized to both stabilize the

docked state ofvesicies (Beimeft et al, 1992; Broadie et al., 1994; DiAntonio and Schwartz,

1994; Schiavo et ai., 1997; Reist et al., 1998) and to may also play a role in recycling of

synaptic vesicies (Zhang et al., 1994, Jorgensen et al 1995; Fukuda et al., 1995; Reist et ai.,

199$; Poskanzer et al., 2003; Poskanzer et al., 2006), possibly by virtue of its interactions

with clathrin associated adapter molecules (Zhang et al., 1994; Haucke et al., 2000).
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1.6.1 Key stages involved in synaptic vesicle fusion.

Briefly, initially syntaxin is bound to Munc-18, and VAMP is probably bound to

synaptophysin. At the docking stage the syntaxin-Munc- 1$ complex is dissociated. VAMP

then binds to Syntaxin and $NAP-25. At the primmg stage, the system becomes competent

to undergo fusion following a raise in calcium concentration, most probably involving a

calcium binding protein such as synaptotagmin (Syt). At the recycling stage SNAP (soluble

NSF-attachment protein) and NSF bind to the SNARE complex. A cytosolic ATPase

dissociates this complex during priming of the exocytotic apparatus (Brunger, 2000).

Existence of a prefiision reaction preceding the point of calcium action is suggested not

only by the speed of the calcium action but also by the finding that synaptic vesicle

exocytosis can be non-physiologically elicited by hypertonic sucrose in the absence of

calcium (Rosemund and Stevens, 1996). Thus, calcium is flot required for fusion as such,

but rather for an added regulatory event.

1.6.2 Thefunctional expression ofengrams.

At any given time, 5-10 vesicles are attached to most active zones. All of the attached

vesicles are apparently “ready” for release, since they can ail be stimulated by hypertonic

sucrose to undergo exocytosis (Rosenmund and Stevens, 1996). Nevertheless, a calcium

signal during an action potential does not always trigger exocytosis. At most synapses,

release is observed with a relatively low probability. Furthermore, when calcium is

successful in triggering exocytosis at an active zone, it usuaily triggers the fusion of a

single vesicle, although multiple vesicles are ready to be released at the active zone. Since

every action potential normally leads to a fairly uniform flooding of the active zone with

calcium, there must be negative reguiatory elements involved in addition to the positive

regulatory elements, i.e.; there must be mechanisms that inhibit fusion just as there are

mechanisms to trigger fusion.

In terms of overall synaptic signaling in the central nervous system, the “unreliability” of

synaptic exocytosis is advantageous. The low release probabiiity gives the synapse
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considerable leeway for regulation. By changing release probability at individual synapses,

the properties of synaptic networks can be fineiy tuned. Previous activity and the reception

of neurotransmitter signais, neuropeptide signais, or both from other synaptic terminais can

dramatically change the pattem of exocytosis.

1.6.3 SNAF-25

Mice with a genetic ablation of SNAP-25 develop normaiiy in utero. These mice also

proved that SNAP-25 is essential for evoked, but not spontaneous release at the NMJ

(Washbourne et al., 2002). SNAP-25 is bound to the plasma membrane by palmitolation of

four cysteine residues in the linker region between the two a—helices (Hess et al., 1992;

Washboume et al., 2001). In addition to its essential role in neurotransmitter release, the

possible invoivement of SNAP-25 in neurite extension and sprouting (Bonner et ai., 1994;

Osen-Sand et al., 1993), regulation of ion channel functions (Ii et al., 2002; MacDonald et

ai., 2002; Wiser et al., 1996; Yao et ai., 1999), and neurotransmitter receptor incorporation

into the plasma membrane (Lan et al., 2001) has been suggested.

1.6.4 What is the Ca2 sensor and how does it work to trigger release?

Since the work of Dodge and Rahaminoff (1967), neurobiologists have talked about the

calcium sensor for release. To function as a calcium sensor certain features are necessary.

These include 1) an ability to bind to Ca2 2) an integral relationship with the fusion

machinery, and 3) an ability to couple Ca2 influx with the process of fusing two

phospholipids bilayers into one. The initial hint came with the cloning of p65 (Perm et ai.,

1990). This molecule, soon renamed synaptotagmin is an integral vesicle membrane

protein. There is at least 13 Syt isoforms (in mammals) with differentiai intracellular

location (reviewed in Sudhof, 2002). Syt I accounts for 7% of total vesicle proteins (Perm

et ai., 1990; Chapman and Jalm, 1994) and is selectively enriched in synaptic vesicles

(Geppert et ai., 1994). Much iess is known about the other synaptotagmins, although many

of them are abundantiy co-expressed with Syts I and II in brain, and are evolutionarily
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conserved. Apart from Syt I, a number of other synaptotagmin isoforms are expressed in

neuroendocrine celis, in which they participate in release (e.g., Sytiil, SytVII, and SytVIIII)

(Sugita et al., 2001, 2002; Fukuda et al., 2002; Tucker et al., 2003). These isoforms have

not been implicated as calcium sensors for synchronized release as measured using

electrophysiological techniques; however, they may act during different phases of

asynchronous release. The most abundant of these “other” synaptotagmins, Syts III and

VII, are localized on the plasma membrane opposite to synaptic vesicles and exhibit distinct

Ca2 affinities, suggesting that plasma membrane and vesicular synaptotagmins may

function as complementary Ca2 sensors in exocytosis with a hierarchy of Ca2 affinities

(Butz et al., 1999; Sugita et al., 2002). Although early studies questioned the role of

synaptotagmin as a calcium sensor (Broadie et al., 1994: Di Antonio et al., 1993), a

consensus has developed that this protein probably does detect calcium ions and couples

transient increases in calcium concentration to the exocytotic machinery (Augustine, 2001;

Geppert and $udhof, 1998). Consistent with this consensus, $yt I KO mice lack the fast

calcium dependent phase of neurotransmitter release even though wild-type levels of

vesicles are docked at the membrane (Geppert et al., 1994). Stili, these mice exhibit no

change in the slow asynclwonous component of release or in calcium independent forms of

exocytosis, suggesting that Syt I functions selectively for the fast component. Drosophila

Syt I mutants also show reduced evoked neurotransmitter release (Littleton et al., 1993,

1994; Mackier et al., 2002). Further evidence for this notion includes the observation that

transmitter release evoked by presynaptic action potentials is greatly decreased by

presynaptic injection of Syt I fragments (Bommert et al., 1993) or by mutation or deletion

ofthe synaptotagmin gene (Broadie et al., 1994; Geppert et al., 1994). The question now is

how synaptotagmin performs its calcium sensing and coupling functions.

Syt I contains an N-terminal intraluminal sequence, a single transmembrane region, a

central linker, and two C-terminal C2 domains (Perm et al., 1991; Femandez-Chacon et al.,

2001; Mackler et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2003), motifs that constitute the regulatory calcium

binding domain for a wide variety ofproteins. The C2-domains accounts for the majority of
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Syt I sequence, and both C2A and C2B domains function as separate Ca2 binding domains,

in complex with phospholipids (Chapman and Jahn, 1994: Daveltov and Sudhof, 1993;

Femandez et al., 2001). C2-domains are widespread modules of 130-140 residues that were

initialiy defined as the second constant sequence (hence “C2”) in protein kinase C isoforms

(Coussens et al., 1986). Atomic structures revealed that the synaptotagmin C2A- and C2B-

domains are similarly composed of a -sandwich containing eight-strands, with flexible

loops emerging from the top and the bottom ($utton et al., 1994; Femandez et al., 2001).

C2A-domains generally bind tbree Ca2 ions, whereas C2B-domains bind only two Ca2

ions (Femandez et al., 2001; Ubach et al., 1998). Ail C2B-domains contain a bottom-helix

between the 7th and sth -strands that is absent from C2A-domains (Sutton et al, 1994;

Femandez et al, 2001; Ubach et ai, 199$; 1999). The fact that the differences between the

C2A- and C2B-domains are conserved indicates a common ancestry and suggests that the

C2-domains are functionally specialized in all Syts (Stidhof and Rizo, 1996).

Ca2 binding to the C2-domains causes Syt I to bind to phospholipid membranes and to

individual t-SNAREs (syntaxin and SNAP-25) in a Ca2 dependent manner (Li et al., 1995;

Schiavo et al., 1997; Gerona et ai., 2000; Zhang et al., 2002). In addition, Syts undergo

homo-oligomerization via Ca2dependent activation of its C2B domain (Chapman et al.,

1996; Sugita et al., 1996, Littleton et al., 1999). Syt I has also been proposed to interact

with N -and P/Q-type calcium channels (Charvin et al., 1997; Sheng et al., 1997), either of

them contributing 30% of calcium influx in mouse chromaffin cells (Aldea et al., 2002).

This interaction might serve as a molecular link between synaptic vesicies and the calcium

channels and in addition mightmoduiate channel function (Seagar et al., 1999).

Perhaps the most compelling evidence supporting the proposed role of Syt I as the major

Ca2 sensor that triggers synchronous neurotransmitter release was provided by the

observation that in DrosophiÏa synapses that express Syt I lacking the C2B domain exhibit

partially recovered regulated release compared to Syt I nul! mutants (Yoshihara and

Littieton, 2002). Moreover, mutating the calcium-binding site in the C2B domain severely

reduced the fast synaptic transmission (Mackler, 2002). A mutation in a Ca2-binding loop
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ofthe C2A domain (R233Q) causes a parallel decrease in the apparent Ca2 affinity ofSyt I

in the presence of phospholipids in vitro and in the Ca2 sensitivity of release in vivo

(Femandez-Chacon et ai., 2001). However, rescue experiments in Drosophila have led to

the proposai that Syt I promotes release independently of the C2A domain (Robinson et al.,

2002). Calcium influx has long been shown to be the key trigger of release. However,

calcium alone cannot regulate the degree of vesicle content release. For example, only a

limited number of docked vesicles releases neurotransmitters when calcium entry occurs;

this suggests that exocytosis is regulated by other factors besides calcium influx.

Regulation of the degree of release is best explained by looking at the many enzymatic

proteins that interact with the SNARE complex. These proteins have been hypothesized to

regulate the formation, stability, or disassembly of the $NARE complex and therefore may

regulate neurotransmitter release. One group of enzymatic regulators is the protein kinases.

These proteins phosphorylate sites on both SNARE proteins and proteins that interact with

SNARE proteins (Hiffiker and Augustine, 1999; Nagy et ai, 2004). Recent research has

identified some of the specific effects that phosphorylation (or dephosphorylation) at these

sites can produce (Snyder et al., 2006).

1.7 Frotein phosphoîylation

Protein phosphorylation is a common and important mechanism for regulating a variety of

cellular processes, including synaptic transmission. The balance of phosphorylation and

dephosphorylation of certain proteins carried out by protein kinase and phosphatase

activities plays a pivotai roie in the modulation of signal transduction and synaptic

transmission. Many studies over the past 20 years have shown that exocytosis is modulated

by protein kinases in almost ail regulated secretory celi types, including neurons and

neuroendocrine celis (Tumer et ai., 1999). If Ca2 is the trigger for exocytosis, protein

phosphorylation can be thought as a ubiquitous regulator of exocytosis. Aithough a wide

range of serine/threonine and tyrosine kinases has been impiicated, only PKA and PKC
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have been shown to modulate exocytosis in almost ail regulated secretory ce!! types

examined (Morgan et al., 2005).

1. 7.1 Frotein Kinases

Protein Kinases (PKs) are ubiquitous types of enzymes that modify proteins and regulate

their function by catalyzing the addition of a phosphate group. PKs transfer the terminai

phosphoryl group of the compound adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to an amino acid in the

target protein. After proteins are produced on the ribosomal machinery in the ce!! by

translation from their corresponding messenger RNA (mRNA), they are stiil subject to a

variety of post-transiationai modifications, which regulate their function. These post

transiationa! modifications can switch cellular activity from one state to another. The

superfamily of PKs is classified into a number of families (Hanks and Hunter, 1995). A

major criterion in this classification is the target amino acid: serine/threonine, or tyrosine.

PKs phosphorylate other proteins, but can in many cases also undergo autophosphorylation

and regulate their own activity. The multiple families of serine/threonine kinases include

PKs regulated by cyclic nucleotides e.g. cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)

dependent PK (PKA); diacylglycerole-activated!phospholipids-dependent PKs (PKC);

calcium! calmodulin-dependent PKs (CaMK); and mitogen activated PKs (MAPK).

The biochemistry and molecular biology of PKs is compiex. In the context of memory

mechanisms some generalizations can however be made. PKs respond, either directly or

indirectiy to extraceliular stimuli. This means that they fit to serve as components of the

molecular acquisition or retrieval machinery in fleurons. Some types of PKs can be

converted into a persistently active form that is autonomous of the activating signal. This

implies that these PKs can serve as molecular information storage devices in neurons, and

retain activity dependent information over time.

PKs have been shown to phosphorylate a variety of presynaptic proteins. The most

thoroughly characterized example is the phosphorylation of synapsin I by CaMKII

(Greengard et al., 1993). This reaction results in the release of synapsin I from both actin
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filaments and synaptic vesicles and may regulate their availability for the docking and the

fusion event that resuit in neurotransmitter release. Docking and fusion reactions are also

potential targets for phosphorylation-mediated regulation of synaptic transmission.

Several presynaptic proteins have been shown to be substrates for PKs, including Syt I

(Hilfiker et al., 1999), SNAP-25 (Shimazaki et al., 1996; Hirling and Scheller, 1996;

Risinger and Bennett, 1999), VAMP (Nielander et al., 1995; Hirling and Scheller, 1996),

and syntaxin (Hirling and Scheller, 1996; Risinger and Bennett, 1999). Although these

studies were performed with purified components in vitro, they do indicate that protein

phosphorylation may be involved in multiple steps in synaptic transmission. Activation of

PKC has been suggested to enhance release at step downstream of calcium entry in several

preparations (Nichols et al., 1987; Hilfiker and Augustine, 1999).

Despite recent advances in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying

transmitter release, the mode of action of PKC in nerve terminals remains unclear. PKC

activation might enhance the presynaptic Ca2 signal that triggers release, for example by

modulating ion channels to increase Ca2 influx or by decreasing Ca2 buffering or removal.

Altematively, PKC could act independently of Ca2 entry, by increasing the number of

release sites or releasable vesicles, or by making individual vesicles more sensitive to

entering Ca2. Moreover PKA, Ca2, PKC and CaMKII have all been implicated in

different aspects of long-term changes in synaptic efficacy (Morgan et al., 2005).

At the biochemical level serotonin activates second messenger cAMP in the sensory

neurons causing PKA dependent protein phosphorylation. Serotonin also causes the

translocation and thereby activation of PKC from cytosol to the membrane in the sensory

cells (Braha et al., 1990; Sactor and Schwartz, 1990). Activation of either PKA or PKC

leads to increased transmitter release from the sensory neurons, but under different

conditions (Ghirardi et al., 1992).

In ApÏysia sensory fleurons, 5-HT can enhance synaptic transmission by both PKC and

PKA- mediated processes (Byme and Kandel, 1996). PKA-mediated processes dominate
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facilitation in non-depressed synapses, whereas PKC-mediated processes are more

important in depressed synapses (fig. 5).

PRESYNAPTIC TERMINAL SN

fig. 5. In Aplysia, the effect of the facilitating neurotransmitter serotonin (5-HT) on

sensorimotor ($M) synapses is mediated tbrough multiple kinase pathways that become

involved at different times according to the state of the neurons. Serotonin binds to two

receptors. One activates a G protein (Gb), which activates the enzyme adenylyl cyclase

tAC). AC converts ATP to the second messenger cyclic AMP (cAMP). cAMP binds to the

PKA regulatory subunits, causing them to undergo a conformational change so that they

can dissociate and free the catalytic subunit, allowing the free catalytic subunits to

phosphorylate substrates, including a serotonin sensitive K channel (Kg), thereby
+ . . . . 2+decreasmg the K current, thus prolongmg the action potenflal (AP) and rncreasrng the Ca

influx, which contributes to spike broadening.

/5HT\

Ca2

POST-SYNAPTIC (MN]
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At depressed ApÏysia synapses, pools of releasable neurotransmitter vesicles are depleted,

and spike broadening is flot effective at enhancing secretion. Homosynaptic depression is

reversed by the neurotransmitter 5-HT through activation of a Ca2tindependent form of

PKC, Aplil. Here, serotonin acts through a second receptor, engaging the G protein G0 that

activates phospholipase C (PLC). PLC cleaves phosphatidylinisitol 1,4,5-bisphosphate

(PIP2) into two second messengers: inisitol 1,4,5 triphosphate (1P3) and diacylglycerol

(DAG). DAG remains in the membrane where it activates PKC. In mm PKC acts on

various unidentified molecular targets to increase transmitter release.

].7.2FKC

PKC was originally isolated as a Ca2 and phospholipid-dependent protein kinase (Takai et

al., 1977) and exerts a wide range of physiological functions (Nishizuka, 1992), from the

regulation of gene transcription to the modulation of stimulus secretion coupling in

hormone and neurotransmitter release (Majewski and Iannazzo, 1998). The signaling

pathway that activates PKC is evolutionary well conserved (Mellor and Parker, 1998).

Briefly, neurotransmitters or hormones transiently activate phospholipases such as PLC,

which leads to the metabolism of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2), resulting in

the transient production of diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol 1,4,5-triphosphate (1P3)

(Newton 2001; Nishizuka, 2001). The formation ofIP3 leads to the release of calcium from

intemal stores. DAG binds PKC and increases its affinity for phospholipids to provoke its

activation (Newton 2001; Nishizuka, 2001). PKC is widely expressed in the brain and

distributes differently in neurons in an isotype —specific manner. Eleven mammalian

isoforms have been identified to date. The PKC family is divided into three types:

conventional PKCs (a, f3 and y isoforms), novel PKCs (, , r and O isoforms), and atypical

PKCs ( and ? isoforms) (Nishizuka, 1992). Ah PKC isoforms contain one or two cysteine

rich domains (CDRs) near the amino-terminal. DAG and phorbol ester (PE) binding to

CDR activate PKC with the exception of the atypical PKC. PEs induce a remarkable

enhancement of neurotransmitter release (Nichols et al., 1987; Stevens and Sullivan, 1998)
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and it has been widely believed that the release is stimulated through the activation of PKC

(Takahashi et al., 2003). However, all Unc-13/Muncl3 isoforms also bind PEs and DAG

with high affinity and in common with PKCs transiocate to the plasma membrane in

response to PE binding (Betz et al., 1998, Asheiy et al., 2000). Muncl3 proteins are

functional presynaptic phorbol-ester receptors and targets of the DAG second messenger

pathway that act in parallel with PKCs to regulate transmitter release (Betz et al., 1998).

Muncl3 are specifically localised to presynaptic active zones (Brose et al., 1995; Augustin

et al., 1999; Betz et al., 199$). At the molecular level, Muncl3s act by unfolding and

activating the SNARE protein syntaxin and thereby promoting SNARE complex formation

(Betz et al., 1997; Brose et al., 2000; Richmond et al., 2001). In the absence of Unc

13/Muncl3-mediated vesicle priming, synapses are completely unable to secrete

neurotransmifters (Richmond et al., 1999; Aravamudan et al., 1999; Varoqueaux et al.,

2002). Pharmacological studies on PKC must therefore be complemented with alternative

experimental approaches to allow the separation of PKC-mediated effects from those

caused by alternative targets of the DAG second messenger pathway. Although PKCs have

been suggested to play a key role in the plasticity of vertebrates (Stevens and Sullivan,

1998; Waters and Smith, 2001) and invertebrate nervous system (Byrne and Kandel, 1996;

Houeland et al., 2006), the multiplicity of isoforms and the absence of specific inhibitors

have limited the understanding of their function. By contrast there are only two major PKC

isoforms present in the nervous system of Aplysia (Sossin et al., 1993; Figure 6). This

allows for more detailed assessment of the role of PKC isoforms in synaptic plasticity

(Manseau et al., 2001; Zhao et al., 2006). Moreover, physiological effects mediated by

PKC in ApÏysia are similar to actions of PKC in vertebrates (Ghirardi et al., 1992).

Manseau et al. (2001) found that short-term synaptic facilitation of depressed synapses is

mediated by Ca2tindependendent PKC (Aplil). Recently, Zhao et al. (2006) discovered

that dominant-negative Api I, but flot Api II, blocks intermediate-term facilitation. Thus,

different isoforms of PKC translocate under different conditions to mediate distinct types of

synaptic plasticity: Ca2tindependent Apl II is involved in short-term facilitation, and Ca2-
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dependent Api I contributes to intermediate-term facilitation. Recently a third atypical PKC

(Apl III) has been added to the list (Bougie et al., 2006).
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Fig. 6. PKC isoforms.

].7.3FKA

PKA phosphorylates many substrate proteins in the sensoiy neurons, including the S-type

K channel. The original model for action of serotonin in synaptic facilitation at sensory

motor-neuron synapses in Aplysia leads to phosphorylation of potassium channels.

Potassium current is thereby reduced, resulting in a slowing of the repolarization of action

potentials and consequent prolongation of transmitter release (Klein et al., 1980). The

reduction in potassium current leads to a reduction in potassium conductance and thus an

increase in neuron excitability (Klein et al., 1986). PKA-mediated phosphorylation of

SNAP-25 may also increase synaptic strength (Hepp et al., 2002; Nagy et al., 2004).
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1.8. Frinctat aims ofmy thesis

The principal aim of my research was to study the synaptic plasticity at the sensori-motor

synapse ofAplysia, and how it contributes to behavior, leaming and memory. In my studies

I focused on the role of protein kinase C (PKC) in synaptic transmission. I sought to define

the step or steps in the transmitter release process that involve PKC phosphorylation and

that contribute to synaptic plasticity, with the ultimate goal of identifying the PKC

posttranslational (phosphorylation) modifications of specific proteins in the exocytotic

pathway that regulate the number of vesicles available for release. I studied these questions

in cultured ApÏysia sensory-motor neurons using molecular biological, cellular and

electrophysiological techniques.

In the first paper (chapter 2), I have studied the differential regulation of transmitter release

by altematively spliced forms of synaptotagmin I.

In the second paper (chapter 3) I have identified and characterized a novel C2B spiice

variant of synaptotagmin I.

Finally in the third paper (chapter 4) I have studied the PKC modulation of transmitter

release by SNAP-25 at sensory to motor synapse.
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II ARTICLE 1

Differential regulation of transmitter release by alternatively

spliced forms of synaptotagmin I.

Nakhost A, Houeland G, Castellucci VF, $ossin W$ (2003).

JNeurosci 23:6238-44.
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Cellular/Molecular

Differential Regulation of Transmitter Release by
Alternatively Spliced Forms of Synaptotagmin I

Arash Nakhost,I* Gry Houeland,2* Vincent F. Castellucci,2 and Wayne S. Sossin’
tDepartment ofNeurology and Neurosurgery, McGffl University, Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2B4, and 2Department of
Physiology, University ofMontreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3C 3J7

We discovered a novel alternatively spliced form of synaptotagmin I (Syt I). This spiicing event is conserved over evolution and, in
Aplysia, resuits in a two amino acid insert in the juxtamembrane domain of Syt I (Syt ‘vQ). Both Syt I and Syt ‘vQ are localized to synaptic
vesicles; however, we also observed punctae that contained one or the other spliced products. Both Syt I and Syt ‘VQ are phosphorylated

at the adjacent PKC site. Overexpression ofSyt ‘VQ, but not of Syt I, in Aptysia neurons blocked the abiity of serotonin to reverse synaptic
depression. This effect is upstream of PKC activation, because neither Syt ‘vQ nor Syt I blocked the effects ofphorbol esters on reversing
synaptic depression or the effects of serotonin on facilitating nondepressed synapses. Our resuits demonstrate a physiological role for
spiicing in the juxtamembrane domain ofSytl.

Key words: synaptotagmin; transmitter release; protein kinase C; PKC; Aptysia; depressed synapses; alternative spiicing

Introduction
Synaptotagmins (Syts) are membrane proteins thought to act as
calcium sensors during membrane fusion. In particular, Syt lis
important for the release of neurotransmitters from synaptic ves
ides because loss of Syt I function removes the fast Ca2-
dependent phase ofneurotransmitter release (Nonet et aL, 1993;
DiAntonio and Schwarz, 1994; Geppert et al., 1994). Moreover,
as would be expected from a Ca2± sensor, mutations that affect
the Ca2 sensitivity of Syt I affect the Ca2 sensitivity of trans
mitter release (fernandez-Chacon et al., 2001; Macider et al.,
2002). So far, 13 isoforms of Syts have been identified in mam
mais (Syt 1—Syt XIII), as well as six to eight homologues in Dro
sophila and Caenorhabditis eÏegans (for review, see Schiavo et al.,
1998; Adolfsen and Littieton, 2001; Sudhof, 2002). Syts comprise
a lumenal N terminal, a transmembrane domain, and a short
juxtamembrane linker, followed by two C2 domains (C2A and
C2B). The function of synaptotagmin in membrane fusion is
mediated by protein—protein and protein—lipid interactions of
these C2 domains (for review, see Schiavo et al., 1998; Adolfsen
and Littleton, 2001).

Thejuxtamembrane domain ofSyt lis well conserved within
Syt 1-lilce isoforms (Syt II, Syt IX, and invertebrate Syt Is) but is
flot conserved in other Syts. This suggests that the juxtamem
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brane region may play a role in specific functions of Syt 1-lilce
isoforms. Indeed, this segment has been proposed to play a role in
the specific ceilular localization ofSyts (Fukuda et al., 2001). The
juxtamembrane domain is also the location of ail of the well
characterized sites for Syt I phosphorylation (Bennett et al., 1993;
Davletov et al., 1993; Hilfilcer et aI., 1999).

ApÏysia sensorimotor (SM) fleuron synapses show a remark
able synaptic depression to repeated stimulation that is thought
to underlie behavioral depression (Byrne and Kandel, 1996).
Both depression and the reversai of this depression by serotonin
(5-HT) involve regulation ofthe release machinery (Byrne and
Kandel, 1996). While recloning Aplysia Syt I to examine a possi
ble role for Syt I phosphorylation in regulating the reversai of
depression, we discovered a novel alternatively spliced form of
this protein with two amino acids, V and Q, added in the jux
tamembrane domain. This splicing event is conserved in Dro
sopttila and mammalian Syt I. Overexpression ofthis synaptotag
min spliced product (Syt IVQ), but flot of Syt I, blocked 5-HT-
mediated reversai of depression. These resuits reveal the first
evidence for the importance of spiicing in the juxtamembrane
domain ofSyt land suggest additional roles for Syt lin regulating
membrane trafficking.

Materials and Methods
Aplysia caÏafornica (50—200 gm) were purchased from Marine Specimens
Unlimited (Pacific Palisades, CA) or the Aplysia resource faciity at the
University ofMiami (Miami, FL) and kept in an aquarium for at least 3d
before experimentation. Dissections and isolation of tissues and cultured
neurons was as described previously (Manseau et al., 2001).

Plasmid construction. We designed exact primers to the qrtoplasmic
domain of Aplysia Syt I (5’, CGCGAATTCAAGAAGGAGGGCAA
GAkAGG; 3’, GCGCCCGGGTTAGTTCTTCTCTGGCA) based on the
published sequence including restriction sites, allowing us 00 insert the
PCR product into pGEX-5X-1 vector (Amersham Biosciences, Oakvffle,
Ontario, Canada). The fiill-length Syt I was amplified by PCR using
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distinctS’ primers, again based on the published sequence (CGCGAAT
TCACCATGGACTCCCTTCTCCCC). These constructs were subse
quently excised from pGEX-5X-1 and inserted into enhanced green flu
orescent protein (EGFP)-C2 vectors (Clontech, Palo Mto, CA) using
EcoRI and 5maI. The EGFP-C2 Syt I clones were then excised byNhel and
5maI and inserted into the Aplysia expression vector pNEX-3 (Manseau
et al., 2001) cut wiffi XbaI and 5maI. Ail pNEX-3 EGFP-Syt I clones were
checked by sequencing over their entire length. ECFP vas replaced by
enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) and enhanced yellow fluores
cent protein (EYFP) (Clantech) using SpOT and BsrGI. The S—÷A mutant
vas generated using the Syt I cytoplasmic domain ofSyt TvQ claned into
pGEX-5X-1 or the pNEX-3 EGFP-Syt TVQ hi a two-step mutagenic pro
cedure as described previausly (Manseau et al., 2001). A new MluI site
ivas formed in Syt ‘VQ sA mutant. Ml constructs were sequenced over the
entire amplified region to confirm that no changes were made. The
DsRed VMvIP (vesicle-associated membrane protein) was made using
primers based on the publishedAplysia VAMP sequence (Yamasald et al.,
1994) for insertion into EGFP-C2 and then insertion into pNEX-3. The
EGFP was then replaced with DsRed (Clontech) with appropriate
enzymes.

Qua ntitative reverse transcription-FCR. The relative amounts of Syt
and Syt I mRNA was determined by quantitative reverse transcrip

tion (RT)-PCR. RNA isolation was performed using the RNAqueous
4PCR kit (Ambion, Austin, TX) according to the protocol provided by
the manufacturer. Common forward and reverse primers were used,
followed by an RsaI digest (addition ofVQ introduces a new RsaI site into
Syt I DNA sequence). Mixes ofplasmids encoding Syt 1v and Syt I were
used in control reactions as part of each PCR set to generate a standard
curve. The PCR products were subjected 10 RsaI digest and separated on
agarose gels, illuminated under LIV light, digitally scanned, and quanti
fied using NIH Image.

In vitro phasphorylatian assay. Phosphorylation was initiated by the
addition ofpurified protein kinase C (PKC) ApI II (Sossin et al., 1996) to
the phosphoaylatian mix [50 nu 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol- 1 3-acetate,
5 yig/ml phasphatidylserine, 500 gu CaC12, 10 JLM ATP, 1—3 ,LCi
[y- 52P]ATP, 45 mu MgC12, 180 mu Tris, pH 7.5, and various amounts of
glutathione S-transferase (GST) fusion proteins[. Nanphaspharylated
controls were incubated in a cantral mix (phosphorylation mix without
ATP). These reactions were allowed to proceed at 25°C for 30 min and
were stopped by the addition of 20 yd of Laemmli buffer and then loaded
onta 9% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. After transfer to nitrocellulase, the
blots were exposed ta film to visualize the incorporation of radioactive
phosphate.

Cell culture preparatian. Injections of plasmid DNA and physiolagical
paradigms were as described previously (Manseau et al., 2001). An arbi
trary scale of fluorescence (from O ta 5) was established to evaluate the
labeling of each sensary neuron (Manseau et al., 2001). Sensory neurons
that were positive for plasmid expression (3—5 on the scale) were mdi
vidually paired with motar neurons (kept aside until then in the refrig
erator at 4°C to prevent them from retracting their axons), in a 10%
hemolymph-enriched medium. The day after the pairing, the Petri dish
solution was exchanged with fresh 10% hemolymph—L-15. Electrophys
iological recordings started on the fifth day, 2 d after pairing, ta ailow the
formation of new synaptic contacts and a full maturation of the PKC
transduction pathway involved in short-term plasticity (Sun and
Schacher, 1996). Ml recordings were done in L-15 at room temperature
(21—24°C) using Axoclamp-2A and Mcoprobe-1A amplifiers (Axon In
struments, Faster City, CA) in the current-clamp mode. Membrane re
sistance ofboth sensory and matar neurons and the resting potential of
matar neurons were measured at the start and at the end afeach record
ing. The resting potential ofsensary neurons ivas nat measured until the
end of experiment ta prevent the generatian of unwanted spikes. The
major criterian for selection ofheahhy neurans was a stable resting pa
tential. Throughout the experiments, the sensory neuron was held at —50
mV, and the siphon matar neuron ofthe LF cluster, which was impaled
first, vas hyperpolarized ta —80 mV. In experiments on short-term fa
cilitation of depressed synapses, a hyperpolarizing current was passed
(glass pipette, 10—15 Mfl, fliled with 2 u KAc) ta prevent spike genera
tian during the sensaiy neuron impalement. Short intraceilular pulses

were delivered, and, once the threshald for action patential xvas reached,
the stimulation intensity and inteiwal was kept constant thraugh the
experiment. We cantinued the experiment when the initial EPSP ampli
tude exceeded 2 mV. The series af EPSPs were evaked every 20 sec in the
matar neuran. 5-HT (10 j.tu final cancentratian) ivas added directly ta
the bath near the cells and mixed genfly after 40 EPSPs. Ten additianal
EPSPs were recarded. In anather set af cacultures, 12,13-dibutyrate
(PDBu) (100 nu final cancentratian) ivas added instead af S-HT ta de-
termine whether the inhibition af facilitation xvas befare or after PKC
activatian.

Changes in syuaptic transmission. EPSPs were always narmalized ta the
size af the initial EPSP. The amaunt af facilitation was calculated as the
difference between EPSPs after treatment (averages af EPSPs 41—43) and
EPSPs befare treatment (averages afEPSPs 38—40). In experiments an
shart-term facilitation afrested synapses, a single depalarizing stimulus
ivas applied ta the sensary neuran, and the initial EPSP amplitude ivas
recarded. At 2 mm, S-HT vas applied ta the bath (final concentration af
10 zu), and a second EPSP vas recarded 3 min later in the presence af
S-HT. The amaunt af facilitation ivas calculated as the difference be
tween EPSP 2 and EPSP 1 (EPSP 1 narmalized ta 100%). Data were
acqufred and analyzed digitaily using CLMvIPEX 7 and a madified ver
sion af pCLAMP (Axan Instruments) (Manseau et al., 2001). Experi
ments camparing the effects af the variaus constructs were always dane
in parailel.

Coufocal laser microscopy on living cells. The ceils were cainjected with
canstructs tagged with either ECFP or EYFP and were visualized ivith a
Zeiss (Jena, Germany) LSM 510 canfacal laser microscope. EYFP and
ECFP were chasen because their emissian spectra averlap minimaily, sa
they can be distinguished when used simultaneausly. Far dual imaging af
EYFP- and ECFP-injected cells, the ceils were excited successively with
multi-line argon lasers at 514 and 458 nm, respectively. Images were
analyzed using Zeiss LSM 510 software. Far ETFP, the cells were light
callected thraugh a 530 nm lang-pass emissian ifiter, passing by an in
frared 480—520 nm bandpass dichraic mirrar. Far ECFP, the ceils were
light cailerted with a 480—520 nm bandpass emissian filter. A DsRed
VAMP canstrurt vas used as an indicatar far synapse lacalizatian. In
these experiments, the ceils were cainjected wiffi DsRed and ECFP Syt I
or ECFP Syt L,,. Far Ds-Red, the ceils were excited with a helium—nean
laser unit al 543 nm and light callected thraugh a 558—583 bandpass
filter.

Antibody production and immouoblotting. Antibadies were raised
against a GST fusion protein consisting afthe cytoplasmic domain ofSyt

TVQ (nucleatides 279—1284). The antibadies were affinity purified using
MBP-Syt I fusion proteins encoding the cytaplasmic domain ofSyt I.
The MBP Syt I fusion proteins were immabiized an palyvinylidene di
fluoride membrane, and Syt I antibody ivas purifled in a hvo-step puri
fication procedure as described previausly (Ramjaun et al., 1997).

We alsa generated a phaspho-specific antibody against a peptide se
quence [CQLLGNS(p)YKEK] from Aplysia Syt I, with serine 123 con
verted ta a phosphoserine as described previausly (Nakhost et aI., 1999).
Immunoblotting xvas perfarmed as described previausly (Nakhost et al.,
1999).

Resuits
Identification ofa novel alternatively spliced form ofAplysia
synaptotagnilu I
Aplysia Syt J was cloned previously and shares the putative do-
main structure of ail other Syt isoforms (Martin et al., 1995). In
the process of recloning the cytoplasmic domain ofAplysia Syt I,
we identified an akernatively spliced form. Figure lA shows the
nucleotide alignment of the published Syt I sequence and our
initial Syt I clone Syt I in the region of the alternative splice.
Our sequence bas six additional nucleotides resulting in a VQ
insert in the amino acid sequence. Interestingly, the VQ is also
seen in the published sequences of squid and Drosophila Syt I
(Fig. 1 B). Searching the Drosophila Exp ressed Sequence Tag
(EST) database, we found a number of cDNAs that are identical
ta the published Syt I but specificaily lack the VQ residue (Fig.
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Figure 1. Cloning of a novai spliced isoform of Syt I. A, Nucleotide sequence of two clones
amplified from a nervous system library showing the insertion of six amino acids. Nucleotide
numbering 15 from residues 303— 449. B, Alignment ofjuxtamembrane domain from a number
of species highlighting the conservation of this region in Syt b and the conservation of the
spliced forms. Drosophia lb (Dros lb) (from EST clones; accession numbers 15484159,
15504610, and 15505802) and Syt 1AK (Perm et al., 1990). Syt IX has ako been called Syt Vin
other publications. The black bar represents the site of alternative splicing, and the star repre—
sentothesite of PKC phosphorylatmon. C, RT-PCR of SytI and Syt l demonstrates approximately
equal amounts of both splice forms.The insertion ofthe VQ generates an Rsal site. We used PCR
primats flanking the insert for RT-PCR from theAplysia nervous system. The amplified product
was then cut with Rsal to determine the proportion of RNAs with the insert. Different amounts
ofnervoussystem templatewere ased to ensure that PCR amplification was in the beur range.
Results areshown fortwo different animaIs (N51 and N52). lu generate a standard curve, mixes
of plasmids containing different proportions of Syt and Syt I were used as the template for
PCR. D, Ihe proportion of thetwo RNAs was calculated based on thestandard curves. Values are
mean ± SEM for four independent Rl-PCRs from four individual animais.

lB). Although we have not cloned the genomic sequence ofApÏy
sia synaptotagmin, examination of the DrosophiÏa genome se
quence reveals that the VQ sequence begins an exon of Syt I and
thus suggests that alternative exon entry can explain the alterna
tively spliced forms. Interestingly, the VQ sequence is also located
at the exon start in the Syt I-related Syt IX (also cailed Syt V)
(Craxton et al., 1997). Alternative exon entry has also been de
scribed in this exact region of the linker region of rat Syt I in
which the amino acids ALK are inserted instead of VQ (Perm et
al., 1990) [fig. lB, Syt I(ALK)]. Syt I, II, and IX are more closely
related to each other than to invertebrate Syt I isoforms, suggest
ing that they have diverged after the vertebrate—invertebrate sep
aration (Marqueze et al., 2000). The juxtamembrane domain is
weil conserved in ail Syt-I like isoforms (vertebrate and inverte
brate) but not in other Syts, such as Syt IV (Fig. 1 B). Although Syt
land Syt II are highly conserved in the juxtamembrane domain, it
is also striking that, in the region ofthe VQ insertion, Syt II bas a
sizable deletion (Fig. 13). Thus, there is an alternative exon entry
site in the linker domain of Syt I that is consenwed over evolution.
However, the role for this splicing is unknown.

Quantitative reverse transcription (RT-PCR) studies from the
ApÏysia nervous system indicate that mRNAs encoding Syt I and
Syt 1VQ are present in the nervous system of ApÏysia at approxi
mately a 1:1 ratio (Fig. 1 C; quantitated in D). Similar results were
obtained when RT-PCR was done with RNA isolated from sen
sory neuron clusters (data flot shown). Treatment of sensory

clusters with a paradigm that induces long-term facilitation [5
min pulses for Love times each of 20 yIM 5-HT (Montarolo et al.,
1986)] did flot alter the ratio of Syt I and Syt 1vQ (percentage
change in Syt I/Syt ‘vQ ratio, —4 ± 6%; n 4).

Syt I and St 1v are boffi localized to synaptic vesicles
Splicing may effect localization of Syt Is as the juxtamembrane
domain has been implicated in the localization ofSyts (Fukuda et
al., 2001). To test this, we examined colocalization of the ex
pressed Syt Is with the synaptic vesicle protein VAMP/synapto
brevin. We coexpressed DsRed-tagged VAMP and either ECFP
Syt ‘VQ or ECfP-Syt I in sensory neurons and examined their
localization after 5 d in coculture with motor fleurons. FP-tagged
VAMP has been used to mark synaptic vesicle poois in many
systems (Nonet, 1999; Ahmari et al., 2000), and, in Aptysia sen
sory neurons, tagged VAMP colocalizes with antibodies to dus
tered glutamate at sensory-to-motor fleuron synapses (data flot
shown). Both Syt I isoforms are colocalized with VAMP at con
centrations of VAMP lilcely to mark pools of synaptic vesicles
(Fig. 2A,B). This is flot surprising because both Syt I and Syt ‘VQ

contain the putative AP2 (adaptor protein 2) binding site re
quired for endocytosis into synaptic vesicles (Zhang et al., 1994).
However, because the juxtamembrane domain has been postu
lated to determine sorting from the trans-Golgi network (Fukuda
et al., 2001), we examined whether Syt I and Syt ‘vQ were always
localized together. In these experiments, we used colocalization
ofEYfP-Syt I and ECFP-Syt ‘VQ or ECFP-Syt I and EYFP-Syt ‘vQ
to control for variations in the intensities ofthe different fluores
cent proteins. Approximately 5% ofpunctae contained one or the
other isoform (Fig. 2C), regardless of the combination of tags,
whereas most punctae colocalized (fig. 2D). Although the num
ber of non-colocalized punctae is smail, we did flot observe any
non-colocalized punctae in control experiments when we exam
ined colocalization of ECfP-Syt I and EYFP-Syt I or ECFP-Syt
‘VQ and EYFP-Syt 1vQ (data flot shown). The punctae containing
only Syt I or only Syt ‘vQ may be transport vesicles. The number
ofthese vesicles in processes is probably smail compared with the
number of synaptic vesicles. The localization of ECFP- and
EYFP-tagged proteins in the ceil bodies was flot possible because
ofthe pigment granules in the cell body that could be seen even in
the absence of injections.

Syt I and Syt ‘VQ are both phosphorylated in vitro by PKC at
serine 123
Serine 123 inAplysia SytI corresponds to the site phosphoiylated
by PKC in vertebrate Syt I (Hilfilcer et al., 1999) and is located
very close to the insertion ofVQ (fig. 13). To examine whether
the insertion ofVQ affected PKC phosphorylation, we incubated
PKC and PKC activators with GST fusion proteins with the cyto
plasmic domain of Syt I, Syt 1VQ’ or Syt 1vQ with serine 123 con
verted to alanine (Syt 1VQ• sA). Although these results confirm
that serine 123 is a consenred PKC site because PKC phosphory
lates both Syt I and Syt 1VQ’ but flot Syt 1vQ’ SA (fig. 3A), there
were no differences in the in vitro phosphorylation ofSyt land Syt
1vQ (Fig. 3A). further confirming serine 123 as an in vitro PKC
site, a phospho-specific antibody raised to the serine 123 site in
Aplysia Syt I recognized bacterially expressed Syt I only after
phosphorylation by PKC (fig. 33).

Overexpression of Syt ‘VQ specffically blocks the facilitation
ofdepressed synapses upstream of PKC activation
We investigated the physiological role(s) of different Syt I iso
forms in vivo by overexpressing them in Aplysia sensory fleurons.
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Figure 2. Localization of Syt land Syt 100 in sensory neorons. Plasmids encoding DsRed-labeled Aplysia VAMP and ECFP-Iabeled Syt 1M) or DsRed-Iabeld Aplysia VAMP and ECFP-labeled Syt
(B) were injtcted loto sensory neorons. Expressing neurons were then paired with motor nearons and visualized 3—5 dater. Forfive ceils eopressing Syt land fourceils expressing Syt lu,, ail DsRed
VAMP closters were completely overlapped with ECFP-Syt 1(43 closters) or ECFP-Syt 100(14 closters). C, Plasmids encoding ECFP-labeled Syt land EYFP-labeled Syt 100 or ECfP-labeled Syt 100 and
EYFP-labeled Syt I wtre in)ecttd loto sensory neorons. Exprtssing neorons were thon paired with motor neurons and visualized 3—5 d later. D, In the majority of images, EYFP Syt 100 and ECFP Syt
I did completely overlap. Scale bars, 20 gm.

Figure 3. Syt land Syt 100 are phosphorylated atserine 123 by PKC1n vifmA, 651 fusion proteins
(0.15,03, and 0.6 jig) encoding tht intracellalarregion of Syt 100 ,5yt100.50, orSyti were inctbated
with parifled PKC ApI Il, PKC activators, and radioactive ATP tor 30 min at room temperatore. The
proteinswereseparated on 9%SDS-PAGE, blotted to nitrocelitiose, and thon stained with Ponceao to
visoalizethe fusion proteins. The blots werethen eoposed to radiographyto visoalize incorporation ot
ATP. Ibis experiment was repeated three times with similar resaits. B, GST-Syt (0.6 ycg) mas
incobatedwith porified PKCApI li and PttactivatorsinthepresenceorabsenceofradioactiveAîP.The
proteins were separated on 9% SDS-PAGE, bloned to nitrocellulose, and then probed flrst with a
phospho-peptide-speciflcantibodyraisedtotheserinel23sitein Sytl.Theblotwasthenstripptd and
probed with an antibody raised to a peptidefrom Syt 111e blotwasthen eoposed to radiography to
vistalize incorporation of ATP (Aotorad).

Various plasmids encoding EGFP or EGFP-tagged Syt I con
structs (EGFP-Syt I, EGFP-Syt ‘VQ’ EGFP-Syt 15A’ or EGFP-Syt

‘VQ; sA) were injected into Aplysia sensory neurons, which
were subsequent)y used to make 5M ccli cultures. First, we

examined the ability of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression.
Synaptic depression was produced by 40 repeated stimulations
of the sensory cell. 5-HT (10 p.M final concentration) was
added to induce PKC-dependent facilitation (Ghirardi et al.,
1992). Our electrophysiological resuits show that, in ceils ex
pressing EGFP-Syt I, EGFP-Syt ‘SA’ or EGFP alone, 5-HT-
induced facilitation of depressed 5M synapses was normal
(Fig. 4A,B). Injection ofplasmids encoding EGFP alone had
no effect on transmitter release or the reversal of synaptic
depression in Aplysia (Manseau et al., 2001). Conversely,
overexpression ofEGFP-Syt blocked the facilitating effect
of 5-HT (Fig. 4A,B). Overexpression ofEGFP-Syt L,,. s-A also
blocked the facilitating effect of 5-HT but appeared somewhat
less effective than EGFP-Syt (Fig. 4A,B). The difference
between EGFP-Syt ‘vQ and EGFP-Syt ‘vQ sA became signifi
cant when examined a few stimuli after the 5-HT pulse
[amount of facilitation measured using EPSPs (42—44 or 43—
45) EGFP-Syt I\JQ vs EGFP-Syt ‘Q 5-A; p < 0.05; Tukey’s post
hoc test]. This result is not consistent with Syt ‘VQ being the
PKC substrate that is important for the reversal of synaptic
depression, because, in this case, converting the serine to ala
nine should reduce the ability to reverse synaptic depression.
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Figure4. Sytl50blocksthe reversai ofsynapticdepression atastep upstream ofPKCactivation.A,
Short-term facilitation of depressed synapses is blocked by overexpression of Syt I but flot Syt I.
Sensoiy to motor transmission was depressed by a series of 40 repeated intracellular stimuli (inter—
stimulusinterval,2osec), and5-HI(10cM)wasappliedtoinducesynapticfadIitation,fohlowed byan
additional 10 stimuli. Averaged normalized EP5Ps (mean ± SEM) for cells expressing EGFP (open
squares;n = 23),SytI (opendrcles;n = 8),5ytl0(fihledcircles;n = 5),5yt100(opentdangles;n =

19), or Syt VO; 5A (fihled triangles; n 12) are shown. The region around 5-HI addition has been
expanded for clarity below. B, The amountoffacilitation was calculated asthe difference between the
average of the three normalized EP5Ps after 5-HT and the three normalized EPSPs before 5-HI
[ANOVA;p <0.005; ‘posthocIukey’s test showed that Syt l (p <0.01) and Syt 1vn; S-A t P <
0.05) weresignificantlydifferentfrom EGFP]. C, Same usinA, but PDBu (100 nM) was added afterthe
4Oth stimuli in ceils expressing EGFP (open squares;n = 4) orSyt l (fihled triangles;n = 6). D, Ihe
amount of facilitation was calculated as the difference between the average of the three normalized
EP5Ps after PDBu and the three normalized EP5Ps before PDBu. ihere was no significant difference
between EGFP-and Syt 100-expressing celis (ANOVA;p >0.5). E, Facilitation of rested 5M synapsesis
unaffected by overexpression of either Syt I orSyt l. An initial EPSP was induced bysingle extracel
lular stimulation to the sensory neuron. After 5-HI (10 psi), a second EPSP was recorded. Ihe inter
stimulasinterval betweenthetwo EP5Pswas5 min.IheEPsPamplitudewasnormalized totheinitiai
control value. Facilitation was determined by compadng the difference between thetwo normalized
EPSPs [EP5P 2 (after 5-HT) — EP5P 1 (before 5-HI); EGFP, n = 5; Syt I, n = 8; Syt n 6]. No
signiilcant differences were observed (ANOVA;p >0.5).

Moreover, mutating the serine to alanine in Syt I had no effect
on the ability of 5-HT to reverse depression.

Overexpression ofEGFP-Syt I, EGFP-Syt ‘VQ EGFP-Syt S-A’

or EGFP-Syt ‘VQ; SA did flot affect the resting membrane poten
tial or the rate of synaptic depression (Table 1). Overexpression
of EGFP-Syt I showed a trend to lower initia] EPSPs, although,
because of the large variabiity in initial EPSPs, this was not sig
nificant in an ANOVA (Table 1). The reduction in EPSP size is
similar to that seen in a previous study in which Syt I was over
expressed in this system (Martin et al., 1995).

Whereas overexpression of EGFP-Syt ‘VQ significantly de
creased the magnitude ofthe response to 5-HT in depressed syn
apses, the kinetics of the remaining effect of 5-HT was normal
(Fig. 4A). This is in contrast to what is observed with overexpres
sion of a dominant-negative form of PKC Apl II, in which the
onset of facilitation was considerably delayed as might be ex
pected fora true dominant-negative effect (Manseau et al., 2001).
This suggested that the blockade was flot attributable to a com
petition between wild-type and overexpressed EGfP-Syt ‘vQ for
PKC phosphorylation, but instead, that 5-HT does not activate
PKC as well in the ceils expressing EGFP-Syt ‘VQ To test whether
facilitation downstream of PKC was intact, we examined whether
EGFP-Syt ‘VQ could block the effect of PDBu, which activates
PKC independently of5-HT. Indeed, EGFP-Syt ‘VQ did not block
phorbol ester-mediated reversal of synaptic depression (Fig.
4C,D), suggesting that the deficit lay in the ability of 5-HT to
activate PKC. It should be noted that, although PDBu can in
crease transmitter release independently of PKC in some systems,
the effect of PDBu on transmitter release at these synapses is
blocked by inhibitors ofPKC (Braha et al., 1990).

To determine whether there was a general deficit in 5-HT-
mediated signal transduction, we looked at the facilitation of
nondepressed synapses. This effect is meditated by 5-HT activa
tion of PKA and not PKC (Ghirardi et al., 1992). In this case,
facilitation was not affected by the overexpression of either
EGFP-Syt I or EGFP-Syt ‘vQ (Fig. 4E). This demonstrates that
overexpression of EGFP-Syt ‘vQ specifically interferes with the
ability of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression without generally
affecting synaptic transmission or the ability of 5-HT to activate
PKA.

Discussion
We found a novel alternative splice form ofSyt I with a two amino
acid VQ insert in the juxtamembrane region that joins the trans
membrane region to C2A. Both Syt I and Syt ‘VQ are expressed at
equal levels. This splicing is evolutionary weil conserved and
physiologicaily significant because expression of Syt but flot
Syt I, blocked the reversal ofsynaptic depression.

A nove] but conserved sp]ice form in the juxtamembrane
domainofSyt I
The juxtamembrane region between the transmembrane domain
and C2A has flot been studied extensively. Using antibodies for
Syt I and Syt IV, Fukuda et al. (2001) found that these two iso
forms were localized to distinct subcellular fractions in Pc 12
ceils. Using chimeras, they showed that the localization signal was
in the juxtamembrane region (Fukuda et al., 2001). Whereas in
vertebrates appear to have only one Syt 1-lilce form, vertebrates
have three isoforms, Syt I, II, and IX. Remarkab]y, a]though the
juxtamembrane region of ail three vertebrate Syt 1-like isoforms
is generaily conserved, they are remarkably distinct in the seg
ment in which the VQ spiice exists, suggesting that this may be an
important distinction between the different Syt 1-like vertebrate
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Table 1. Comparison of intrinsic and synaptic properties of sensory neurons expressing EGFP or various EGFP-Syt I constructs

Syt Syt I Syt ‘S-A Syt ‘Vos-n EGFP ANOVA

‘hnId(P’) —0.19 ± 0.16 —0.16 ± 0.07 —0.19 ± 0.10 —0.19 ± 0.13 —0.16 ± 0.15 N5
R (Mfl) 79 ± 35 71 ± 30 71 ± 29 96 ± 45 79 ± 31 NS
V,(mV) —32 ± 9.0 —30 ± 7.5 —40 ± 10 —32 ± 5.3 —32 ± 4.8 NS
EGFP levels 3.2 ± 0.4 3.1 ± 0.4 3.2 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 0.5 4.2 ± 0.8 N5
Initial EPSP (mv) 11.4 ± 9.8 6.2 ± 4.0 17.1 ± 10.5 14.3 ± 10.5 10.3 ± 6.3 NS
EPSPs 6—10 (% of initiaI) 25.1 ± 10.6 30.8 ± 14.9 22.2 ± 7.3 28.0 ± 12.4 26.8 ± 17.0 NS
EP5Ps 36—40 (% of initiaI) 14.5 ± 7.9 11.6 ± 10.9 13.1 ± 9.0 10.9 ± 6.8 11.1 ± 11 NS

Ihe holding current (‘hd) in the curtent nneded tu hold the sensory neuton (SN) at —50mO bofore the (trot stimulus. Reuting potential (V,) sud input resistance (R,) wnrn token ut the end ni each eopnriment. The values for V, are therefore
underestimated hecuuse, 0f this point, S-61 or POBu was present in the bathing solution and the SNs were ofren spontaneuusiy action wheo hyperpoiurizurion wus rnmnond. [GFP levels were scored Hum 1 to 5;nnly colis nvpressing lesels
over3weteused.LPSP56—10,tarlydeprnssion; EPSPs36—40, Iatedepreusion;ANOVA,One-wayAN000; N5,nooignificunce;p> 0.05.Allvalnenaremean ± 50. Hnwst—5,Syt I,n = 27;Syt I,n = 21;Sytl50,n = 5;Syt 105.50,n =

12;tGFP,n = 30. Rows6and7,Syt i0,n = 23;5yt l,n = 13;SytI55, n = S;Syt lun:s0,n = 12;EGFP, n 24.

isoforms. Moreover, the conservation of this spiicing event
throughout evolution points to an important role for this
domain.

Overexpression of Syt ‘vQ blocks the reversai of depression
mediated by 5-HT, but Syt I is flot the PKC substrate
important for the reversai ofdepression
The evidence that 5-HT mediates the reversai ofsynaptic depres
sion through activation of PKC is strongly supported by both
pharmacological inhibitors and activators of PKC and dominant
negative experiments (Braha et al., 1990; Ghirardi et al., 1992;
Manseau et ai., 2001). Syt lis a conserved PKC substrate involved
in transmitter release, and the insertion is located quite near the
PKC phosphorylation site. Thus, regulation of PKC phosphory
lation represented an attractive step at which insertion of VQ
could regulate Syt I. However, PKC phosphorylation in vitro does
flot differentiate between Syt I and Syt ‘VQ’ and Syt ‘vQ does flot
block the reversai of synaptic depression mediated by phorbol
esters. Moreover, the reversai of synaptic depression is flot
blocked by Syt ‘SA• Thus, the block by Syt ‘vQ fflcely acts before
PKC activation. for example, this could be attributable to less
available 5-HT receptors that could activate PKC. Indeed, il has
been suggested that these receptors were variably active early in
synapse formation, suggesting that the receptors may be rate hm
iting in the abiity of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression (Son
and Schacher, 1996).

Interestingly, whereas PKC activity is required for the reversai
ofsynaptic depression, overexpression of active PKC actually in
hibited the abffity of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression
(Manseau et al., 2001). This inhibition appeared kinetically sim
ilar to the block by Syt ‘vQ and may be attributable to an effect of
PKC on regulating the availabi[ity of 5-HT receptors (Manseau et
al., 2001). Our resuits would 5e consistent with Syt ‘vQ Seing the
PKC substrate involved in this phenomenon because Syt ‘VQ; S-A

showed reduced inhibition compared with Syt ‘\‘Q
In summary, we discovered a well conserved sphce in the jux

tamembrane region ofSyt I. We demonstrated different physio
logical effects attributable to overexpression of the two distinct
products of this spiicing. Our resuhs demonstrate an important
undiscovered role for the juxtamembrane domain of Syt I.
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Abstract
We have identified an alternatively spliced form 0f synapte

tagmin I in Aplysia fleurons. This isoferm, synaptetagmin I
C2B-3, is generated by alternative exon usage in the C2B

demain leading te fine amine acid changes in the C2B

sequence from the previeusly characterized synaptotagmin I,

now designated as synaptetagmin I C2B-cs. Quantitative reverse

transcriptase-pelymerase chain reactien demenstrated that

approximately 25% of mRNA encoding synaptetagmin I con

tained the C2B-f3 exen in the nervous system. Synaptetag

min I C2B-13 showed greater resistance te digestion by

chymotrypsin in the absence ef calcium than did

synaptetagmin I C2B-ct, although beth iseforms required the

same amount 0f calcium te resist chymetrypsin digestion. The

source ef these changes in C2B preperties was mapped te a
single amine acid (threonine 358). We have aise clened

SNAP 25 in Aplysia and shew that it binds synaptotagmin I

C2B-3 with a higher affinity than synaptetagmin I C2B-c.

These results suggest that this splicing alters biechemical

preperties ef the C2B demain, affecting a number ef its

important known interactiens.

Keywords: Aplysia, C2B demain, synaptetagmin, transmitter

release.

J. Neurochem. (2004) 89, 354—363.

Synaptotagmins (Syts) are a family of proteins that function
in cellular trafficking and membrane fusion (Sudhof 2002).
At least 13 Syt isoforms have been identified in mammals
(Craxton 2001) as well as eight isoforms in Drosophila

(Littleton 2000) and enorhabditis. elegans (Craxton 2001).
Syt lis thought to act as the calcium sensor during exocytosis
(Sudhof 2002). Syts are characterized by a short lumenal
amino terminal, a single transmembrane region and a large
cytoplasmic domain containing two C2 domains, C2A and
C2B. C2 domains are protein motifs of about 130 amino
acids that are found in a large number of proteins (Nalefski
and falke 1996; Rizo and Sudhof 1998). The three
dimensional structure of the C2 domain consists of a
fI-sandwich formed by eight f3-sheets with loops emerging
from the top and bottom. In many cases, including Syt I, C2
domains bind calcium and phospholipids via their top loops
(Davletov and Sudhof 1993; Sutton et al. 1995; Chapman
and Davis 1998; femandez et al. 2001; femandez-Chacon
et al. 2001). C2 domains also interact with a variety ofother
protein partners. In the case of Syt I, C2A binds to syntaxin

in a calcium-dependant manner (Li et al. 1995), whereas

C2B interacts with SNAP 25 (Schiavo et al. 1997) and AP2

(Zhang et al. 1994). The C2B domain also mediates the
calcium dependent homo- and hetero-dimerization of syn
aptotagmins (Desai et al. 2000). The oligomenzation ofSyt I
is thought to play an important role dunng membrane fusion
(Littleton et al. 2001; Wu et al. 2003).

We study synaptic release and plasticity in Aplysia

californica, which is a well-established model for investi
gating these events (Byme and Kandel 1996). Based on its
published sequence, Aplysia Syt I is a polypeptide of 426
residues that shares the putative domain structure of ail other
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synaptotagmin isoforms (Martin et aI. 1995). We have

previously identified a spliced forrn of Syt I with two amino
acids, V and Q, added to its juxtamembrane domain (Syt IvQ)
(Nakhost et al. 2003). Overexpression of Syt ‘VQ but not

Syt I, biocks serotonin (5-HT)-mediated reversai of depres
sion, demonstrating a functional difference for this evolutio

nanly conserved spiicing event (Nakhost et al. 2003). Here,

we report the identification and characterization of a second

aiternatively spiiced forni of Syt I (Syt I C2B-3) in the

nervous system of Aplysia. This spiicing resuits in nine

amino acid changes, mainly in the non-conserved parts ofthe

C23 domain. Ihis alternative exon usage is also found in

C. elegans, but does flot appear to be present in Drosophila

or mammals. The splice at the C2B domain does flot appear

to change the calcium affinity of Syt I. However, it enhances
the ability of Syt I C2B-3 to oiigomerize and resist

chymotryptic degradation in the absence of calcium. It aiso

increases the ability ofSyt I C2B-3 to bind SNAP 25. Taken

together, these resuits suggests that the amino acid changes

that are introduced by splicing can cause a significant change
in the C2B domain of Syt I, which affects a number of its

important interactions.

Materials and methods

Constructs
The cytoplasmic domain of Aplvsia Syt I and the fluIl-length Syt I
were cioned and put into pGEX-5X- I vector (AmershamiPharma
cia, Oakville, Ont., Canada) as descdbed (Nakhost et al. 2003).
Enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP), enhanced cyan fluor
escent protein (ECFP) and enhanccd yeliow fluorescent protein
(EYFP) (Ciontech Paio Aito, CA, USA) consiructs of Syt I C2B-Œ
and C2B- in pNEX-3 were aiso generated as described previousiy
Nakhost et al. 2003).

Constructs of both C23 domains, including the hnker region
between C2A and C2B, were made in pGEX-5X-l (residues 828—
1284), by using specific forward (FI: GGGGATCCCAGACACA
GAGTCTGAGAAG) and reverse primers (Ri: GGGAATTCT
TAGTTCTFCTCTTGGCACCCT) in poiymerasc chain reactions
(PCRs) where the cytoplasmic domains of Syt I C2B-Œ or Syt I

C2B-il in pGEX-5X-l were used as tempiate.
Two chimeras of these CB2 domains were aiso made, C2B-ctj3

and C2B-3ct, using a two-step mutagenic procedure (Manseau et al.
2001). In the case ofC2B-n4l, in the flrst step, Rl and the extemai
primer F2 (ACTATCAAGAAATGTACCCTG) were used in a PCR
reaction and Syt I C23-f3 in pGEX-5X-J was used as the template.
In another PCR reaction using Syt I C2B-n in pGEX-5X-l as
template FI and R2 (fl’TCTFGATAGTTGTFFTCHCHCTfCA
GACG) primers were used. In the second step, these PCR products
were mixed together and used as a tempiate in a PCR reaction where
FI and Ri were used. The product of this set of PCR ivas
subsequentiy cioned into pGEX-5X- I using EcoRI and BamH I
digests. In order to make C2B-f3Œ: in the first step, the externat RI
and internai F3: (ACCATFAAGAAAAACACCCTC) primers were
used in a PCR, where Syt I C2B-ct in pGEX-5X-l vas used as the

template. In another set of PCR, the externai Fi, internai R3

(TTTCTTAATGGTGGTCTTCTTCTTTTTCACTCG) and Syt I
C2B-f3 in pGEX-5X-1 were used. The second step was performed
as described previously (Manseau et al. 2001).

C23-Œ N347-C and C2B-Œ G358-T constnicts were generated in a
two-step mutagenic procedure as described (Manseau et al. 2001). In
both cases, Fi and Ri were used as the externai primera and C2B-cL in
pGEX-SX-1 was used as the PCR tempiate. The internai primers for
C2B-ce N-C mutants were (f4: ACCATTAAGAAGTGCAC
CCTCAAICCC, R4: ATTGAGGGTGCACTTCTTAATGGTTGT).
The internai primera for C2B-c G-T mutants tvere (F5: GAG
TCATfTACCTfTGAGGTTCCCTTFGAG, R5: AACCICAAAG
GTAAATGACTCGTTGAA). Ail constructs were sequenced over
their entire amphfied regions to confirm their correctness.

Quantitative reverse transcription (RI)-PCR
The relative amounts of Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-f3 mRNAs were
detemiined by quantitative reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR. RNA
isolation was performed using the RNAqueous-4PCR kit (Ambion,
Austin, TX, USA) according to the protocol provided by the
manufacturer. Specific forward primers and a common reverse
primer were used [(C2B-n-F: 1 056-TTCAACGAGTCATTTGGC)
(C2B-f3-F: 984-TCCCTGATGCTCAATGGA) and (R: GCGCC
CGGGTTAGTTCTTCTCTGGCA-1 267)]. Mixes of plasmids coco-
ding the cytoplasmic domains of Syt J C2B-c and Syt I C2B-f3 were
used in control reactions as pan ofeach PCR set in order to generate
a standard curve. The PCR products were separated on agarose gels,
illuminated under ultraviolet light, digitally scanned and quantified
using NTH Image (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/nih-image/).

Recombinant soluble proteins and binding assays
Glutathione 5-transferase (GST) fusion proteins were expressed in
DH5y celis and subsequently purified using GST beads (Amer
sham). Soluble Syt I fragments were generated by factor Xa
(Novagen, Madison, WI, USA) digest of GST bead-bound fusion
proteins according to the protocol provided by the manufacturer. In
bnef, every 88 liE of GST-bound fusion protein was incubated
with 10 jiL of 10 x cieavage and capture buffer (500 ms Tris-HCI
pH 8.0, 1 M NaC1, 50 nt’i CaCI,) and 4 units of factor Xa for 4 h
at room temperature (25°C) and put on a shaker. Afler the
cleavage, factor Xa was removed with addition of Novagen

Xarrest agarose (100 jiL of sluny per 4 units of enzyme). The
soluble target protein was recovered by using the spin fiiter

provided with the kit.

To investigate the interaction between GST-SNAP 25 and the

soluble cytopiasmic domains of Syt I C2B-fl and Syt I C2B-J3, the
soluble forms ofthe cytoplasmic domain ofSyt I C23-a and f3 were

generatcd by factor Xa cleavage of GST fusion proteins. Ten
micrograms of these proteins tvcre incubated with various concen
trations of GST-SNAP 25 immobilized on glutathione sepharose
beads in TBS plus 1% Triton X-100 in presence ofeither 20% factor

Xa cleavage and capture buffer (I mu calcium) in the presence or
absence of 10 mb EGTA. These reactions wete incubated at room
temperature on a shaker for 1 h. The beads were subsequently
washed 3 x 5 min with either 1 mL of TBS + 20% factor Xa in the
presence or absence of 10 msi EGTA. Afier the iast wash, 100 iL of
the final buffer wash vas lefi in each reaction and 20 IL ofLaemmii
(1 0% f3-mercaptoethanol) buffer was added to each tube and boiled

for 10 min. Twenty per cent of cadi reaction vas subjected to

© 2004 International Society for Neurochemistry, J. Neurochem. (2004) $9, 354—363
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sodium dodecyl sulfate — gel electrophoresis (SDS—PAGE) and
transferred to nitrocellulose membrane. Western blots were
performed and analyzed as previously described (Nakhost et al.
1999) using a Syt 1-specific antibody (Nakhost et al. 2003).

Immunoblots were quantitated using NIH Image using the
uncalibrated OD fiinction. We have shown earlier that this results
in linear results over a wide range of protein concentrations
(Nakhost et al. 1999). Images of Coomassie or Ponseau stained gels
were quantitated using NTH Image without the uncaiibrated OD
function. The amounts bound were standardized to the level of
fusion protein as determined by Ponseau or Coomassie staining.

Limited chymotrypsin proteolysis
Soluble forms of the cytopiasmic domains and various constructs of
C2B domains ofSyt I were generated by factor Xa cleavage ofGST
fusion proteins (10—20 l.tL) and subjected to limited proteolysis in
the presence or absence of 10 mi EGTA at various concentrations
of chymotrypsin ranging ftom O to 100 nglpL for 1 h at room
temperamre. AIl samples were put on a nutator during the
proteolysis. Samples were subsequently boiled in Laemmli buffer
(10% j3-mercaptoethanol) and subjected to SDS page analysis on
12% gels and stained with Coomassie blue. These gels were
digitaily scanned and quantified using NIH Image.

Calcium dose—response experiments were carried ont using a
similar protocol, under a fixed concentration of chymotrypsin
(50 ng/jiL). As factor Xa cleavage-capture buffer contains calcium,
ail preparations of various soluble Syt I fusion proteins aiso
contained calcium. In these experiments, calcium concentration
was reduced by addition ofEGTA. Each reaction contained 20 ig of
protein (final volume of 100 jiL with the starting calcium
concentration of I mM). These reactions were stopped by the
addition of Laemmli buffer (10% f3-mercaptoethanol). They were
subsequently boiled and subjected to SDS page analysis on 9% gels
and stained with Coomassie blue.

Confocal laser microscopy on living celis
The celis that were co-injected with constmcts tagged with either
enhanced cyan fluorescent protein (ECFP) or the enhanced yellow
fluorescent protein (EYfP), or Ds-Red and were visualized with a
Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser microscope (GmBh, Jena) as
described (Nakhost et al. 2003).

Cloning of SNAP 25
Aplysia nervous system cDNA was generated using pleural, pedal,
and abdominal ganglia from the animal. These ganglia were
dissected and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then
processed using the Qiagen RNEasy Minikit (Qiagen, Santa Clara,
CA, USA) to obtain total RNA. cDNA template vas made using
Superscript II RT (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). The
cDNA product was subsequently used as a template in PCR to
amplify fragments of SNAP 25 using degenerate primers. The
following primers were used: SNAP 25 degenerate 5’ primers f!
[GA(T/C)GANCA(AJG)GGNGA(AIG)CAJ, F2 [GA(T/C)ATGA
(AIG)GA(AJG)GCNGA], degenerate 3’ primers RI [CAT(AI
G)TCNA(T/A/G)NGCCAT(AJG)T] and R2 [TCNTCCAT(T/
C)TC(G/A)T(T/C)(T/C)TCJ. The nested degenerate PCR provided
a fragment of SNAP 25 that was then extended using rapid

amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to generate the full-length

sequence. GST-SNAP 25 vas then generated using PCR to insert
the full length Aplysia SNAP 25 into pGEX-5X-l. Ail sequencing
was done on both strands using the services Bio S & T Inc.
(Montreal, Québec, Canada).

Resuits

Identification of a nove! alternatively spliced form of
Aptysia synaptotagmin I
While cloning Syt I from the nervous system of ApÏysia, we

identified two alternatively spliced forms. The first, termed

Syt 1VQ involved an alternative exon entry in the juxtamem

brane domain of Syt I and is well conserved over evolution
(Nakhost et al. 2003). Here, we report on a novel alternative
splice that is found in the C2B domain. Figure 1 shows the
nucleotide alignment of the C2B domain of the published
Syt I (Syt I C2B-Œ) (Martin et al. 1995) and the new C2B
spliced form (Syt I C2B-3). The C2B domains are of
identica! size, but there are 39 nucleotide changes in the C2B
domain of Syt I C2B-13. However, because of rnany third
base-pair substitutions, this alters only fine amino acid
changes and these are mainly in non-conserved residues
(Fig. lb). Interestingly, the segment of C2B where changes
occur maps to a single exon that is conserved within ail ofthe
known synaptotagmins (Craxton 200!), suggesting that
duplication of this exon is the source of the alternative
spiicing. There is alternative splicing of a similar dup!icated
exon in C. elegans, but this duplication is flot present in the
human or Drosophila genomes (Craxton 2001). Ail of the
known C2B residues that are important for Syt I interactions
with calcium, other Syts, AP2 and synprint are conserved
between Syt I C2B-cx and Syt! C2B-3 (Chapman et al.

1998).
Quantitative reverse transcription (RT)-PCR studies from

theAplysia nervous system indicate that both forms ofSyt lare
present in the nervous system where 75% of Syt I mRNAs

encode C2B-Œ, while the remaining 25% encodes C23-13
(Fig. 2). Similar results were obtained when RT-PCR was done
with RNA isolated from sensory fleuron clusters (data not
shown). Treatment of sensory clusters with a paradigm that
induces long-term facilitation (five pulses of 20 ttM 5HT, each
5-min pulse separated by 15 mm) did not alter the ratio ofC2B-
Œ and C2B-f3 measured 3 hours later (percentage change in
ratio 10 ± 9%, n = 4, data not shown).

Chymotrypsin proteolysis of the cytopiasmic domains
of Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-p
One mechanism to look for differences between the two

isoforms is to examine the protease sensitivity of these
proteins in the presence or absence of calcium. It has been
previously shown that binding of calcium to the C2B domain
stabilizes it, resulting in the formation of a protease-resistant

fragment (Liilleton et al. 200!). We performed these studies
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(a)
SytIC2B-a 825
SytIC28-3 825

CCAGACACAGAGTCTGAGAAGGAGAACAAGTTGGGAGACATCTGTTTCTCCCTCCGCTATGTGCCCACTGCCGGC
CCAGACACAGAGTCTGAGAAGGAGAACAAGTTGGGAGACATCTGTTTCTCCCTCCGCTATGTGCCCACTGCCGGC

CTCACTGTGGTCATCCTGGAGGCAAAGAACCTGAAGAAGATGGATGTGGGTGGCCTGTCAGATCC’IATGT’AAAATc
CTCACTGTGGTCATCCTGGAGGCAAAGAACCTGAAGAAGATGGATGTGGGTGGCCTGTCAGATCCTATGTAAAATC

903
903

984
le 984

C2B-pF C2B-a F

Syt I C2B-Œ 985 CCAGGGACT 1065
Syt I C2B-3 985 1065

(b)

Aplysia Syt I C2B-p 277 PDTESKEN
Aplysia Syt I C2B-a 277 PDTESKEN
SquidSytl 283 PPDDKREK
C. elegans la 283
C. elegans lb 273 P0NDIOEN
RatSytl 265 AE’K1EQE
RatSytll 266 GE——KJEPE
Rat SytiX 232 AP”KEQE

428
428
441
443
424
421
422
386

Fig. 1 Cloning cf a novel spiice isoform cf Syt I. fa) Nucleotide
sequence cf two clones amplified from a nervous system Iibrary
showing the entire C2B domain. Nudeotide numbering is from f825—
1284). Primers used for quantitative RT-PCR are shown. Arrowheads
indicate the position cf the duplicated exon based on its conserved
position throughout evolution fCraxton 2001). (b) Alignment cf the

using a similar method. Soluble versions of the cytoplasmic

domains of Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-13 were generated.
These proteins were subsequently subjected to limited

proteolysis in the presence of 10 mi EGTA or 1 mM
calcium at various concentrations of chymotrypsin. Both
isoforms are equally resistant to proteolysis in the presence

of calcium (Fig. 3). However, Syt I C2B-tl shows a signi

ficantly higher degree of resistance to proteolysis in the
absence of calcium (Fig. 3).

Syt 1-like C2B domain from vertebrate and invertebrate species. Con

served residues (5/8) are shaded. The amino acid differences between
wild-type and spliced form Syt I are marked by stars. The beginning
and the end cf the exon where the spiicing occurs s marked by arrow
heads.

Calcium dose—response of chymotrypsin proteolysis
The interaction ofC2B with calcium regulates Syt I ftinction.

Syt I binds five calcium ions with low intnnsic affinity via

the top loops of its C2 domains. C2A bas three distinct

calcium binding sites [‘-.-‘ 60 )IM, 500 JIM and >20 mM,

respectively (Ubach et al. 1998)]. C2B bas two calcium

binding sites with calcium affinities of 300—600 11M

(Femandez et al. 2001). Many of the C23 interactions with
other proteins are regulated by calcium. Therefore, it is

SytIC2B-a 907
Syt I C2B-p 907

Syt I C2B-a
Syt I C2B-13

1066

--

1066 AC

SytIC2B-a 1147
SytIC2B- 1147

SytIC2B-a 1228
SytIC2B-jI 1228

ATCAGAAAGTCAC!CTGATCATCACAGTGGTGGACIACGACCGTAICGGAACC

ATCAGAAAGTCACCTGATCATCACAGTGGTGGACTACGACCGTATCGGAACC

TCCGAGCCCATCGGCCGCTGTGTCCTGGGCTGTAACTCATCGGGCACTGAGCTGCGTCATTGGAGTGACATGCTGGCCAAc
TCCGAGCCCATCGGCCGCTGTGTCCTGGGCTGTAACTCATCGGGCACTGAGCTGCGTCATTGGAGTGACATGCTGGCCAAC

ccAcGTcGAccAATTGcccAATGGcATAccTTGcAGGAGGTGccGAGAAGAAcT
ccAcGTcGAcCAATTGcccAATGGcATAccTTGcAGGAGGTGccAGAGAAGAAcT

R

1146
1146

1227
1227

1284
1284

‘ >H fi2

__________________________V

***** * * * *

NLN-r — -
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KLGDIfZaSLRYVPTAGKLT I LEAKRLKKMDUGGLSDPYVK
KXCE’SLRYV?TAGKLr AKNLKtDVGGLS0?YV

Aplysla Syt I C2B-3 356
Aplysia Syt I C2B-a 356
SquidSytl 366
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100

00 —
E

c2B-p C2B-o

Fig. 2 RT-PCR 0f Syt I C2B-e and Syt I C2B-3. We used PCR prim

ers flanking the spiice region for RT-PCR from the Aplysia nervous
system, two unique forward primers (C2B-oF and Syt I C2B-j3F) and a

common reverse primer. The positions 0f these primers are indicated

on Fig. 1(a). (a) To generate a standard curve, mixes 0f plasmids

containing different proportions 0f Syt I C26-s and Syt I C2B-1 were

used as the template for PCR. At the same time, different amounts of

nervous system template were used to ensure PCR amplification was

in the linear range. (b) The relative amount of the two spiice form

mRNAs in the netvous system were determined according to a

standard curve run in the same experiment. Values are mean ± SEM

for four independent RT-PCRs from four individual animais.

possible that the differences that are observed between these
two isoforms, occur because spiicing lias increased Syt I
C2B-j3’s affinity for calcium such that it can be stabilized at
relatively low calcium concentrations.

In order to address this question, we examined the
concentration of calcium required for protection of soluble
Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-13 using a high concentration of
chyrnotrypsin (50 ng/.tL). Both isoforms have a similar
dose—response for calcium and their calcium-bound forrns
are protected to the same extent (Fig. 4). Thus, amino acid
changes in C2B do flot regulate the ability of calcium to
stabilize the C2 domain.

Investigating the effect of splicing in C2B on binding
of Syt I to SNAP 25
Previous studies have shown that SNAP 25 binds Syt I
(Gerona et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2002). In order to fiirther
investigate the structural differences between the two splice
variants, the ability of each to bind SNAP 25 was investi
gated. We have cloned SNAP 25 from the nervous system of
Aplysia (Houeland et al., in preparation). The interaction
between the entire cytoplasmic domain of Syt I with
SNAP 25 was exarnined using GST-SNAP 25 fusion protein
as the binding partner for soluble Syt I. These studies
demonstrated that both forms of Syt I’s binding to SNAP 25

(a) Syt I C2B13

‘ø±— +,.—.-- — R IL .‘.•

Chymosypan C__J t__J L_____J L..__J Li L____J

nglyl 0 1 5 10 50 100

I.1

ot.
ii’ 25

o

caeurn (I mM)

Fig. 3 Chymotrypsin proteolysis 0f the cytoplasmic domain 0f Syt I

C2B-e and Syt I C2B-). (a) Soluble forms 0f the cytoplasmic domains

0f Syt I C2B-e and Syt C2B-3 were generated by factor Xa cleavage

of GST-fusion proteins and subjected to limited proteolysis in the

presence 0f 10 mri EGTA (—) or 1 m calcium f÷). Samples were

subsequently boiled in Laemmli buffer and subjected to SDS page anti
stained with Coomassie blue. Band A represents the stabte proteolytic

product. (b) The percentage 0f Band A remaining at 10 ng/iiL chym

otrypsin in the absence 0f calcium was significantly different for Syt I

C2B-)3 and Syt I C2B-co (*twotailed Students tailed t-test, p < 0.01,

n 6). There was no significant dillerence in cleavage in the presence

0f calcium.

increased about 2—4-fold in the presence of calcium (Figs Sa
and c). Ibis result is similar to previous findings, where
calcium stimulated this interaction by 2.5—5-fold (Gerona
et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2002). However Syt I C2B-3
showed significantly more binding to GST-SNAP 25 irres
pective of calcium (Figs 5a and b).

Mutational analysis of wild-type and spliced C2B
domains
In order to determine the residues in the C23 domain
conferring differences in structure, we generated C2B-cL and
C2B-J3 C2B domain constmcts, as opposed to the entire
cytoplasmic domain constructs used to this point. The
chymotiypsin sensitivity was enhanced in the isolated C23
domains and again C2B-3 was more resistant to proteolysis
in the absence of calcium (Figs 6a and e). Chimeras of these
two C23 domains were then generated, in which the most
C-tenninal three amino acids differing between the two
dornains were swapped (referred to as cq3 and 3Œ) (fig. 7).
Switching the last three diffenng amino acids ofC2B- to Œ

(I3c) resulted in the loss of C2B-r3 resistance to proteolysis
(Figs 6a—c). Moreover, introduction of these residues in the
wild-type sequence (C2B-c3) enhanced the ability of C23-Œ
to resist chymotiypsin proteolysis in the absence of calcium
(Figs 6a—c).

150’

(a)

— «

Neivous System cDNA

(b)

510 1525305070
95908575705030

¾ plasmids in
control mix

Syt I C28-13

Syt I C2B-ct

Syt I C2B-e

.

0 1 5 10 50 100

(b)
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Calcium (mM) 1 0.5 0.45 0.4 0.35 0.3 0.25 0.2 10 mM
EGTASM

Calcium concentration (mM)

Fig. 4 Calcium dose—response experiments. fa) Soluble forms 0f the

cytoplasmic domains 0f Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-f3 wete generated

by factor Xa cleavage of GST-fusion proteins and subjected to limited

proteolysis in the ptesence 0f different levels 0f calcium with a fixed

concentration 0f chymotrypsin (50 ng/iiL) for 1 hour at room tem

perature. Starting material (5M) was incubated without chymotrypsin

but in the presence cf 1 m Ca2*. As factor Xa cleavage-capture

buffer contains calcium, in these experiments Ca2 concentrations

were changed by addition 0f EGTA. The effect 0f Ca”2 concentration

on proteolysis was studied by monitoring a fragment cf Syt I that is

protected against proteolysis in the presence cf Ca2. f b) Quantitation

cf experiments similar to the one shown above. Syt I C2B-a (open

squares), Syt I C2B-3 fclosed squares). Values are mean ± SEM,

n = 4.

Bothf353 andG358 arepartofthe f35 sheetandN347 ispart
ofloop two (f ig. 1). Based on the structural similarity ofF and
\Ç the switching of these amino acids should flot resuit in a
major structural change. For that reason we focused our
attention on other two C2B-Œ residues, N347 and G358. In
general, these two amino acids are flot well conserved among
Syt I homologues or different synaptotagmin isoforms. In
order to identify which one (or combination) ofthese residues
is important for the structural difference between C2B
domains, C2B-Œ G-T and C2B-cLN-C constructs were gener
ated and tested. The C2B-Œ G-T mutation lias enhanced ability
to resist proteolysis in the absence ofcalcium, similar to C2B-f3
(f igs 6a and c). Therefore, introduction ofthe threonine in the
C2B-Œ xvas sufficient to switch its behavior to that of Syt I
C2B-f3 (fig. 6d). In contrast, the N-C mutation did not affect
the stability of C2B-Œ in the absence of calcium but,

surprisingly, made the C2B domain more sensitive to
chymotiypsin digestion even in the presence of calcium
(Figs 6a and b). Comparing the C2B-Œf3 construct to the C2B-Œ
N-C constrnct again showed a large difference in stability
based on the residue at 358 (fig. 6e). The presence of the
cysteine residue was not destabilizing in the presence of
G358, but was unstable in the presence of 1358. This
interaction between a residue in f3 sheet 5 and in ioop 2
suggests long-distance effects due to changes in the residue
at position 358.

Consistent with changes in the proteins due to threonine
358, SDS—PAGE analysis of various soluble Syt I fusion
proteins shows that both cytoplasmic and C2B domains of the
wild-type and splice forms migrate differently (fig. 7). Inter
estingly, the C28-c G-T and C23-f3 have a similar migration
pattera on an SDS—PAGE, consistent with an important role for
1358 in determinhig this property of Syt I (Fig. 7). Together,
these resuits point to the 1358 as the main amino acid residue
that gives the spliced C23 its unique structural features.

Discussion

The major difference between the splice forms appears to be
position 358. The conversion ofa glycine in Syt I C2B-Œ to a
threonine in Syt I C2B-f3 may cause a structural change as
this residue is located in a beta-sheet and glycine is
intrinsically de-stabilizing in beta sheets (Minor and Kim
1994). Glycine may also affect flexibility or other aspects of
Syt I’s biochemical properties. The ability of calcium to
stabilize the Syt I C2B domain in the presence of a cysteine
in loop 2 also depended on the residue at position 358
(fig. 6e), suggesting that changes in this residue does have
effects on the loops of Syt I.

(a) Syt I C2B-a

45KDa-

SytIC2B-f3
-

45 KDa

(b)

o
Q)

4_

Q)
D-

100-

75

50

25

o -.

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 Localization of Syt I C2B-p
The different properties of Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-f3
could define differences in synaptic vesicle properties. We
attempted to determine if they were present in the same
synaptic vesicles, but were unsuccessful in generating
antibodies specific for Syt I C2B-Œ and Syt I C2B-f3. As
an alternative strategy, we expressed fluorescently tagged
versions of the full-length proteins into sensoiy fleurons.
Both versions contained the VQ insert. Co-localization of
full-length ECFP-Syt I C2B-f3 and dsRED-tagged VAMP
demonstrated that both ECFP-Syt I C2B-f3 (Fig. 8a) and
ECFP-Syt I C2B-c (Nakhost et al. 2003) were present on
clusters of synaptic vesicles (fig. 8a). While the majority of

expressed ECFP-Syt I C2B-c and EYFP-Syt I C2B-f3 were
co-localized to the same punctae (Fig. 8b), a subset of
punctae showed differences in the relative proportion of the
txvo expressed fusion proteins (fig. 8e). We observed this
subset of punctae in four eut of eight experiments and in
these four cells 22% (19/83) of the punctae showed a
substantial preference for one of the fusion proteins.
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(a) %

Syt I C28-e b Syt I C2B-I3

— Immobi(izod GST-SNAP 25

+- +-
lmmobi!ized GST (control) .-

Calcium + - ÷ -

(b) (c

(b)

Calcium - * Syt I C2B-a Syt I C2B-f

Fig. 5 Effect 0f spiicing in C2B on binding to SNAP 25. (a). The

amount of the cytoplasmic domain 0f Syt I C2B-m or 3 bound to either

5 tg 0f GST-SNAP 25 (experimental) or GST immobilized on gluta

thione sepharose beads in the presence cf either 1 m calcium or

10 mM EGTA was determined by immunoblotting. Ten per cent 0f the

starting material was also separated on the gel. Ponseau-S staining 0f

the same membrane prior to immuno-blotting to visualize amounts 0f

GST and GST-SNAP 25 are shown below. (b) In each experiment, the

amount 0f binding 0f equal amounts cf Syt I C2B-13 and Syt I C26-m

was compared with aliquots 0f GST-SNAP 25. The amount bound to

GST was subtracted. The amount bound to Syt I C2B-m was set to 1

and the folU increase in binding to Syt I C2B-p was calculated. Values

are mean + SEM, n = 9., There was significantly more Syt I C28-I3

bound than Syt I C2B-m in the presence or absence 0f calcium (*two
tailed paired students t-test, p < 0.05 for both comparisons). (c) GST

SNAP 25 bound more soluble Syt I in the presence 0f calcium. The

fold increase was the same for Syt I C2B-m and Syt I C2B-j3 and was

signiticantly greater than 1 (*twotaiIed one sample t-test, p < 0.05).

Values are mean ± SEM, n = 9.

The duplicated C2B exon present in C. elegans and
Aplysia is flot present in Drosophila or human genomes. This
may be an ancient duplication that bas been lost, or may have
occurred more than once in evolution. Examination of other
molluscan Syts in the database (squid and lymnae) show a
sequence more similar to C2B-f3 than to C2B-c. In contrast, a
partial sequence of sea urchin Syt I shows the presence of
a glycine in the equivalent position to glycine 358, and thus
may resemble C2B-Œ. Interestingly, this exon has recently
been shown to be a target of RNA editing in Drosophila,

suggesting that different C23 forms may also exist in this
organism (Hoopengardner et al. 2003). It will be interesting
to determine whether other organisms without splicing use
RNA editing to alter this domain.

Based on the 3-D structure of Syt I (Femandez et al.

2001), residue 358 is in close proximity to the polybasic

region (part of the b4 sheet) that is implicated in many

A-LQGT-L-N-F-T

C2B-ŒG-T

JlzJl±zJI -1+ -(

0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 0 0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0

C

* I

G358 1358 C2B-zN-c C2B-m

Fig. 6 Chymotrypsin proteolysis 0f the C2B domains 0f Syt I C2B-m

and Syt I C2B-13. fa) Soluble forms 0f the regular and mutated C2B

domains were generated by factor Xa cleavage 0f GST-fusion proteins

and subjected f0 limited proteolysis in the presence 0f 10 mri EGTA (—)
or 1 m calcium (÷) at various concentrations 0f chymotrypsin for 1 h

at room temperature. Samples were subsequently boiled in Laemmli

buffer, subjected f0 SDS page and stained with Coomassie blue.

There are nine amino acid differences between C2B-s and C2B-p.

These amino acid residues are shown in single letter amino acid code

above each 0f the representative Coomassie stained gels. (b—c)

Percentage of soluble protein remaining after digestion is plolled for

the different fusion proteins ffilled square, C2B-f3, filled circle, C2B-mJ3,

filled triangle, C26-m G-T, open circle C2B-m, open square C2B-3m,

open triangles, C2B-m N-C. Results are shown either in the presence

(b) or absence (c) 0f calcium. Values are SEM, n = 6. fd) The

percentage 0f protein remaining at 2 ngl1iL 0f chymotrypsin was

compared between constructs containing G358 (C2B-m, C2B-f3m, and

C2B-m N-C) and those containing 1358 (C2B-p, C2B-mfI, and C2Bm G

T). There was a significant difference in their sensitivity f0 chymot

rypsin (*two tailed students t-test, p < 0.01, n = 18 for both groups).

Values are mean ± SEM. (e) The percentage 0f protein remaining at

5 ngliL 0f chymotrypsin was compared between C2B-m and C2B-m

N-C. These constructs differ only in Y353 and G358. f*two tailed

students t-test, p < 0.01 n = 6 for both groups).
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Fig. 7 SDS—PAGE analysis 0f various soluble Syt I proteins. Soluble

forms 0f the cytoplasmic and C2B domains 0f Syt I C2B-a and Syt I
C2B-p were generated by factor Xa cleavage 0f GST-fusion proteins.

These soluble proteins were subjected to SDS—PAGE analysis and
Coomassie staining. This experiment has been repeated three times

with similar resuits.

protein—protein interactions (Chapman et al. 199$). How
ever, studies now have shown that the calcium-dependent
oligomenzation of recombinant Syt I, and perhaps other
interactions requinng the basic domain, may be due to
bactenai contaminants that tightly bind to the C2B domain.
This may suggest that differences between the splice
isoforms are due to differences in binding to the bacterial
contaminant. However, whuie the GST constmcts used in our
expenments do have nucleic acid contaminants based on
high absorbance at 260 flM, the amount of contamination is
the same in ail the forms tested (Fig. 9). Thus, differing
contamination is not an expianation for differences between
the isoforms. Spiicing in C2B aiso affected binding of
Aptysia Syt I to SNAP 25. Although previous studies have
shown that SNAP 25 binds Syt I in a caicium-dependent
manner (Gerona et aï. 2000; Zhang et al. 2002), the exact
binding site on Syt lis not identified. Whïle one study daims
that this binding site is exclusiveiy iocated on the C2B
domain (Schiavo et al. 1997), another one shows that C2B
does not bind SNAP 25 (Gerona et aÏ. 2000). Gerona and
co-workers show that, although C2A can bind SNAP 25 to
some extent on its own, high-affinity interaction requires
both C2A and C2B (Gerona et al. 2000). Our data is
consistent wïth an important role for the C23 domain of
Syt I in its binding to SNAP 25, as spiicing of C2B affects
this interaction.

(c)

ECFP- dsRED
SytIC2B- VAMP

Fig. 8 Localization of CFP-tagged Syt I C2B-f3 in sensory fleurons. fa)

Nomarski images 0f the entire sensory cell and at higher magnification the

region shown in the fluorescent images. Localization of ECFP-tagged

Syt I C28-J3 and ds-RED tagged Apiysia VAMP. Merge figures showgood
co-Iocalization. (b) Nomarski images 0f the entire sensory celi and at

higher magnification the region shown in the fluorescent images. Local

ization 0f EYFP-tagged Syt I C2B-a and ECFP-tagged Syt I C2B-.

Merge figures show good co-Iocalization although there is one vesicle

with 10w levels 0f ECFP-tagged Syt I C2B-3 f arrowhead). (c) Nomarski

images 0f the entire sensory celi and, at higher magnification, the region

shown in the fluorescent images. Localization 0f EYFP-tagged Syt I C2B-

o and ECFP-tagged Syt I C2B-p. Merge figures show some co-localiza

tion, although the levels of expressed fusion protein appear f0 differ be

tween the punctae fsee arrowheads for Syt I C2B-o enriched and arrows

for Syt I C2B-3 enriched).

ECFP-Syt I C2B- dsRED-VAMP Merge

(b)

EYFP-Syt I C28-u ECFP-Syt I C2B-3 Merge

EYFP-Syt I C2B-a ECFP-Syt I C2B-3 Merge
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Fig. 9 Similar levels of bacterial contamination in the spiice isoforms.

(a) Absorbance spectrum for GST (circle) and GST fusion proteins

containing either the entire cytoplasmic domain (GST-Syt C2Bct,

filled squares, or GST-Syt I C2Bf3, open squares) or just the C2B

domain (GST-C2Ba, filled triangles, or GST-C2Bp, open triangles). (b)

Quantitation of the 260/280 ratio f rom independent preparations of the

fusion proteins demonstrates no significant differences in the amount

0f bacterial contamination in the splice forms. Errors are SD, n = 3.

When overexpressed, the rtvo spiice isoforms appear to be
present in different amounts in a subset of vesicles (Fig. 8).
This may be due to differences in oligomerization between
the isoforms. Indeed, the ability of the isoforrns to oligo
merize in vitro was different with C2B-13 binding to itself
more strongly than to C2B-Œ in the absence of calcium (data
not shown). However, since this in vitro assay depends on the
bacterial contamination (Ubach et al. 2001), further studies
will be needed to determine if this difference is important in
ceils, where oligomerization depends on lipid and calcium
interactions. But, as there are probably only a small number
of synaptotagmin molecules in each synaptic vesicle
(Femandez-Chacon and Sudhof 1999), this observation
may also reflect a stochastic distribution of the expressed
proteins. Arguing against thïs possibility, we did flot see this
type of differential distribution when we overexpressed two

forms that were identical except for the color of the fusion
protein (Nakhost et al. 2003). Moreover, although there are a
subset of punctae in which Syt ‘VQ C2B-Œ and Syt I C23-Œ
did flot co-localize, the number of these vesicles was smaller
than that seen with the difference in the C2B splice. It is
important to note that we cannot differentiate vesicles
originated from the ce)! body (transport vesicles) and
synaptic vesicles that are formed by endocytosis. One
possible role proposed for the splice in the juxtamembrane
domain was differentia! sorting in transport vesicles (Nakhost
et al. 2003). This wou!d affect the distribution in transport
vesicles, but not in synaptic vesicles. The more numerous
vesicles exhibiting differences in levels of the C2B spliced
isoform would suggest that these are synaptic vesicles. If the
properties of the C2B domain lead to differences in the
efficiency of transmiffer release, it would suggest that there
could be subtle differences in the fusion abilities of
individual synaptic vesicles based on their relative content
of splice forms.

In summary, we have identified a nove! alternative splice
form of Syt I that results in a number of amino acid
changes in the C2B domain. This sp!iced fonis is expressed
in Aplysia neurons. The splice forms differ in a number of
biochemical properties, such as sensitivity to chymotrypsin
and binding to SNAP 25. Further studies will deter
mine whether this splicing affects the physiological function
of Syt I.
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V. Discussion

The analysis of sensitization in Aplysia is a classical example of a reductive approach. It

has permitted the identification of molecular devices that could perform functions of

acquisition of cellular information (e.g. serotonin receptors), storage (e.g. protein kinases),
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Houeland G, Nakhost A, Sossin WS, Castellucci VF. PKC modu
lation of transmitter release by SNAP-25 at sensory-to-motor syn
apses in Aptysia. J Neurophysiot 97: 134—143, 2007. First published
September 13, 2006; doi:10.1152/jn.00122.2006. Activation of phos
phokinase C (PKC) can increase transmitter release at sensoiy—motor
neuron synapses in Aptysia, but the target of PKC phosphorylation bas
not been determined. One putative target of PKC at synapses is the
synaptosomal-associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25), a member of
the SNARE protein complex implicated in synaptic vesicle docking
and fusion. To determine whether PKC reguiated transmitter release
through phosphorylation of SNAP-25, we cloned Aptysia SNAP-25
and expressed enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP)—coupled
SNAP-25 constructs mutated at the PKC phosphorylation site Ser198
in Aptysia sensory neurons. We found several distinct effects of
expression of EGFP—SNAP-25 constructs. First, the rates of synaptic
depression were slowed when cells contained SNAP-25 with phos
phomimetic residues Glu or Asp. Second, PDBu-mediated increases
in transmitter release at naïve synapses were blocked in celis express
ing nonphosphorylated-state SNAP-25. Finally, expression of EGFP
coupled SNAP-25 but not uncoupled SNAP-25 inhibited 5-HT—
mediated reversai of depression and the ability of EGFP-coupled
SNAP-25 to inhibit the reversal of depression was affected by changes
at Ser198. These results suggest SNAP-25 and phosphorylation of
SNAP-25 by PKC can regulate transmitter release at Aptysia sensory—
motor neuron synapses by a number of distinct processes.

INTRODUCTION

PKC is a Ca2 phospholipid-dependent protein kinase and
plays a prominent role in many neuronal processes including
the regulation of transmitter release (Hilfiker and Augustine
1999; Waters and Smith 2000). Activation of PKC increases
both the size and the rate at which the readily releasable pool
(RRP) refus in cultured hippocampal autapses (Stevens and
Sullivan 199$) and in chromaffin ceils (Smith et al. 1998). In
chromaffin celis, PKC enhances exocytosis both b increasing
the RRP and by shifting vesicles to a highly Ca ± sensitive
state, enabling exocytosis at sites relatively distant from Ca2+

channels (Yang et al. 2002).
Aptysia sensory-to-motor neuron synapses show a marked

depression at low frequencies that contributes to behavioral ha
bimation (Byrne et al. 1978). Homosynaptic depression is re
versed by the neurotransmitter 5-h’droxytryptamine (5-HT, sero
tonin) through activation of a Ca -independent form of PKC,
PKC Apl II (Ghirardi et al. 1992; Manseau et al. 2001). Whereas
activation of PKC by 5-HT increases transmitter release only at
depressed synapses, activation of PKC by phorbol esters increases
transmitter release at both naïve and depressed synapses (Braha et

al. 1990; Ghirardi et al. 1992; Nakhost et al. 2003). However, the
molecular targets of PKC at either depressed or naïve synapses
have flot been identified. We previously examined the role of the
potential target synaptotagmin I (Syt I) in synaptic modulation of
the sensory—motor synapse (Nakhost et al. 2003). However, ai
though PKC phosphorylates Syt lin Aptysia and splicing of Syt I
regulates transmitter release, synaptotagmin was flot the phos
phorylation target for PKC (Nakhost et al. 2003). Here, we focus
on another possible substrate, synaptosomal-associated protein of
25 kDa (SNAP-25).

SNAP-25 is essential for evoked synaptic transmission. In
SNAP-25—deficient mice, spontaneous release persists,
whereas evoked release is abolished (Sørensen et al. 2003;
Washbourne et al. 2002). SNAP-25 is involved in the molec
ular regulation of neurotransmitter release through its associ
ation with vehicle-associated membrane protein (VAMP, syn
aptobrevin) and syntaxin (Stidhof 1995). Together these three
factors form a stable SNARE complex of proteins (fernàndez
Chacon and Sdhof 1999), which is essential for evoked
neurotransmitter release. In vitro evidence indicates that the
SNARE complex can promote fusion betwcen lipid vesicles
(Schuette et al. 2004; Weber et al. 199$). Moreover, this
complex is likely to provide a framework for a variety of
protein interactions involved in assembly and recycling of
synaptic vesicles (Brunger 2000).

Although the role of the SNARE complex in synaptic vesicle
release is clear, there is less evidence that the physiological
modulation of transmitter release arises from posttranslational
modification of SNARE proteins. Perhaps the best evidence for
this phenomenon is the phosphorylation of SNAP-25 at Ser187
by PKC (Genoud et al. 1999; Shimazaki et al. 1996). The
amount of SNAP-25 associated with syntaxin decreases after
PKC-induced phoshorylation of SNAP-25 in PC12 cells
(Shimazaki et al. 1996) and phosphorylation at this site in
creases recruitment of dense-core vesicles in chromaffin ceils
(Nagy et al. 2002). However, SNAP-25 phosphorylation was
not important for phorbol 12,13-dibutyrate (PDBu)—mediated
increase in transmitter release in CAl neurons (Finley et al.
2003), calling into question whether SNAP-25 phosphorylation
is also important in regulating release of synaptic vesicles.

In the present paper, we used the plastic synapses between
mechanoreceptor sensory fleurons and siphon motor neurons of
Aplysia as a model to investigate whether PKC phosphoryla
tion of SNAP-25 plays a modulatory role in evoked release of
synaptic vesicles. Our results suggest an important role for
SNAP-25 and phosphorylation of SNAP-25 in multiple aspects
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METHODS

Aptysia catifornica (75—200 g) were purchased from Marine Spec
imens Unlimited (Pacific Palisades, CA) or the Aptysia Resource
Facility at the University of Miami (Miami, FI). They were kept in an
aquarium for 3 days before experimentation. Dissection and isola
tion of tissues and cultured fleurons were as previously described
(Manseau et al. 2001).

Cloning of SNAP-25

Aptysia nervous system cDNA was generated using pleural, pedal,
and abdominal ganglia from the animal. These ganglia were dissected
and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen, and then processed using
the Qiagen RNEasy Minikit (Qiagen, Santa Clara, CA) to obtain total
RNA. cDNA template was made using Superscript II RT (Life
Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD). The cDNA product was subse
quently used as a template in PCR to amplify fragments of SNAP-25
using degenerate primers. The following primers were used: SNAP-25
degenerate 5’ primers: FI [GA(T/C)GAN CA(A/G)GG NGA(A/
G)CAJ, F2 [GA(T/C) ATGA(AIG) GA(A/G)GC NGA], degenerate 3’
primers Ri {CAT(AJG)TC NA(T/AJG)NGC CAT(AIG)Tj, and R2
TCN 1CC AT(T/C)TC(G/A) T(TIC) TC(G/A) T(T/C)(T/C)TCJ.

The nested degenerate PCR provided a fragment of SNAP-25 that
was then extended using rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to
generate the full-length sequence. GST—SNAP-25 was then generated
using RT-PCR from total nervous system RNA to insert the full length
Aptysia SNAP-25 into pGEX-5X-1. This plasmid was then cut with
Bain HI and Kpn I to insert into the plasmid pNEX-3 for expression
in Aptysia neurons and pGEX5.2 for generation of a GST—SNAP 25
fusion protein. b confirm that this isoform of SNAP-25 was ex
pressed in sensory neurons we recloned SNAP-25 using RT-PCR
from total sensory neuron RNA and examined three independent PCR
products. AlI PCR products were identical to the previously isolated
Aptysia SNAP-25. EGFP fusion proteins were generated by amplify
ing SNAP-25 with PCR and inserting into the Kpn site of pNEX3—
EGFP. The lack of introduced errors was again confirmed with
sequencing. Finally, mutations were made with overlap PCR and
confirmed by sequencing. All sequencing was done on both strands
using the services of Bio S&T (Montreal, Quebec, Canada). Aptysia
SNAP-25 GenBank Accession Number: DQ382281.

Expression in SF9 ceits

The pNEX-3 plasmids were expressed in SF9 cells by transfection
with lipofectamine. By 48 h after transfection cells were harvested in
sample buffer and separated on SD$—PAGE gels, transferred to
nitrocellulose, and immunoblotted with an antibody to GFP.

Generation of an antibody to SNAP-25

The GST—SNAP 25 fusion protein was used as an immunogen for
injection into rabbits. The resultant serum was used without purifica
tion.

Fluorescence microscopy

Injected sensory neurons were visualized at X4 with a Nikon
fluorescence microscope (Nikon Eclipse E600). The success rate of
expression ranged from 50 to 90%. Expression was stable 24 h after
injection and the cells remained fluorescent for about I wk.

Celi culture preparation

Injections of plasmid DNA and physiological paradigms were as
previously described (Manseau et al. 2001). Briefiy, 4 days after
injection of the EGFP-tagged construct into the sensory neuron (SN)
and 2 days after pairing with a motor neuron (MN), excitatory
postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were evoked every 20 s in the motor
neuron that was kept at —50 mV. After 40 evoked EPSPs, 5-HT (10
jsM final concentration) was added to the bath and 10 additional
EPSPs were sampled. In another set of experiments, the phorbol ester
phorbol 12,13-dibutyrate (PDBu, 100 nM final concentration) was
added after the first EP$P, a second EPSP was evoked 10 min later,
followed by 38 evoked EPSPs to observe the rate of depression
afterward. In some of the PDBu experiments a PKC inhibitor,
bisinoolylmaleimide I (Bis) (10 sm final concentration), was added to
the bath 10 min before the start of an experiment and remained in the
bath throughout. All experiments were performed at room temperature
and the initial EPSP amplitude had to be 2 mV for an experiment to
progress. In a couple of experiments the MN spiked in the first EP$P
or after the addition of PDBu. In this case we measured the EPSP at
the shoulder of the spike.

Data acquisition and analysis

Data were acquired and analyzed digitally using CLAMPEX 9 and
a modified version of pCLAMP (Axon Instruments) (Manseau et al.
2001). The effects of the various constructs were aiways tested in
parallel. EPSPs were always normalized to the size of the initial
EPSP.

Changes in synaptic transmission

The difference in homosynaptic depression was quantified using a
nonparametric bootstrap test procedure with 10,000 repetitions and a
criterion of P < 0.05 (Efron and Tibshirani 1986). The amount of
facilitation was calculated as the difference between EPSPs after
treatment (averages of EPSPs 41—43) and EPSPs before treatment
(averages of EPSPs 38—40), or in the case of PDBu, the difference
between EPSP 1 and EPSP 2 measured after PDBu. Significaiice was
calculated by Student’s t-test.

hmntmofluorescence

b identify the localization of $NAP-25 wild-type and $NAP-25
mutants at Aptysia sensory—motor synapses, dissociated Aplysia SNs
were plated on Matek (Ashland, MA) polylysine-coated glass-bottom
culture dishes and coinjected with EGFP—SNAP-25 and DsRed—
VAMP (as an indicator for synapse localization) or DsRed—VAMP
alone. The cultures were subsequently Iabeled with an Aptysia
specific SNAP-25 antibody (Anti SNAP-25). four days after injection
of the EGFP-tagged construct into the SN and 2 days after pairing
with an MN, the cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in a 30%
sucrose-buffered PBS solution for 60 min. The cells were then
solubilized and permeabilized in a 30% sucrose-buffered PBS con
taining 0.1% Triton for 10 min. The cultures were rinsed in PBS and
free aldehydes were quenched with 50 mM NH4CI for 30 mi then
incubated in 10% normal goat serum containing 0.5% Triton in PBS
for 30 min 10 block nonspecific binding. After I-h incubation with
primary antibodies (Anti SNAP-25) diluted (1:50) in blocking buffer,
cultures were rinsed in PB$ and incubated for 1 h in Alexa Fluor
644—conjugated goal anti-rabbit secondary antibodies (1:200) (Mo
lecular Probes, Eugene, OR) diluted in blocking buffer. Cultures were
rinsed in PBS and then mounted with Shandon Immu-Mount
(Thermo, Pittsburg, PA) mounting media. Ah steps were performed at
room temperature.

of the regulation of synaptic vesicle release at sensory—motor
neuron synapses.
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Confocat lnicroscopy

The triple-labeled sections were visualized simultaneously with a
Zeiss L$M 510 confocal laser microscope (Cari Zeiss, Jena, Ger
many), equipped with one argon (48$ nm) and two He/Ne lasers of
543 and 633 nm.

RESULTS

Ctoning ofAptysia SNAP-25

Aplysia SNAP-25 was cloned using degenerate PCR and
RACE and confirmed by sequencing three clones isolated
using RT-PCR from sensory neurons. We found that the PKC
phosphorylation site Sen 98 in Aplysia (the equivaient of
mammalian Ser187) is conserved over evolution. Figure lA
shows the amino acid alignment with other published
SNAP-25 sequences. Tu study the effect of the phosphoryla
tion of Ser198 in SNAP-25, vanious plasmid constructs encod
ing EGFP or EGFP-tagged SNAP-25 constructs were gener
ated. We replaced Aplysia Ser198 with the negatively charged
glutamate (S 198E) or aspartate (S198D), both of which mimic
the effect of PKC phosphorylation by introducing a negative
charge, but may differ in their orientation based on possible
rotamer possibilities, and thus may impose spatial constraints
on the three-dimensional structure of SNAP-25. Conversely,
we substituted serine with the nonpolar alanine (S198A) or
cysteine (S198C), both of which cannot be phosphorylated.
Cysteine is suggested to be a better substitute for the nonphos
phorylated state because of its longer side chain, but there is a
danger of forming inappropriate disulfide bonds. EGfP was
coupled to the N-terminus of SNAP-25 as an indicator of
expression. N-terminal—coupled EGFP—SNAP-25 was used in
a number of functional studies in other systems and is reported
to fully functionally replace SNAP-25 (Finley et al. 2002,

+ PKC poyaon te

2003; Nagy et al. 2002, 2004; SØrensen et al. 2002). AIl
EGFP—SNAP-25 constructs expressed well in SF9 ceils and we
did flot observe any cleavage between the EGFP and SNAP-25
(Fig. 13).

SNAP and SNAP-25 mutants are both locatized to
synaptic vesicles

We further examined the subcellular distribution of EGFP—
$NAP-25 and EGFP—SNAP-25 mutants and tested whether
these constructs localized at synaptic sites. Both wild-type and
mutant EGFP—SNAP 25 co-localized with DsRed-tagged Aply
sia VAMP at concentrations of VAMP likely to mark pools of
synaptic vesicles (Fig. 2A). FP-tagged VAMP was previously
used to mark synaptic vesicle pools in many systems (Ahmari
et al. 2000; Nonet 1999) and in Aplysia sensory neurons,
tagged VAMP co-localizes wïth antibodies to ciustered gluta
mate at sensory-to-motor neuron synapses (data not shown).
However, some of the puncta of tagged VAMP (see wt
SNAP-25 in Fig. 2A) do flot co-localize. These are most
probably small clusters of synaptic vesicles traveling down the
neurites (Ahmari et al. 2000). Using an antibody raised to
endogenous SNAP-25 (Fig. 23), we also show that, as ex
pected, endogenous SNAP-25 also localizes to sites where
VAMP is concentrated (Fig. 2C, asterisk), although this is less
obvious because SNAP-25 immunoreactivity is also present in
the motor neuron and the immunolocalization of endogenous
protein has more background staining than the fluorescent
proteins. These experiments also demonstrate that the levels of
overexpressed EGfP—SNAP-25 are much greater than those of
the endogenous protein, as when sensory neurons are express
ing EGFP—SNAP-25 (or the mutants; data not shown), at laser
levels five times lower than in Fig. 2C and more than sufficient

220 —

97—
66—

FIG. 1. Cloning of Aplysia synaptosomal-associated protein of 25 kDa (SNAP-25). A: protein sequence SNAP-25 amplified from a nervous system libraiy.
Alignment of SNAP-25s from a number of species highlighting the evolutionary similarity conserved nucleotides. A star identifies the PKC phosphorylation site
at serine 187. B: plasmids encoding enhanced green fluorescent protein—coupled SNAP-25 constructs (EGFP—SNAP-25) and EGFP—SNAP-25 mutants were
transfected into SF9 ceils and lysates immunoblotted with an antibody to GfP. Ail constructs express at similar levels and that there is minimal or no cleavage
between the EGFP and SNAP-25 under these conditions. Control celts were flot transfected.
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fIG. 2. Localization of SNAP-25 consttucts in
sensory fleurons. Plasmids encoding DsRed-labeled
Aptysia vehicle-associated membrane protein
(VAMP, synaptobrevin) and EGFP-Iabeled Aplysia
SNAP-25 were coinjected into sensory fleurons.
Expressing neurons were then paired with motor
neurons and visualized 3 days later. High-power
views of the synaptic regions are shown. Similar
results were seen with staining of SNAP-25 as
opposed to EGFP labeling. B: 10 .rg of nervous
system tissue were blotted with the anti-Api
SNAP-25 antibody; one major band of about 30
kDa is observed. Although this is slightly higher
than the molecular weight of SNAP-25 in verte
brates (25 kDa), it is within the range that one
would expect the Aptysia protein to migrate given
possible changes in posttranslational modification
such as palimtylation between the species. C:
DsRed—VAMP was injected into Aptysia sensory
ceils. After 2 days expressing fleurons were paired
with a motor fleuron; 3 days later the ceils were
fixed and labeled with an Aptysia SNAP-25 anti
body (Anti SNAP-25). Asterisk indicates potential
synapse where endogenous SNAP-25 overlap with
DsRed—VAMP. D: as in C, only here DsRed—
VAMP and FGFP—SNAP-25 wcre injected into
Aplysia sensory ceils. First part shows a transmitted
light image with superimposed fluorescent staining
of DsRed—VAMP and EGFP—SNAP-25. High
power views of synaptic regions show the amount
of overexpression. EGFP—SNAP-25 (green) and
Anti-SNAP-25 (blue). Laser power vas 5 times
lower than that in C.

to detect the expressed protein, no staining is seen in the motor
neuron (Fig. 2D).

SNAP phosphoinimetic mutants decrease the rate of
synaptic depression

Sensory neurons injected with various plasmids were paired
with motor neurons to obtain functional synapses in isolated
ceil cultures (see Manseau et al. 2001). Synaptic depression
was produced by 40 repeated intracellular stimulations of the
sensory ceil with an interstimulus interval of 20 s. Mutants
mimicking the phosphorylated state (S-E, S-D) slowed down
the rates of depression (Fig. 3A). Homosynaptic depression
(HSD) in Aptysia is characterized by an initial rapid phase and
a subsequent slow phase, during which the response remains
fairly stationary, after the major part of HSD has already taken
place (Armitage and Siegelbaum 1998; Royer et al. 2000).
After seven to ten stimuli, the EPSP amplitude of the control
EGFP—SNAP-25 was rapidly reduced to 27% of the initial
EPSP amplitude and slowly decreased to 12% at the end of the
stimulation period (EPSPs 38—40), whereas when sensory
ceils expressed the phosphomimetic mutant S-E or S-D, the
plateau started at 48 and 40% of the initial EPSP, respectively,
and decreased to about 22 and 18% after 40 stimuli. We
observed a statistically significant difference (P < 0.05) for
S-E throughout the stimulation period. For S-D we observed a
statistical difference (P < 0.05) only through parts of the
stimulation period (EPSPs 4—5, 7—8, 20—25, 28—31, and 36—
37). In contrast, there was no significant difference on the rate
of depression between mutants mimicking the nonphoshory
lated state of SNAP-25 (S-A or S-C) and the control (Fig. 33).

Whereas phosphomimetics of SNAP-25 decreased the rate
of depression, SNAP-25 variants that could flot be phosphor

ylated did flot. This is not surprising because it is unlikely that
PKC is activated by depression itself. b determine whether
PKC-mediated phosphorylation of SNAP-25 could also de
crease the rate of depression and to determine whether
SNAP-25 could be a target for phorbol-ester—mediated in
creases in synaptic facilitation, the effect of wild-type
SNAP-25 and one of the nonphosphorylated state mutants
(SNAP-25 S-A) was examined in the presence of the PKC
activator PDBu. Given the recent data from mammalian cells

FIG. 3. Effects of SNAP-25 Ser198 mutations on the rates of depression. A:
significant difference is observed among the phosphomimetic mutants com
pared with the wild-type (EGFP—SNAP-25) control. EGFP—SNAP-25 S-D
(n = 7); EGFP—SNAP-25 S-E (n = 7); EGFP—SNAP-25 (n = 14). B: no
significant difference is observed among the nonphoshorylated state mutants
compared with the control (n = 14 as in A). EGFP—SNAP-25 S-C (n = 6);
EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A (n = 7). Comparison of the rates of depression between
the different constructs vas quantified by subtracting the mean of the con
structs from the reference control. Mean was calculated for every 2 normalized
excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP) amplitudes, starting at the second
stimulation, and was compared with the mean of tise control. Difference was
determined using a nonparametric bootstrap test procedure (Efron and Tib
shirani 1986; Georgopoulos et al. 198$) with 10,000 repetitions and a criterion
of P < 0.05. Briefly, each individual EPSP within the mean vas shuffled
randomly ami compared with the equally shuffled control.
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that PDBu effects on transmitter release can also be mediated
by Munc-13 (Rhee et al. 2002), we first confirmed that in
Aplysia fleurons the effects of PDBu on synaptic strength are
mediated by PKC using a specific PKC inhibitor, Bisindole
amide I (Bis). Bis completely blocked the ability of PDBu to
increase transmitter release at naïve synapses, confirming car-
lier resuits (Braha et al. 1990) that this effect is mediated by
PKC (Fig. 4, A and B). Strildngly, the increase in synaptic
strength seen after PDBu treatment was also significantly
blocked in sensory fleurons expressing the nonphosphorylated
state mutant of SNAP-25 (P < 0.01), but flot when wild-type
EGFP—SNAP-25 was expressed (Fig. 4, A and 3). The effect of
expressing the nonphosphorylated state mutant of SNAP-25
was similar to that of Bis.

Because PDBu initially increased synaptic strength, it is
difficuit to determine the effect of PDBu on the rates of
depression because one cannot directly compare the rates of
depression after PDBu to control because they start at different
points. Instead, we examined the effect of PDBu on the
steady-state amount of depression (i.e., the percentage of the
initial EPSP reached after 15—20 stimulations). In the presence
of PDBu, there is less synaptic depression in the steady state
(Fig. 4A), similar to the effect of overexpressing EGFP—
SNAP-25 phosphomimetics. Moreover, aithougli wild-type
SNAP-25 does not affect the steady state of depression in the
absence of PDBu (fig. 3) or the increase in synaptic strength
mediated by PDBu, wild-type EGfP—SNAP-25 did further
decrease the amount of steady-state synaptic depression (Fig.
4A). The effect of PDBu on the steady state of depression is
blocked by Bis (P < 0.05) and by EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A, (Fig.
4A). These results are consistent with a model where PKC
phosphorylation of SNAP-25 leads to an increase in synaptic
strength in naïve synapses and to a lower level of steady-state
depression after repeated stimulations; both of these effects are
mediated mainly through phosphorylation of SNAP-25.

Overexpression of SNAP-25 or phosphomutants does flot
affect initial synaptic strength

If phosphorylation of SNAP-25 was sufficient to increase
synaptic strength, one might expect that neurons expressing
phosphomimetics of SNAP-25 would have higher initial syn
aptic strength and the nonphosphorylated-state SNAP-25
would have lower initial synaptic strength. Although, similar to
other studies (Nakhost et al. 2003), we observed large variabil
ities in initial synaptic strength, there was certainly not a trend
for any of the phosphomimetic constructs to increase synaptic
strength (P > 0.05) (Fig. 5). One hypothesis proposed by
Waters and Smith (2002) argues that the proportion of recy
ding vesicles in the readily releasable pool differs from syn
apse to synapse (Waters and Smith 2002; Zhao and Klein
2003) and this may account for the heterogeneity of our data.

Effect of SNAP-25 expression on the 5-HT—induced reversai
of depression

We next examined the ability of 5-HT to reverse synaptic
depression in paired neurons where the sensory ceils were
preinjected with various constructs. 5-HT (10 jM, final con
centration) was added to induce PKC-dependent facilitation
(Ghirardi et al. 1992). Our electrophysiological results show

that the reversai of depression was reduced by overexpression
of EGFP—SNAP-25 (fig. 6A). This was a surprising resuit;
EGFP—SNAP-25 was previously reported to functionally re
place SNAP-25 in a number of systems, yet here it appeared to
act as a dominant negative construct. To determine whether the
EGfP attachment at the N-terminal end was responsible for
this effect, we separately injected EGfP and SNAP-25 (SNAP
25 + EGFP in Fig. 6). This did not interfere with the reversal
of depression, suggesting that the addition of EGFP to the
N-terminal converted SNAP-25 to a dominant negative con
struct. This effect is specific for the reversal of depression
because EGFP—SNAP 25 did not affect initial synaptic strength
(Fig. 5), PDBu-mediated increases in synaptic strength (Fig.
4A), or the normal rate of synaptic depression (Fig. 3). Inter
estingly, overexpression of EGfP—SNAP-25 with mutations at
the PKC phosphorylation site, with the exception of the 5cr-
Asp (S198D) mutation, did flot interfere with facilitation,
suggesting that this amino acid was important for the ability of
SNAP-25 to act as a dominant negative (fig. 6B).

DISCUSSION

Phosphoiyiation of SNAP-25 slows down tue rate of
depression in SM synapses

Although the data corroborate that phosphorylation of
Serl$7 in dense-core vesicle release in chromaffin cells is
strong, no previous evidence indicates that this site is important
for release of synaptic vesicles. Synaptic vesicles like dense
core vesicles exhibit multiple kinetic components of release,
but the rates are about tenfold faster for synaptic vesicles
(Mennerick and Matthews 1996; Sakaba and Neher 2001).

Phosphomimetics ofAplysia SNAP-25 decreased the rate of
depression (Fig. 3). Unlike in chromaffin celis where exocy
tosis can be measured directly using capacitance and amper
ometry measurement, we can measure exocytosis only mdi
rectly using the EPSP in the motor cells. Nevertheless, this
result is similar to a study in adrenal chromaffin cells where
overexpression of phosphomimetic mutants at SNAP-25
Ser187 resulted in enhanced vesicle recruitment (Nagy et al.
2002). In contrast to our results, this study demonstrated that
overexpression of nonphosphorylated-state mutants at
SNAP-25 Sen 87 resulted in inhibition of vesicle pool refilling
(Nagy et al. 2002). However, in this study the stimulus used for
release lcd to enhanced phosphorylation of SNAP-25. Because
PKC is not activated during 0.05-Hz stimulation and there was
no effect of the nonphosphorylated-state EGfP—SNAP-25 on
depression, it is unlikely that PKC phosphorylation of SNAP
25 plays a role in depression in Aptysia sensory—motor neuron
synapses.

Synaptic depression in Aplysia appears to consist of two
separate mechanisms. Klein and colleagues compared the ef
fect of depression on the readily releasable pool (as measured
by transmitter released by sucrose) and the effect on overali
release. They found that only a fraction of the decrease in
synaptic transmission dunng depression was the result of a
decrease in the readily releasable pool (RRP) and the remain
der was the result of a decrease in caïcium-secretion coupling
(Fig. 6; Zhao and Klein 2002). The percentage of depression
attributed to the decrease in the RRP is approximately the same
as the amount of depression recovered by expressing the
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fIG. 4. Rates of depression. A: after the
first EPSPs, phorbol 12,1 3-dibutyrate
(PDBu, 100 nM) was applied to induce syn
aptic facilitation. Interstimulus interval (ISI)
between the first and the second EPSP was
10 min. Sensory-to-motor transmission was
then depressed by a series of 40 repeated
intracellular stimuli (ISI = 20 s). EPSP am
plitude was normalized to the initial control
value. EGFP (black dotted line; o = 1 U;
EGFP—SNAP-25 (black solid line; n = 12);
EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A (gray dotted une; n =

5); EGfP—SNAP-25 + bisinolylmaleimide I
(Bis; gray solid line; n = 5). Region between
O and 150% on the y-axis was expanded for
clarity below. We removed one anomalous
experiment wjth an extremely high facilita
tion (13-fold) from the SNAP-25 group.
Comparison of the steady-state level of de-
pression (stimuli 15—20) between the EGFP—
SNAP-25 and the EGFP control was quan
tified by using a nonparametric bootstrap test
procedure (sec Fig. 2). Bootstrap test
showed that EGFP—SNAP-25 was signifi
cantly different from EGFP—SNAP-25 +
Bis (P < 0.005) throughout the period of
steady-state depression. With respect to
EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A there was a significant
difference throughout the entire stimulation
period (P < 0.05), apart from stimuli 18 and
19 (P = 0.0535). Similarly, EGFP alone,
compared with EGFP—SNAP-25 + Bis,
showed a significant difference (P < 0.005)
throughout the steady-state stimulation pe
riod and vs. EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A (P <

0.05). B: initial effect of PDBu. A measure
ment of the fold increase in EPSP amplitude
by PDBu between EPSPI and EPSP2. Un
paired one-tailed t-test with Welch correc
tion showed that EGfP—SNAP-25 was sig
nificantly different from both EGfP—
SNAP-25 S-A and Bis (P < 0.01) and that
PDBu significantly increases the EPSP vs.
the wild-type EGFP—SNAP-25, in the ab
sence of PDBu (P < 0.001).
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FIG. 5. Scatterpiot of initial EPSP for ail
constructs. Despite large variability, none of
the mutants significantly changed the initial
EPSP. Horizontal lines indicate the average
value in each group (ANOVA; P > 0.5).
EGFP (n = 24); SNAP-25 + EGFP (n =

_______

11); EGfP—SNAP-25 S-C (n = 8); EGfP—
SNAP-25 (n = 14); EGFP—SNAP-25 S-A

a. y (n = 8); EGFP—SNAP-25 S-D (n = 7);
000 EGFP-SNAP-25 S-E (n = 7).

D y

phosphomimetic mutants, suggesting that these mutants act by
blocldng this decrease in the RRP seen with stimulation.

Phorbot esters increase transmission at nai’e syitapses
through phosphorylation of SNAP-25

A stnking resuit from this study is that the increase in
transmitter release seen after PDBu treatment is almost com
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pletely blocked by expression of the SNAP-25 S-A mutant.
This suggests that PDBu increases synaptic strength mainly
through PKC phosphorylation ofSNAP-25. Finley et al. (2003)
examined the effect of replacement of SNAP-25 with phos
phomimetic mutants in hippocampal fleurons, but saw no effect
ofSl87A mutants on PDBu increases in transmitter release and
actually saw an increase in synaptic failures with an S 187E
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FIG. 6. Short-term facilitation of dcpressed synapses is
partly blocked by overexpression of EGFP—SNAP-25 and
EGFP—SNAP-25 S-D but not by any of the other mutants.
A: sensory-to-motor transmission vas depressed by a seties
of 40 repeated intracellular stimuli (ISI = 20 s) and 5-hy-
droxytryptamine (5-HT, 10 j.cM) was applied to induce
synaptic facilitation, followed by an additional 10 stimuli.
Control (n = 35), we pooled cells injected with EGFP alone
with the cells where EGfP and SNAP-25 were injected
separately: EGFP alone (n = 24); SNAP-25 + EGFP (n =

11). B: amount of facilitation was calculated as the differ
50 ence between the average of the 3 normalized EPSPs after

and before 5-HT application: EPSP 2 (after 5-HT) — EPSP
1 (before 5-HT). Unpaired one-tailed t-test with Welch’s
correction showed that EGFP—SNAP-25 was significantly
different from control (P < 0.05) (SNAP-25 + EGFP, n =

35 as in A); EGFP—SNAP-25 S-C, n = 6; EGFP—SNAP-25,
n = 14; EGfP—SNAP-25 S-A, n = 7; EGFP—SNAP-25
S-D, n = 7; EGFP—SNAP-25 S-E, n = 7.
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mutation. The lack of effect in this case may be explained by
the fact that the majority of phorbol-ester—mediated enhance
ment of transmitter release in CAl neurons is mediated through
Muncl3 and flot PKC (Rhee et al. 2002). It should be noted
that PDBu-mediated increases in transmitter release in CAl
neurons are rather modest, for example, compared with effects
at other hippocampal synapses (Hussain and Carpenter 2003).

In Aplysia sensory—motor synapses, PDBu mediates in
creases in transmitter release through PKC because PKC in
hibitors block the effect of PDBu on transmitter release at
naïve and depressed synapses (Braha et al. 1990; Fig. 4). These
inhibitors target the ATP-bindïng site of PKC and thus do flot
affect nonkinase diacylglycerol—binding proteins such as
Muncl3 (Morgan et al. 2005). However, if phosphorylation of
SNAP-25 was sufficient to iflcrease transmitter release, one
would have expected the phosphomimetics to significantly
increase initial synaptic strength, although there was no trend
to suggest this effect. One possibility is that the phosphomi
metic SNAP-25s do flot effectively mimic phosphorylated
SNAP-25 for this physiological effect. Another possibility is
that prolonged expression of the phosphomimetic SNAP-25s
causes homeostatic changes in transmitter release that mask
changes that may be seen after acute changes in phosphoryla
tiofl. Alternatively, it may be that phosphorylation of SNAP-25
is necessary, but flot sufficient, for the phorbol-ester—mediated
increases in synaptic strength. Thus additional substrates of
PKC, or activation of other phorbol-ester targets such as
Munc-13 or ras guanine exchange factors (Dyer et al. 2003)
may also be required in addition to SNAP-25 phosphorylation
for the increase in transmitter release. Because 5-HT increases
synaptic strength at depressed synapses through PKC (Ghirardi
et al. 1992; Manseau et al. 2001), why does 5-HT flot increase
the synaptic strength of naïve synapses through PKC activa
tion, especially because phorbol esters can? Many explanations
have been proposed for this conundrum. One possibility is that
the isoforms of PKC activated by phorbol esters and 5-HT may
be distinct (Zhao et al. 2006) and phosphorylation of SNAP-25
may be isoform specific. Another possibility is that the initial
increase in synaptic strength caused by activation of PKA may
make irrelevant the modifications induced by 5-HT. Indeed,
some data suggest that prolonged applications of 5-HT do
result in PKC-mediated increases in synaptic strength at naïve
synapses (lin et al. 2005). PKA-mediated phosphorylation of
$NAP-25 at a separate site may also increase synaptic strength
(Hepp et al. 2002; Nagy et al. 2004).

Does SNAP-25 modittation of calcium dynamics ptay a role
in depression?

During HSD the depression of transmitter release occurs
downstream of calcium influx (Armitage and Siegelbaum
1998) and probably affects calcium-secretion coupling. A re
cent study in hippocampal GABAergic synapses shows that
SNAP-25 negatively regulates neuronal calcium responsive
ness to depolanzation (Verderio et al. 2004). These neurons
naturally lack SNAP-25, but contain the related SNAP-23.
Exogenously expressing SNAP-25 into GABAergic neurons
was sufficient to decrease the sensitivity of release to depolar
ization. Most of the above effect was localized to the 180—1 97
residues in the C-terminal portion of SNAP-25 containing the
PKC phosphorylation site. In chromaffin cells the role of PKC

is to increase the proportion of vesicles that are highly sensitive
to calcium (Yang et al. 2002). These results together suggest a
model where SNAP-25 naturally inhibits a step in calcium
secretion coupling and that PKC activation can reverse this
step.

In our experiments, overexpression of EGFP-coupled
SNAP-25 acted as a dominant negative for the 5-HT—mediated
reversal of depression, but not for initial synaptic strength or
PDBu-mediated increases in synaptic strength. The specificity
of the dominant negative effect suggests a distinct role of
SNAP-25 in regulating depression independent of its role in
transmitter release and vesicle availability. Thus aithougli
somewhat speculative, one model that is consistent with our
data posits that during depression SNAP-25 acts to inhibit
release at a postpriming step and thus blocldng calcium
secretion coupling. This inhibition by SNAP-25 is sensitive to
the amino acid at the phosphorylation site and thus many of the
mutants do not compete with endogenous SNAP-25 for this
interaction. The fact that the EGFP—SNAP-25 S-D mutant can
stili act as a dominant negative does not address whether PKC
phosphorylation of SNAP-25 plays a direct role because the
wild-type protein acts as a dominant negative as well, despite
the likelihood that it is still phosphorylated after serotonin
addition. Indeed, in chromaffin cells both S187A and S187D
mutants had decreases in the fast burst of release, presumably
resulting from sensitivity for some SNAP-25 interaction de-
pendent on the exact conformation of the amino acid at this
position (Nagy et al. 2002). Presumably, because of some
steric restraint from the EGFP-tag, inhibition mediated by
SNAP-25 cannot be released through PKC phosphorylation.
This may be attributable either to phosphorylation of SNAP-25
by PKC or to PKC phosphorylation of an interacting partner.

How could SNAP-25 mediate this inhibition? The carboxy
terminal region is also required for Ca2-dependent interaction
of the calcium sensor Syt I and SNAP-25 dunng Ca2-
triggered exocytosis (Gerona et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2002).
The interaction of Syt I with the SNARE complex is a leading
candidate for the calcium-sensitive step regulating exocytosis
(Bai et al. 2004; Tucker et al. 2004) and thus regulation of this
interaction by phosphorylation could regulate calcium-secre
tion coupling. In previous work we showed that Syt I binding
to SNAP-25 increases about two- to fourfold in the presence of
calcium (Nakhost et al. 2004). However, we did not observe
any differences in Syt I—SNAP-25 interactions with any of the
mutations in the phosphorylation site (data not shown; see
Naldiost et al. 2004). It should be noted though that these
experiments investigated only the low-affinity interaction of
Syt I with SNAP-25 compared with the high-affinity interac
tion of Syt I with the entire SNARE complex because
SNAP-25 is largely unstructured as a monomer but acquires
a-helicity in binary and ternary SNARE complexes (Fasshauer
et al. 1997). The G-protein y inhibits exocytosis downstream
of priming through binding to the C- terminus of SNAP-25
(Gerachshenko et al. 2005), perhaps interfering with the Ca2-
dependent binding to Syt I (Blackmer et al. 2005). Removal of
this inhibition by 5-HT could be blocked by the EGFP—
SNAP-25 dominant negative construct.

In conclusion, our data support that PKC phosphorylation of
SNAP-25 is necessary, but probably flot sufficient, for PDBu
mediated increases in transmitter release. Moreover, we pro-
vide suggestive evidence that SNAP-25 may play an important
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and readout, or retrieval of such information (e.g. potassium channels and components of

the transmitter release machinery, like SNARE proteins). A sizeable part of what is so far

known about the molecular and cellular mechanisms of short-and long-term memory is

derived from the cellular analysis of short and long-term facilitation in Aplysia. The

remarkable heterogeneity and plasticity of neurotransmitter release is made possible by the

expression of various protein isoforms, products of pretranslational modifications (e.g.,

spiicing), and the dynamic regulation of protein functions by posttranslational

modifications, (e.g., phosphorylation). In the present study, we investigated these two

aspects of neurotransmitter release as they apply to two different Syt I isoforms and the

phosphorylation $NAP-25 at a PKC phosphorylation site.

5.1 C’ontribution ofthis thesis for the comprehension of transmitters release by PKC.

Although the time course between action potential arrivaI at the nerve terminal and synaptic

vesicle fusion is too short for protein phosphorylationldephosphorylation to carry out a

direct and acute roTe in a single round of vesicle exocytosis, protein kinases and

phosphatases may have significant effects on subsequent neurotransmitter release events. It

is reasonable to speculate that the phosphorylationldephosphorylation states of synaptic

proteins that mediate vesicle exocytosis could regulate the biochemical pathways leading

from synaptic vesicle docking to fusion.

5.1.1 Mutation ofSyt I atphosphoiyÏation sites does flot alter transmitter release.

Syt I is a conserved PKC substrate involved in transmitter release. The evidence that 5-HT

mediates the reversai of synaptic depression through activation of PKC is strongly

supported by both pharmacological inhibitors and activators of PKC and dominant-negative

experiments (Braha et al., 1990; Ghirardi et al., 1992; Manseau et al., 2001). To investigate

if Syt could be a PKC substrate involved in transmitter release, we generated Aplysia Syt I

with a mutation in the PKC phosphorylation site and overexpressed them in Aplysia sensory

fleurons. We discovered that the reversal of synaptic depression is not blocked by Syt ‘S-A.
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In addition, St ‘S-A did not affect the resting membrane potentiai, nor the rate of synaptic

depression (Nakhost et al., 2003). Thus, we conclude that Syt I is flot the PKC substrate

important for the reversai of depression. In chromaffin ceils, phosphoryiation at the PKC

site iead to an increase in releasable pool size, whereas the release rate constants from the

pools was unaffected (Gillis et ai., 1996; Smith et al., 199$; Yang et aÏ., 2002). $imilarly,

using rescue of nuli ceiis with Syt I constructs mutated in phosphorylation sites (Nagy et

ai., 2006), did not show any modification of secretion in the presence or absence of PEs.

Because in this study, even in Syt I null cells, PEs increased secretion. These resuits

demonstrated that PEs act independently and upstream of Syt to regulate the releasable

vesicle pool size in mouse chromaffin ceils. They conciuded that exocytosis from mouse

chromaffin ceiis can be modified by the differential expression of Syt isoforms and by Syt

abundance but not by phosphorylation of SytI. However, in pituitaiy gonadotrophs and in

the calyx of HeÏd, PE treatment causes an increase in release rate constant in the absence of

a change in RRP size (Wu and Wu 2001; Zhu et al., 2002; Lou et al., 2005). These results

are consistent with a previous study at the cholinergic synapse in the chick ciliary ganglion

(Yawo, 1999), but it is in conflict with another study at hippocampal cultured synapses in

which PEs were suggested to increase the releasable pool size (Stevens and Sullivan, 1998).

The reason for this apparent discrepancy is unclear. Because Hori et al. (1999) found that

PEs may enhance transmitter release by the activation of PKC and by interaction with

another synaptic protein Muncl3-1 at the calyx of Held synapse tHon et al., 1999),

differential distribution of PKC and Muncl3-1 in different tissues has been postulated to

account for the discrepancy (Hilfiker and Augustine, 1999).

5.1.2 Phorbol esters increase transmission at naïve synapses through phosphoiylation of

$NAP-25.

While phosphomimetics of SNAP-25 slowed down the rate of depression, SNAP-25

variants that could not be phosphorylated did not. We artificially boosted the system by

adding a phorbolester (PdBu). A striking result from this study is that the increase in
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transmitter release seen after PDBu treatment is almost completely blocked by expression

of the SNAP-25 S-A mutant. In addition, the PKC inhibitor Bis blocks the effect of PDBu

on transmitter release at naïve and depressed synapses. Together these results suggest that

PDBu increases synaptic strength mainly through PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25. On

the other hand, if phosphorylation of SNAP-25 was sufficient to increase transmitter

release, one would have expected the phosphomimetics to significantly increase initial

synaptic strength, and there was no trend to suggest this effect. One possibility is that the

phosphomimetic SNAP-25s do not effectively mimic phosphorylated SNAP-25 for this

physiological effect. Another possibility is that prolonged expression of the

phosphomimetic SNAP-25s cause homeostatic changes in transmitter release that mask

changes that may be seen afier acute changes in phosphorylation. Altematively, it may be

that phosphorylation of SNAP-25 is necessary, but not sufficient for the phorbol-ester

mediated increases in synaptic strength.

However, we did flot observe PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25 in vitro like we did with

ApÏysia Syt I (were we successfully showed that Syt I and Syt I VQ are both phosphorylated

in vitro by PKC at Serine 123). It should be pointed out that this was also flot observed in

other studies and SNAP-25 may need to be in the SNARE complex to be phosphorylated

(Risinger and Bennett, 1999). Changes in amino acid around the phosphorylation site do

not allow us to use the mammalian anti-phospho SNAP-25 antibody and our aftempts to

raise a phospho-specific antibody to this site in Aplysia were unsuccessful.

Finley et al. (2003) suggest that PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25 is not responsible for

the enhancement of neurotransmitter release. They examined the effect of replacement of

SNAP-25 with phosphomimetic mutants in hippocampal neurons, but saw no effect of

Si $7A mutants on PDBu increases in transmitter release and actually saw an increase in

synaptic failures with a S 187E mutation. The lack of effect in this case may be due to the

fact that the majority of PE mediated eiihancement of transmitter release in CAl neurons is
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mediated through Muncl3 and flot PKC (Rhee et al., 2002). Although, PDBu mediated

increases in transmitter release in CAl neurons are rather modest, for example, in

comparison to effects at other hippocampal synapses (Hussain and Carpenter, 2003).

Synaptic depression in ApÏysia appears to consist of two separate mechanisms. Klein and

colleagues compared the effect of depression on the readily releasable pool (RRP) (as

measured by transmitter released by sucrose) and the effect on overall release. They found

that only a fraction of the decrease in synaptic transmission during depression was due to a

decrease in the RRP, and the rest was due to a decrease in calcium-secretion coupling

(Zhao and Klein, 2002). The percentage of depression due to the decrease in the readiiy

releasable pool is approximately the same as the amount of depression recovered by

expressing the phosphomimetic mutants suggesting that these mutants act by blocking this

decrease in the RRP seen with stimulation.

In conclusion, our data support that PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25 is necessary, but

probably flot sufficient for PDBu-mediated increases in transmitter release. Recently it has

been reported that increased SNAP-25 phosphorylation at Sen 87 occurs during periods

rich in synaptogenesis and plays an important role in the formation of synapses in the early

postnatal period (Kataoka et al., 2006), possibly by regulating neurite extensions and

sprouting. This study also showed that $NAP-25 phosphorylation is regulated in the aduit

brain in a neuronal activity-dependent manner and decreases afier the induction of seizure

by kainic acid. Previous studies have reported that SNAP-25 phosphorylation increased

after long-term potentiation induction and seizures (Genoud et al., 1999). Although it

remains to be determined, the discrepancy is most probably due to differences in

experimental conditions, including the age of the animais (neonatal versus adult) and

experimentai system (organotypic slice cultures versus anesthetized animais).

As PKC is abundant in the brain and SNAP-25 is essential for synaptic transmission,

phosphorylation of $NAP-25 is likely to play an important role in the central nervous

system. Kataoka et al. (2005) created a SNAP-25 SerS 1 87A mutant mouse using a knock in
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technology. These mutant mice manifested strong anxiety related behavior and hyper

locomotor activity. The inhibition of SNAP-25 phosphorylation at Sen 87 has also been

reported to be involved in the chronic morphine-induced down-regulaion of SNARE

complex formation and presents a potential molecular mechanism for the alteration of

exocytotic process and neural plasticity during opiate abuse (Xu et al., 2004).

5.1.3 Pharmacological tools that interfere with FKCfunctions.

The most commonly used pharmacological tools for PKC activation belong to the phorbol

ester family of tumor promoters. Phorbol esters are secondary metabolites of Euphorbiaceae

and Thymeleaceae and mimic the action of DAG at Ci domains. In common with DAG,

PEs bind to the C1 domain of PKCs and induce membrane transiocation and activation of

the enzyme (Hurley and Meyer., 2001; Newton, 2001; Barry and Kazanietz, 2001).

Unfortunately, none of the commonly used PEs is specific for PKCs. In fact, several

alternative C1-domain containing proteins bind PEs with PKC-like affinity (Ron and

Kazanietz, 1999; Kazanietz, 2002; Barry and Kazanietz, 2001). Thus, studies of PKC

ffinction that rely on the use of PEs as an investigative tool have to be interpreted with

caution. This is particularly pertinent for cellular processes that are also regulated by

alternative DAG/phorbol-ester receptors (e.g. the regulation of neurotransmitter release by

Muncl3 isoforms (Betz et al., 1998; Rhee et al., 2002) or ras guanine exchange factors

(Dyer et al., 2003). Given the recent data from mammalian celis that PDBu effects on

transmitter release can also be mediated by Munc-13 (Rhee et al., 2002), we confirmed that

in Aplysia neurons the effects of PDBu on synaptic strength are mediated by PKC using a

specific PKC inhibitor, Bis. This inhibitor targets the ATP-binding site of PKC and thus do

flot affect non-kinase DAG-binding proteins such as Muncl3 (Morgan et al. 2005). Bis

completely blocked the ability of PDBu to increase transmitter release at naïve synapses

confirming earlier results (Braha et al., 1990) that this effect is mediated by PKC. The

effect of B-phorbolester in chromaffin ceils is also completely blocked by Bis (Gillis et al.,

1996). In addition, the increase in synaptic strength seen afier PDBu treatment was also
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significantly blocked in sensory neurons expressing the non-phosphorylated state mutant of

$NAP-25 (Houeland et al., 2006).

The fact that deletion mutations of PKC (Abelovic et al., 1993), PKCB (Leitges et al.,

1996), PKCE (Hodge et al., 1999; Khasar et al., 1999) in mice have rather mildphenotypic

consequences indicates that there is functional redundancy among the various PKC

isoformes. Because of the ubiquitous expression of the known PKC isoforms, the large

number of identified PKC regulators and substrates commonly activated by PKC activators,

particularly in stimulus secretion coupling the related process of synaptic transmission, the

identification of steps at which PKC is involved is difficult. This is because in many studies

the physiological readout is a signal several steps downstream of the one modulated by

PKC, and, at least until recently, reagents used to stimulate or block PKC have oflen been

quite unspecific.

To account for this problem and ultimateïy to determine the role of individual PKCs,

multiple deletion mutations (e.g. of related PKC isozymes) may also be needed. Such

genetic approaches in intact animals could then be ideaÏly complemented with protein

overexpression approaches.

5.1.4 PKC and short-term pÏasticity: rested versus depressed synapses.

Since 5-HT increases synaptic strength at depressed synapses through PKC (Ghirardi et al.,

1992; Manseau et al., 2001), why does 5-HT flot increase the synaptic strength of naïve

synapses through PKC activation, especially since PEs can? One possibility is that the

isoforms of PKC activated by PEs and 5-HT may be distinct (Zhao et al., 2006) and

phosphorylation of SNAP-25 may be isoform specific. From our result we concluded that

homosynaptic depression is reversed by the neurotransmitter 5-HT through activation of a

Ca2tindependent form of PKC, PKC Apl II (Ghirardi et al., 1992; Manseau et al., 2001).

Whereas activation of PKC by 5-HT increases transmitter release only at depressed

synapses, activation of PKC by phorbol esters increases transmitter release at both naïve

and depressed synapses (Braha et al., 1990; Ghirardi et al., 1992; Nakhost et al., 2003).
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These isoforms probably make up the majority of Aplysia PKC isoforms as $ossin et al.

(1993) found that antibodies to Api I and II immunoprecipitated over 90% of the PKC

activity in supematant fractions from crude extracts of nervous tissue. Recently, Bougie et

al. (2006) reported cloning and characterization of an additional nervous system isoform of

PKC in ApÏysia, PKC Api III, homologous to the non-phorbol ester activated and ?

isoforms in vertebrates. Hence, the combination of known physiologicai functions for PKC

and a limited number of PKC isoforms makes the Aptysia nervous system ideal for

determining the specific physiologicai roies of individuai PKC isoforms. Another

possibility is that the initial increase in synaptic strength caused by activation of PKA may

make the modifications induced by 5-HT irrelevant. Indeed, some data suggest that

proionged applications of 5-HT do resuit in PKC-mediated increases in synaptic strength at

naïve synapses (Jin et al., 2005). PKA-mediated phosphorylation of $NAP-25 at a separate

site may aiso increase synaptic strength (Hepp et ai., 2002; Nagy et al., 2004).

Nagy et ai. (2002) suggested that because phosphorylation decreases SNAP-25/syntaxin

binding, complexes consisting of one $NAP-25 molecule and 2 syntaxin molecules are

broken up in preparation to form temary complexes with VAMP (Nagy et al., 2002). Thus

phosphorylation aids in preventing inappropriate SNARE associations. Additional studies

by Nagy et al. (2004) showed that PKA controis the size of readiiy releasable pool of

vesicies (Nagy et ai., 2004), whereas PKC regulates the refiiiing of the vesicie pool after

they have been depieted. It is possible that PKA could control the size of the readily

releasabie pool by regulating SNAP-25 binding properties, thus influencing the number of

compiete complexes and likewise the number of docked vesicles. PKC couid regulate the

recycling of SNAP-25, thus making it availabie to form more SNARE complexes and thus

more docked vesicles after the preexisting poois have been depleted.

5.2 The role ofcalcium in transmitter release.

Existence of a prefusion reaction preceding the point of calcium action is suggested flot

only by the speed of the calcium action but also by the finding that synaptic vesicle
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exocytosis can be non-physiologically elicited by hypertonie sucrose in the absence of

calcium (Rosemund and Stevens, 1996). Thus calcium is not required for fusion as such,

but rather for an added regulatory event. At any given time, 5-10 vesicles are attached to

most active zones. Ail of the attached vesicles are apparently “ready” for release, since they

can ail be stimulated by hypertonie sucrose to undergo exocytosis (Rosenrnund and

Stevens, 1996). Nevertheless, a calcium signal during an action potential does flot always

trigger exocytosis. At most synapses, release is observed with a relatively low probability.

furthermore, when calcium is successful in triggering exocytosis at an active zone, it

usually triggers the fusion of a single vesicle, although multiple vesicles are ready to be

released at the active zone. Since every action potential normally leads to a fairly uniform

flooding of the active zone with calcium, there must be negative regulatory elements

involved in addition to the positive regulatory elements, i.e.; there must be mechanisms that

inhibit fusion just as there are mechanisms to trigger fusion.

In chapter 3, (Nakhost et al., 2004), we report on a novel alternative splieed form of

synaptotagmin I in Aplysia neurons. This isoform, synaptotagmin I C2B-B, is generated by

alternative exon usage in the C2B domain leading to nine amino acid changes in the C2B

sequenee from the previously characterized $yt I, designated as Syt I C2B-a. Quantitative

reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction demonstrated that approximately 25% of

mRNA encoding Syt I eontained the C2B-B exon in the nervous system. It has been

previously shown that binding of calcium to the C2B domain stabilizes it, resulting in the

formation of a protease-resistant fragment (Littleton et al., 2001). Many of the C2B

interactions with other proteins are regulated by calcium. Therefore, it is possible that the

differences that are observed between these two isoforms occur because spiicing has

inereased Syt I C2B-B’s affinity for calcium such that it can be stabilized at relatively low

calcium concentrations. Syt I C2B-B showed greater resistance to digestion by

chymotrypsin in the absence of calcium than Syt I C2B-a, although both isoforms required

the same amount of calcium to resist chymotrypsin digestion. The source of these changes
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in C2B properties was mapped to a single amino acid (threonine 358). The conversion of a

glycine in Syt I C2B-a to a threonine in Syt I C2B-B may cause a structural change. The

ability of calcium to stabilize the Syt I C23 domain depended on the residue at position

35$. While we did flot directly show a confirmational change between the two isoforms,

changes in chymotrypsin sensitivity and migration on an SD$ gel are consistent with this

interpretation. Moreover, the C23-B spiice also affected Aplysia Syt 1 ability to undergo

homodimerization. In general $yts can oligomerize in two different ways. One is calcium

independent and is mediated by the N-terminus (Fukuda at al., 1999) the other is calcium

dependent and is mediated by the C-terminus (Desai et al., 2000; Chapman et al., 1998;

Chapman et al., 1996). A number of C2B—effector interactions have been identified

including the following: AP-2 (Zhang et al., 1994; Jorgensenet al., 1995), SV2 (Schiveli et

al., 1996), B-SNAP (Schiavo et al., 1995), Ca2 channels (Kim and Catterall 1997; Sheng et

al., 1997), inositol polyphosphates (Fukuda et aI., 1995) and, finally, homo-oligomerization

(Chapman et aI., 1996; Sugita et al., 1996). 0f these interactions, only oligomerization was

promoted by Ca2.

Interestingly, based on Syt Is 3-D structure (Femandez et al., 2001), residue 358 is in close

proximity to the polybasic region (part of the B-4 sheet) that is implicated in this type of

homo-dimerization (Chapman et al., 1998). Although, some studies have shown that the

calcium dependent oligomerization of recombinant Syt I may be due to bacterial

contaminants that bind thightly to the C2B domain (Garcia et al., 2000; Ubach et al., 2001),

a more recent study shows that highly purified cytoplasmic domains of C2A-C2B

assembles into heptameric barrel-like structures on the surface of lipid monolayers and that

Ca2 and weak interactions with anionic lipids (Earles et al., 2001; Bai et al., 2002;

Femandez et al., 2001) drive this oligomerization. Assembly of Syt oligomers was

abolished by mutations in the C23 domain, suggesting that C23 drives multimerization.

Together with the fact that native synaptotagmin can undergo calcium dependent
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oligomerization (Osbome et al., 1999) these resuits suggest that the bacterial contaminants

may replace necessary cofactors that are present in vivo (Wu et al., 2003).

How is it possible that proteins that clearly identify as orthologs may have markedly

different functional properties? Dai et al. (2004) showed that, unexpectedly, both C2

domains of Drosophila Syt IV exhibit Ca2-dependent phospholipid binding, whereas

neither C2 domain of rat synaptotagmin IV binds Ca2 or phospholipids efficiently.

Crystallography reveals that changes in the orientations of critical Ca2 ligands, and perhaps

their flexibility, render the rat synaptotagmin IV C2B domain unable to form full Ca2 -

binding sites. These resuits indicate that synaptotagmin IV is a Ca2 sensor in the fly but not

in the rat and that the Ca2 -binding properties of C2 domains cannot be reliably predicted

from sequence analyses.

We also showed that SNAP-25 binds synaptotagmin I C23-f3 with a higher affinity than

synaptotagmin I C2B-a. Previously it has been shown that SNAP-25 binds Syt I in a

calcium dependent manner (Gerona et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2002), however, the exact

binding site on Syt I has flot yet been identified. While one study daims that this binding

site is exclusively located on the C2B domain (Sciavo et al., 1997), another one shows that

C2B does flot bind SNAP-25 (Gerona et aI., 2000). Gerona et al., (2000) showed that

although C2A can bind to SNAP-25 to some extent on its own, high affinity interactions

requires both C2A and C2B. Our data is consistent with an important role for the C2B

domain of Aplysia Syt I in its binding with SNAP-25 given that the C2B-B spiice affects

this interaction. Since the properties of C2B domain lead to differences in the efficiency of

transmitter release, this suggest that there could be subtle differences in the fusion abilities

of induvidual synaptic vesicles based on the relative amount of the C2B splice forms in

these vesicles and synaptotagmin I C23-13 and C2B-a might play an important role as

alternative calcium-sensors in the regulation of the efficiency of synaptic vesicle

exocytosis. further studies are needed to determine the physiological impact exerted by the

C2B-B spiice form.
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5.2.] Does SNAP-25 modulation ofcalcium dynamicsplay a role in depression?

During HSD the depression of transmitter release occurs downstream of calcium influx

(Armitage and Siegelbaum, 199$) and probably affects calcium-secretion coupling. A

recent study in hippocampal GABAergic synapses shows that SNAP-25 negatively

regulates neuronal calcium responsiveness to depolarization (Verderio et al., 2004). How

can SNAP-25 mediate this inhibition? These neurons naturally lack SNAP-25, but contain

the related SNAP-23. Exogenously expressing SNAP-25 into GA3Aergic neurons was

sufficient to decrease the sensitivity of release to depolarization. Most of the above effect

was localized to the 180-197 residues in the C-terminal portion of SNAP-25 containing the

PKC phosphorylation site. Therefore it is probably likely that SNAP-25 phosphorylation

plays a regulatory role only in specific types of neurons. In chromaffin ceils the role of

PKC is to increase the proportion of vesicles that are highly sensitive to calcium (Yang et

al., 2002). These resuits together suggest a model where SNAP-25 naturally inhibits a step

in calcium secretion coupling and that PKC activation can reverse this step. The carboxy

terminal region is also required for Ca2-dependent interaction of the calcium sensor Syt I

and SNAP-25 during Ca2ttriggered exocytosis (Gerona et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2002).

The interaction of Syt I with the SNARE complex is a leading candidate for the calcium

sensitive step regulating exocytosis (Bai et al., 2004; Tucker et al., 2004) and thus

regulation of this interaction by phosphorylation could regulate calcium-secretion coupling.

In previous work we showed that $yt I binding to SNAP-25 increases about 2-4 fold in the

presence of calcium (Nakhost et al., 2004). However, we did not observe any differences in

Syt I-SNAP-25 interactions with any of the mutations in the phosphorylation site (Nakhost

et al., 2004). It should be noted though that these experiments only investigated the low

affinity interaction of Syt I with SNAP-25 compared to the high affinity interaction of Syt T

with the entire SNARE complex, since SNAP-25 is largely unstructured as a monomer but

acquires a-helicity in binary and temary SNARE complexes (fasshauer et al., 1997). G

protein 3y inhibits exocytosis downstream of priming through binding to the C-terminus of
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SNAP-25 (Gerachshenko et al., 2005), perhaps interfering with the Ca2-dependent binding

to Syt I (Blackmer et al., 2005). Removal of this inhibition by 5-HT could be blocked by

the EGFP-SNAP-25 dominant negative construct. We provide suggestive evidence that

SNAP-25 may play an important role in the block of calcium-secretion coupling that is

important for HSD (Houeland et al., 2006).

5.3. Localization oJSyt Is in Aplysia.

Overexpression of Aplysia sensory neurons with fluorescently labeled Syt I and $yt IVQ

revealed that about 5% of punctae contained one or the other isoform. From these resuits

we propose that the linker domain might regulate sorting in the trans-Golgi network and

thus affect trafficking of serotonin receptors. When we fluorescently labeled Syt I C2B-B —

and C2B-cL spiice forms, a subset of puncta, 22% showed a substantial preference for one

of the fusion proteins. The higher quantity of vesicles exhibiting differences in the levels of

C2B sphced isoforms suggests that there could be subtie differences in the fusion abilities

of individual synaptic vesicles. In these experiments we cannot differentiate vesicles

originated from the celi body (transport vesicles) and synaptic vesicles that are formed by

endocytosis.

Recently, overexpression of $yt I in autaptic hippocampal neurons increased the release

probability (Han et al., 2004). The interpretation of these data as a gain-of-function effect

are exactly the opposite of Nagy et al. (2006), who found that Syt I overexpression

increased the size of the RRP in chromaffin ceils, without changing the release rate

constant. Likewise, in hippocampal neurons, no difference in EPSC shape was found when

Syt I nulls were rescued by Syt I or Syt II ($tevens and Sullivan, 2003). Therefore, it

appears that, in neurons, a kinetic step independent of calcium binding to Syt I determines

the timing of synaptic vesicle fusion from the two pools. Voets et al. (2001) found that the

RRP to be missing in chromaffin ceils from Syt I KO mice using simultaneous capacitance
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and amperometric measurements, however upon Syt I overexpression the RRP is restored

(Nagy et al., 2006).

5.3.1 How does our work compare with studies of$NAP-25 in chromaffin celis?

Unlike in endocrine chromaffin celis where exocytosis can be measured directly using

capacitance and amperometry measurement, we can only measure exocytosis indirectly

using the EPSP in the motor celis. In the Aplysia culture system changes in EPSP amplitude

are likely to reflect changes in transmitter release because there is neither the complication

of multiple synaptic inputs nor that of nervous system development. In addition, since these

cells are electrically suent in the absence of extracellular stimulation, we can interpret

changes in the size of initial EP$P as changes in exocytosis.

Phosphomimetics of Aplysia SNAP-25 decreased the rate of depression. This resuk is

similar to a study in adrenal chromaffin cells where overexpression of phosphomimetic

mutants at SNAP-25 Sen $7 resulted in enhanced vesicle recruitment (Nagy et al., 2002). In

contrast to our results, this study demonstrated that overexpression of non-phosphorylated

state mutants at SNAP-25 Sen $7 resulted in inhibition of vesicle pool refilling (Nagy et

al., 2002). However, in this study the stimulus used for release led to enhanced

phosphorylation of $NAP-25. Since PKC is not activated during 0.05 Hz stimulation and

there was no effect of the non-phosphorylated state EGFP-SNAP-25 on depression, we

concluded that it is unlikely that PKC phosphorylation of SNAP 25 plays a role in

depression in Aplysia sensory-motor neuron synapses.

5.3.2 Aplysia Syt I has been clonedpreviously.

Our electrophysiological resuits showed that in celis expressing EGFP-Syt I 5-HT-induced

facilitation of depressed SM synapses was normal. In an eanlier paper overexpression of

Aplysia Syt I decreased the amount of transmitter release at non-depressed synapses

(Martin et al., 1995). Martin et al. (1995) proposed that the inhibition of the EPSP size was

consistent with Syt I acting as an inhibitory clamp for release. In these experiments Syt I
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was expressed after synapse formation and comparisons were donc between celis before

and after overexpression of Syt I. However, these results are flot directly comparable to

ours where expression preceded synapse formation, and comparisons were donc between

different celis. Similarly, as reported by Martin et al. (1995), we also observe a reduction

in the initial EPSP size aller overexpression of the various Syt I constructs, although,

because of the large variability in initial EPSP, this was flot significant in an ANOVA.

Whether a particular class of synapse displays an enhancement or depression of transmitter

release is likely to depend on the initial state of that synapse. Synapses that start with an

initial high probability of release acts as a ceiling, limiting the potential for any further

enhancement. In addition, the high probability of release resuits in a greater rate of

depletion of synaptic vesicles upon repetitive stimulation. In contrast, synapses that start

with a low probability of release tend to display a larger degree of facilitation. The lack of

sensitivity of some synapses to PDBu may indicate that there is a ceiling on the proportion

of vesicle pool that can be maintained in the readily releasable condition, and this ceiling

had been reached at some synapses prior to PDBu treatment. Furthermore, the

heterogeneity in release properties, even among synapses between similar types of neurons,

has been correlated with the heterogeneity in active zone morphology. Synapses that show

a high probability of facilitation and thus a lower initial probability of release display a

lower packing density of synaptic vesicles (Bower and Haberly, 1986) and a smaller active

zone area (Schikorski and Stevens, 1997).

Large variabilities in the initial EP$Ps are common when using primary neurons and this is

truc for all studies in primary neuronal cultures of sensory-motor neurons, independent of

any expression studies. Since we are only expressing the constructs in the sensory cdl and

recording EPSPs in the motor neuron, it is most likely we are seeing effects on transmitter

release.

5.3.3 How does oïr work compare with studies ofsynaptotagmin in centrai neurons?
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In autaptic hippocampal neurons, single EPSCs follow a biphasic time course, and, in the

absence of Syt I, the balance is shifted in favor of the asynchronous component, and the

total amount of secretion is only slightly reduced (Shin et al., 2003; Nishiki and Augustine,

2004a). Overexpression of Syt I in Syt I nuli autaptic neurons restored the synchronicity of

the EPSCs (Han et al., 2004; Nishiki and Augustine, 2004b). However, doser inspection

reveals differences, because in chromaffin ceils the Syt I, the C2 charge neutralizing

(R233Q) mutation, noticeably slows down fast flash-induced release from the RRP

(Sørensen et al., 2003), whereas in neurons the amplitude of a single EPSC is reduced, but

the kinetics of the two components are unaffected (Femândez-Chacén et al., 2001; Han et

al., 2004). The R233Q mutation also provides to test whether Syt regulates the

interconversion of SRP vesicles into RRP vesicles, or that Syt is itself the Ca2 sensor for

RRP fusion. In the first case the mutation should have an effect on the relative sizes of RRP

and SRP pools, whereas in the latter case properties of the RRP calcium sensor should be

changed.

Recently, overexpression of Syt I in autaptic hippocampal neurons increased the release

probability (Han et al., 2004). The interpretation of these data as a gain-of-function effect

are exactly the opposite of Nagy et al. (2006), who found that Syt I overexpression

increased the size of the RRP in chromaffin ceils, without changing the release rate

constant. Likewise, in hippocampal neurons, no difference in EPSC shape was found when

Syt I nulis were rescued by Syt I or Syt II (Stevens and Sullivan, 2003). Therefore, it

appears that, in fleurons, a kinetic step independent of calcium binding to Syt I determines

the timing of synaptic vesicle fusion from the two pools. Voets et al. (2001) found the RRP

to be missing in chromaffin celis from Syt I KO mice using simultaneous capacitance and

amperometric measurements, however here as well, upon Syt I overexpression the RRP is

restored (Nagy et al., 2006).

The apparent calcium affinity of C2 domains depends critically on the local phospholipid

composition. This is also a relevant consideration when comparing the triggering rate

between different experimental systems, or the different expression of accessory proteins.
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Previous studies of the role of Syt I in neurotransmitter release relied on loss-of-function

mutations (e.g., see refs. Femândez-Chacén et al., 2001; Robinson et al., 2002 and Nonet et

al., 1993; Littieton et al., 1993, DiAntonio et al., 1993 Geppert et al., 1994; Mackier et al.,

2002). Although these studies established a central role for synaptotagmin I in the Ca2-

triggering of release, one pitfall of these KOs is that the phenotype may be secondary to

developmental changes. Therefore, KO phenotypes should be verified by functional rescue

experiments, which, if successful, pave the way for structure-function analysis (Nagy et al.,

2006).

5.4 Overexpression studies.

Information to build the brain is coded in the genome, a much simpler structure than the

brain itself. Molecular cloning bas made it possible to identify the genes and determine the

primary structure of many of the proteins that mediate synaptic function and membrane

excitability. In Aplysia these proteins can be dfrectly overexpressed in individual cells.

Overexpression often gives the most apparent results but is the most difficult to interpret, as

celis retain their functional endogenous wild-type protein that could, therefore, contribute

to the “normal” kinetic parameters of exocytosis.

In view of the delicate relation between the conformational state of proteins and function, it

is difficult to analyze the consequence of large alterations. For example, when the whole

SNARE complex does not form, it is impossible to pinpoint a role of a constituent protein

(e.g. SNAP-25) in synaptic transmission. The overall functional phenomena will be

completely dictated by the lack of the SNARE complex. These studies thus need extra

verification studies to confirm that the expression does not interfere with vesicular

mobilization. The effect of heterologous expression in ApÏysia SM synapses critically

depends upon a large excess of introduced protein compared to wildtype, to nullify the

effect of the endogenous gene expression. Sorensen et al. (2004) over-expressed SNAP-25

constructs in chromaffin cells with high efficiency virus (SFV). They verified the ratio of

introduced vs. endogenous expression (25:1) by using quantitative Western Blot analysis.
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$ince it is impossible to do quantitative western blots in single injected neurons, we were

unable to quantitatively determine the level of overexpression. As an alternative indicator

of the level of overexpression we used an antibody raised to endogenous SNAP-25. This

was less obvious because SNAP-25 immunoreactivity is also present in the motor neuron

and the immunolocalization of endogenous protein had more background staining than the

fluorescent proteins. Although flot quantifiable, these experiments gave us a good

indication that the levels of overexpressed EGFP-SNAP-25 are much greater than those of

the endogenous protein.

Other ways to get around the prescence of the endogenous protein, is to 1) overexpress the

protein in question in ceils that do naturally lack the protein or 2) to create a clean genetic

background by wiping out the endogenous protein, creating a toxin resistant mutant of a

SNARE that allows endogenous SNARES to be inactivated by a toxin afier ceil

permeabilization. This system can then be exploited to examine the functional effect of

other mutations. By the exogenous expression of SNAP-25, Verderio et al. (2004) showed

that SNAP-25 negatively regulates neuronal calcium responsÏveness to stimuli. These

results demonstrate that SNAP-25 flot only plays key roles in exocytosis, but also controls

calcium responsiveness to depolarization, being involved in the regulation of neuronal

excitability. In a similar approach Nagy et al. (2006) investigated the often-cited hypothesis

that Syt I and Syt II are alternative calcium sensors for fast release and, at the same time,

they evaluated the role of the Syt I phosphorylation sites, which might participate in

regulatory functions. Because chromaffin cells do flot naturally express Syt II (Geppert et

al., 1991; Marquèze et al., 1995), expressing either isoform in Syt I nuil chromaffin celis

creates a situation in which only one or the other of these two isoforms is present. Similarly,

the effect of mutating $yt I in a phosphorylation site can be investigated without the

complication of phosphorylation of wildtype protein. finley and coworkers used the latter

approach when they sought to test directly that phorbol ester enhancement of synaptic

transmission was mediated by phosphorylation of SNAP-25 by PKC in hippocampal

synaptic transmission. In this study they used a combination of pharmacology and
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phosphorylation mutants of SNAP-25 to show that PKC-dependent phosphorylation does

not mediate the observed enhancement of neurotransmission observed by PEs at

hippocampal synapses They created a clean genetic background by wiping out the

endogenous SNAP-25 with botullin toxin, such that only the overexpressed botullin toxin

resistant SNAP-25 remained. Unfortunately, this approach does flot work in an ApÏysia cell

culture environment. However, it is flot clear that the cleaved endogeous Aplysia $NAP-25

is completely inert. Apland ami coworkers got around this problem by using peptides that

mimic the $NAP-25 C-terminal end, corresponding to the ones cleaved by BoNT/A and E

to block acetylcholine release from the buccal ganglia ofAplysia (Apland et al., 1999).

Overexpression of ApÏysia Syt I and Syt ‘v in cultured sensorimotor cells suggested a

novel role for the juxtamembrane domain. Interestingly, whereas PKC activity is required

for the reversal of synaptic depression, overexpression of active PKC actually inhibited the

ability of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression (Manseau et al., 2001). This inhibition

appeared kinetically similar to the block by Syt 1VQ and may be attributable to an effect of

PKC on regulating the availability of 5-HT receptors (Manseau et al., 2001). Our resuits

would be consistent with Syt IvQ being the PKC substrate involved in this phenomenon

because Syt IVQ; S-A showed reduced inhibition compared with Syt IVQ. Overexpression of

Syt IvQ, but not of Syt I blocked the ability of serotonin to reverse synaptic depression. This

effect is upstream of PKC activation, because neither Syt Iv nor Syt I blocked the effects

of PE on reversing synaptic depression or the effects of serotonin on facilitating

nondepressed synapses.

5.4.1 The use oJEGFP-Jusion proteins in Aplysia.

A potential problem in labelling synapses with EGFP-fusion proteins is that such proteins

may have functional effects on synapses. In our experiments, overexpression of EGfP

coupled SNAP-25 acted as a dominant negative for the 5-HT mediated reversai of

depression, but flot for initial synaptic strength or PDBu-mediated increases in synaptic
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strength. The dominant negative effect is flot simply due to the overexpression of SNAP

25, because this effect is flot observed when EGFP and SNAP-25 are encoded on separate

plasmids and coinjected. The specificity of the dominant negative effect suggests a distinct

role of SNAP-25 in regulating depression independent of its role in transmitter release and

vesicle availability. The fact that the EGFP-SNAP-25 S-D mutant can stili act as a

dominant negative does flot address whether PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25 plays a

direct role, since the wild-type protein acts as a dominant negative as well, despite the

likelihood that it is stili phosphorylated after serotonin addition. Indeed, in chromaffin ceils

both Si 87A and Si 87D mutants had decreases in the fast burst of release most likely due to

sensitivity for some SNAP-25 interaction dependent upon the exact conformation of the

amino acid at this position (Nagy et al., 2002). Presumably, due to some steric restraint

from the EGFP-tag, inhibition mediated by SNAP-25 cannot be released through PKC

phosphorylation. This may be due to phosphorylation of SNAP-25 by PKC, or due to PKC

phosphorylation of an interacting partner. Thus, although somewhat speculative, one mode!

that is consistent with our data posits that during depression SNAP-25 acts to inhibit release

at a post-priming step and thus blocking calcium-secretion coupling. This inhibition by

SNAP-25 is sensitive to the amino acid at the phosphorylation site and therefore many of

the mutants do flot compete with endogenous SNAP-25 for this interaction. In our

experiments, overexpression of EGFP-coupled SNAP-25 acted as a dominant negative for

the 5-HT mediated reversai of depression, but flot for initial synaptic strength or PDBu

mediated increases in synaptic strength. The specificity of the dominant negative effect

suggests a distinct role of SNAP-25 in regulating depression independent of its role in

transmitter release and vesicle availability.

How could SNAP-25 mediate this inhibition? The carboxy-terminal region is aiso required

for Ca2tdependent interaction of the calcium sensor Syt I and SNAP-25 during Ca2-

triggered exocytosis (Gerona et al., 2000; Zhang et al., 2002). The interaction of Syt I with

the SNARE complex is a leading candidate for the calcium sensitive step regulating

exocytosis (Bai et al., 2004; Tucker et al., 2004) and thus regulation of this interaction by
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phosphorylation could regulate calcium-secretion coupling. In previous work we showed

that Syt 1 binding to SNAP-25 increases about 2-4 fold in the presence of calcium (Nakhost

et al., 2004). However, we did not observe any differences in Syt I-SNAP-25 interactions

with any of the mutations in the phosphorylation site (Nakhost et al., 2004). It should be

noted that these experiments onÏy investigated the low affinity interaction of Syt I with

SNAP-25 compared to the high affinity interaction of Syt I with the entire SNARE

complex. In a recent study by Han et al. (2005) Syt I-ECFP fusion proteins inactivated Syt I

function while retaining its normal localization. Here, transgenically expressed

synaptotagmin I-ECFP failed to rescue the lethal St I KO phenotype. The failure of $yt I

ECFP to rescue was confirmed by overexpression of wild type and ECfP-fused Syt I in

cultured neurons from St I KO mice.

We showed that SNAP-25 S-E could inhibit depression. Conversely, SNAP-25 S-A had no

effect, presumably because PKC was not activated. We used phorbol esters to verify

whether PKC could inhibit depression. Our resuits show that this activation of PKC did

indeed reduce the steady-state level of depression to a similar level as the SNAP-25 S-E

and this was flot seen when SNAP-25 S-A is expressed. Moreover, we found that SNAP 25

S-A also blocked the initial facilitations seen with PDBu.

5.5 Fretranslational modfications.

An idea that is emerging from recent work is that average neuronal activity levels are

maintained by a set of homeostatic plasticity mechanisms that dynamically adjust synaptic

strengths in the correct direction to promote stability (Tun-igiano and Nelson, 2004). When

a neuron in the mammalian brain receive up to 10,000 synapses, the properties of each of

these synapses vary; each is dependent on numerous proteins involved in neurotransmitter

transmission —and reception. The ability of neurons to maintain constant activity in the face

of constantly changing input could underlie homeostatic plasticity. The induction and

propagation of action potentials requires matching the needs of connecting ceils.
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While, posttranslational modifications, RNA editing, alternative polyadenylation, and

multiple sites of transcription contribute, alternative spiicing is the major mechanism for

generating isoform diversity (Grabowski and Black, 2001). Alternative splicing is the

process by which different combinations of exons are included in the mature mRNA, thus

allowing a single gene to encode multiple protein isoforms with altered or potentially

antagonistic properties. Like hormones switching on certain genes in the course of

development, splicing could occur in a parallel fashion to design proteins for optimal

performance, ideally suited to scale homeostatic plasticity; like the ability to support

incremental changes in ion channel and receptor activities that are relatively long-lasting

and independent of gene transcription, but what factors link membrane depolarization to

pre-mRNA splicing?

Syt IV is a brain-specific isoform of the Syt family, and could be seen as a potential

candidate for upregulation following depolarization. Although the levels of Syt IV

expression in the adult brain is typically much lower than that of the primary Ca2 sensors

Syt 1/11, it has been proposed to be rapidly induced in hippocampus and piriform cortex

after stimuli that produce strong depolarization, such as seizure (Vician et al., 1995; Tocco

et al., 1996). The Syt IV isoform contains a namrally occurring amino acid substitution at a

key residue for Ca2 coordination within its C2A domain (S244 in rat). This substitution

impairs Ca2 binding, and therefore the $yt IV C2A domain is considered nonfunctional for

Ca2-dependent interactions (von Poser et al., 1997). These findings, in the context of the

impaired Ca2 binding ability of Syt IV, led to the hypothesis that Syt IV upregulation after

seizure is a protective mechanism to reduce neural activity (von Poser et al., 1997;

Ferguson et al., 1999; Littleton et al., 1999). In a very interesting study, synaptotagmin IV

was identified as an immediate early gene (Vician et al., 1995). This finding suggests that a

switch from Ca2-dependent to Ca2-independent synaptotagmins may occur during strong

stimulation of neurons. Such a switch could be particularly useful during pathological

hyperexcitation that is accompanied by unimpeded Ca2 influx. A switch to a Ca2-

unresponsive synaptotagmin under those conditions would eliminate a Ca2 target and
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maybe inhibit excessive neurotransmitter release (von Poser et al., 1997). Consistent with

the neuroprotective hypothesis, overexpression of Syt IV at the Drosophlia neuromuscular

junction reduced the peak amplitude of synaptic responses (Littleton et ai., 1999). Littieton

has refuted himself here, because the original Syt IV antisera was flot isoform specific

(Littleton et al., 1999) and resulted in cross reactivity with Syt I. With their new isoform

specific antisera to Syt IV, Littieton and coworkers (Adoifsen et ai., 2004) showed that in

DrosophiÏa, Syt IV is post-synaptic, and not expressed on synaptic vesicles; the same is

probably true in vertebrates, where effects of Syt IV have been seen in postsynaptic

regulation. Postsynaptic Ca2 influx aiso stimulates local synaptic differentiation and

growth through Syt IV-mediated retrograde signais in a synapse-specific manner

(Yoshihara et ai., 2005). To further test this hypothesis (that $yt IV upreguiation is a

neuroprotective mechanism for reducing neurotransmitter release), Syt IV was recently

overexpressed in culturedmouse hippocampal neurons (Ting et al., 2006) and acute effects

on fast excitatory neurotransmission assessed. Ting and coiieagues found no aiterations in

neurotransmission with respect to basai release probabiiity, Ca2 dependence of release,

short-term plasticity, and fusion pore kinetics. On the other hand, they found that

expression of a mutant Syt I with diminished Ca2 affinity (R233Q) reduced release

probability and aitered the Ca2 dependence of release, demonstrating the sensitivity of the

system to changes in neurotransmission resulting from changes to the Ca2 sensor. Thus,

these recent findings refute the dominant model that Syt IV functions as an inhibitor of

neurotransmitter release in mammalian neurons and thus as a protective response.

In our studies quantitative reverse transcription (RT-PCR) studies from the ApÏysia nervous

system indicate that mRNAs encoding Syt I and Syt IvQ are present in the nervous system

ofApiysia and also in sensory neuron ciusters alone at approximately a 1:1 ratio. Treatment

of sensory clusters with a paradigm that induces long-term facilitation {5x 5min. pulses of

20 mM 5-HT (Montarolo et al., 1986)] did not alter the ratio of Syt I and Syt IvQ, nor did it

alter the ratio of Syt I C2B-a -and C2B-B.
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5.5.1 Alternative spiicing during development.

Alternative spiicing is controlled at the leve! of individuai neurons to design proteins for

optimal performance. The expression profiles of spiice isoforms are modified during

development (Bark et ai., 2004; Nagy et al., 2005) and as neurai activity changes (Mu et ai,

2003). The inclusion or exclusion of as few as one or two amino acids at protein interaction

sites can modify protein functions and might act as molecular switches, permitting or

preventing association with target proteins. An emerging theme in molecular neurobiology

is that alternative splicing may generate ce!! specific combinations of proteins isoforms that

define the functional properties of the ceil and underlie complex processes in the nervous

system such as synaptic plasticity (Ule and Darne!!, 2006). The essential nature of this

process is underscored by the finding that its misregu!ation is a common characteristic of

human disease. Although significant progress has been made in identifying links between

altenative spiicing and neurological diseases, in many cases our comprehension of the

significance of these !inks and the molecular basis for these diseases is far from complete.

Spiicing abnormalities have been noted in complex polygenic disorders, including

schizopbrenia and other psychiatric disorders (Black and Grabowski, 2003; Clinton et al.,

2003). However, causes of these sp!icing defects and their contribution to the disease

pathogenesis have not yet been determined.

SNAP-25 is regulated during brain growth and synaptogenesis at the level of expression

and by alternative spiicing between tandem arranged exons (Bark et al., 1995). This results

in a developmental switch between 1 and 3 weeks of age from expression of

predominantely SNAP-25a to SNAP-25b (Bark et al., 1995; Boschert et al., 1996;

Jacobsson et al., 1999). Bark et al. (2004) addressed the role of these two splice-variant

isoforms of $NAP-25 with a targeted mouse mutation that impairs the shifi from SNAP

25a to SNAP-25b. Most of these mutant mice die between 3 and 5 weeks of age, which

coïncides with the time when SNAP-25b expression normally reaches mature levels in

brain and synapse formation is essentially completed. The switch between SNAP-25
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isoforms alters the efficacy of synaptic transmission that helps to guide the transition from

immature to mature synaptic connections, as well as synapse regrowth and remodeling after

neural injury. The isoforms differ by only 9 of 39 residues encoded by the alternatively

spliced exons (Bark and Wilson, 1994; Bark et al., 1995). Altered expression of these

SNAP-25 isoforms influences short-term synaptic function by affecting facilitation but flot

the initial probability of release. This suggests that mechanisms controlling alternative

spiicing between SNAP-25 isoforms contribute to a molecular switch important for

survival. Both isoforms support Ca2-stimulated insulin secretion (Gonelle-Gispert et al.,

1999). Nevertheless, although either SNAP-25 isoform directs Ca2-evoked catecholamine

release in SNAP-25-deficient chromaffin celis, their ability to stabilize the pool of primed

vesicles for secretiondiffers in these celis (Sørensen et al., 2003). To explore the function of

SNAP-25 isoforms in central synapses, Sørensen et al. (2003) generated a mutation that

perturbs alternative spiicing and limits expression of $NAP-25b in mice. Most of the

mutants overexpressing SNAP-25a die between postnatal day 25 (PN25) and PN35 when

this switch normally occurs. They observed that facilitation of synaptic transmission at

hippocampal synapses of mutant mice is increased, but the probability of release is

unaltered. This supports the idea that assembly of different $NARE complexes affects

properties of membrane fusion and that the developmental switch between SNAP-25

isoforms alters the efficacy of synaptic transmission that may contribute to the solidification

of developing neural circuitry.

The effect of incorporating different SNAP-25 isoforms into the SNARE core complex is to

regulate the size of the exocytotic burst, which represents the number of release-ready

vesicles (Nagy et al., 2005). Importantly, this is achieved without changing the rate of

release from the releasable pools (either the SRP or the RRP (Sørensen et al., 2003). This

adds to previous findings that alterations of protein kinase C or protein kinase A

phosphorylation sites in SNAP-25 also modify upstream priming reactions, without

affecting the fusion rate from the primed vesicle pools (Nagy et al., 2002, 2004).
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5.5.2 Possible mies ofan alternative spliceform in the Syt Ijuxtamembrane domain.

Interestingly, the VQ sequence is also located at the exon start in the Syt I-related Syt IX

(also called Syt V) (Craxton et al., 1997). Alternative exon entry has also been described in

this exact region of the linker region of rat Syt I where the amino acids ALK are inserted

instead of VQ (Perm et al., 1990) Syt I, II, and IX are more closely related to each other

than to invertebrate Syt I isoforms suggesting that they have diverged after the vertebrate

invertebrate separation (Marqueze et al., 2000). The juxtamembrane domain is well

conserved in ail Syt-I like isoforms (vertebrate and invertebrate), but not in other Syts like

Syt IV. While Syt I and Syt II are highly conserved in the juxtamembrane domain, it is also

striking that in the region of the VQ insertion, Syt II has a sizable deletion. Thus, there is an

alternative exon entry site in the linker domain of Syt I that is conserved over evolution.

However, the role for this spiicing is unknown. The juxtamembrane domain of Syt I, the

region that joins the transmembrane region to the C2A domain, is one of the least studied

segments of the Syt I protein. This domain is nevertheless well conserved over evolution in

a subtype specific manner. This region is also subject to phosphorylation by a number of

PKs (Hiffiker et al., 1999). It has been suggested that this domain may form an a-helix and

subsequently interact with as yet unidentified target molecules (Perm et al., 1999). It may

also play a role in the localization of of Syt I to distinct cellular locations (Fukuda et al.,

2001).

Alternative splicing of the linker sequence between the transmembrane region (TMR) and

the C2-domains of Syts and of the TMR itself have been reported. Alternative splicing of a

short sequence in the linker of Syt I (Perm et al., 1990) probably represents a sliding

exonlintron junction. PCR experiments suggested that for many Syts, variants lacking

TMRs are produced by “exon skipping” (Fukuda et al., 1999; vonPoser., 1997). However,

the gene structures of these Syts show that exon skipping would create out-of-frame

junctions between the N- and C-terminal exons. This resuit together with the fact that no

soluble synaptotagmins were observed make the alternative splicing of synaptotagmin

TMRs doubtful (Sudhof, 2002).
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5.6 Possible molecutar mechanismsfor changing synaptic strength.

Memory formation likely takes place through the modulation of presynaptic

neurotransmitter release and/or postsynaptic receptor organization and requires the intricate

regulation of membrane trafficking events. A wide range of mechanisms has been

implicated in the induction of the different forms of plasticity. Presynaptic changes in

release occur generally through two types of mechanisms. One involve a change in the

amplitude of the transient rise in Ca2 in the presynaptic terminal triggered by a presynaptic

action potential, due to either direct Ca2 modulation or indirect effect on presynaptic

Ca2excitablility. The second mechanism occurs at some site downstream of presynaptic

Ca2 elevation and is due to the modulation of some stage of the synaptic vesicle cycle.

Such changes may involve an altemation of some early phase of in the release process, for

example the modification of in the size of the synaptic vesicles available for release.

Alternatively there could be a direct modification of some late stage in release, perhaps

involving the fusion apparatus itself.
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VI. Conclusion

In conclusion, our data support that PKC phosphorylation of SNAP-25 is necessary,

but probably flot sufficient for PDBu-mediated increases in transmitter release. Moreover,

we provide suggestive evidence that $NAP-25 may play an important role in the block of

caicium-secretion coupiing that is important for H$D.

Overexpression of Syt I and Syt IVQ in cultured sensorimotor celis suggested a novel role

for the juxtamembrane domain. In these studies overexpression of $yt IVQ blocked the

abiiity of 5-HT to reverse synaptic depression, whiie overexpression of Syt I did flot. This

effect was specific for the reversai of depression. Futhermore, boosting the system with a

phorbol ester, resuited in a robust reversai of depression, both for $yt I and Syt IVQ. This in

tum suggests that overexpression of Syt IVQ affects the pathway that is invoived in the

reversai of depression upstream of the activation of PKC.

In terms of overail synaptic signaiing in the centrai nervous system, the “unreiiabiiity” of

synaptic exocytosis is advantageous. The low release probability gives the synapse

considerabie ieeway for regulation. By changing release probabiiity at individual synapses,

the properties of synaptic networks can be fineiy tuned. Previous activity and the reception

of neurotransmitter signais, neuropeptide signais, or both from other synaptic terminais can

dramaticaily change the pattem of exocytosis. One is tempted to ask why such reguiation is

necessary and why so many regulators. One possibiiity is that, SNARE regulation in the

eariy part of the secretory pathway may restrict promiscuous $NARE pairing upon protein

transiocation into ER or prevent trans SNARE binding between cognate SNAREs before

they reach their appropriate compartments.

A second reason may reiate to site of action. As SNAREs tend to be wideiy dispersed over

their resident compartments, oniy those moiecuies adjacent to the site of fusion between

apposed membranes need to be activated. Thus, some factors ensure that oniy apposed

cognate SNAREs form functional trans-SNARE compiexes, whiie other factors (i.e

phosphorylation) may restrict the activity of $NAREs distai to the site of fusion. A third

reason is directely related to the cataiysis of SNARE assembiy. This process consists of the

ATPase-mediated disassembiy of cis $NARE complexes and association of factors to

maintain SNAREs in their active conformation. The in vivo occurrence, functional
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significance, ceil or developmental specificity, and the stimuli that control the

phosphorylation of these SNAREs remain largely unknown.
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VIII. Annex

8.1 Personal contribution to the articles

Article 1

Methods:

Electrophysiology: I used intracellular electrophysiology to study the role of protein

kinase C (PKC) phosphorolation of $yt I and a Syt I spiice form in the synaptic

transmission in Aplysia califomica.

Confocal imaging: I overexpressed the fluorescently tagged SytI constructs (Syt I and

Syt ‘VQ) in Aplysia sensory neurons. I used confocal studies to examine if the Syt I

constructs were localized in synaptic vesicles (+Ap1VAMP) and whether the different

Syt I spiice forms wee co-localized at the synapse.

Contribution: First author (shared first author with Arash Nakhost)

Article 2

Confocal Imaging: I overexpressed the fluorescently tagged Syt I constructs (C2B-a and

C2B-B) in Aplysia sensory neurons. I used confocal studies to examine if the Syt I

constructs were localized in synaptic vesïcles (+Ap1VAMP) and whether the different

Syt I spiice forms were co-localized at the synapse.
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Contribution: second author

Article 3

Electrophysiology: I used intracellular electrophysiology to study the role of protein

kinase C (PKC) phosphorolation of SNAP-25 in the synaptic transmission in Aptysia

caÏfornica.

Molecular Biology: I cloned Apl$NAP-25 using degenerate PCR. I also raised an

antibody to Ap1SNAP-25

Confocal Imaging: I used confocal studies to examine if the SNAP-25 constructs were

localized in synaptic vasicles (+Ap1VAMP). I also used confocal imaging and

immunohistochemistry to verify the co-localisation of overexpresed fluorescently tagged

$NAP-25 constructs: (SNAP-25 wildtype and SNAP-25s with a mutated PKC

phosphorylation site) and the endogenous antibody labelled SNAP-25.

Contribution: first author
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facilitation des yuapsea dépriméci Paia!tôtcrnezit j’ai examiné la cu-lçxalisafion dirs SytIs ivec
VAMr, une protéine qtii macque les conneutions sytiaptiques.

À titre de COauteur ile L’irticle identifil ci-&ssusjC suis d’accord pour que Gry 1-ouc1and inçiut cci
tiete dans sa thé ,e dc doctorat, qui s pour lite « Kinase C subsùetes a.ud synaptic tatieIry in
Aplysie »
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The American Physiological $ociety
9650 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3991, USA

Phone: (301) 634-7243
Fax: (301) 634-7243

January 18, 2007

To Whom It May Concern:

The American Physiological Society grants Gry Houeland permission to use the Journal of

Neurophysiology article, PKC Modulation of Transmitter Release by SNAP-25 at Sensory-to-Motor

Synapses in Aplysia, 97134-143, 2007 by Houeland C, Nakhost A, Sossin WS, and Catellucci VF,

for use in his Ph.D. thesis.

The American Physiological Society publication must be credited as the source with the words “used

with permission” added.

S incerely,

TUE AMERICAN PHYSIOLOGICAL SOCIETY
9650 Rockvifle Pike, Bethesda, MD 20814-3991

Director of Publications
Permission is granted for use of the materiat specified

The American Physiological Society above provided the publication is credited as the
source, including the words “used with permission.”

MR!pr

PiihIicifinnç M,nao,r & Etieiitiv, Editnr



JE !on?! ofJfuscfe;ce

March 17, 2006

To Whom It May Concern

Gry Houeland is authorized to enclose the article listed below in her Ph.D. thesis.

Article:

Arash Nakhost, Gry Houeland, Vincent F. Castellucci and Wayne S. Sossin. (2003)
Differential regulation of transmitter release by altematively spliced forms of
synaptotagmin I. JNeztrosci, 23, 623 8-6244.

Sincerely,

Gary L. Westbrook, M.D.
Editor-In-Chief
The Journal ofNeuroscience

121 l4th Street, NW Siiit; 1010 W.shirjton, DC 20005 Tc* phon’: (202) 9024000 wwoi.sfn.orq



Université dh
de Montréal

Faculté des études supérieures
Vice-décanat

Le 13 octobre 2006

Monsieur Gry Houeland

Objet: Rédaction d’une thèse en anglais

Monsieur,

Suite à votre lettre, la Faculté des études supérieures vous autorise à rédiger votre

thèse en anglais.

Veuillez agréer, Monsieur, l’expression de mes sentiments les meilleurs.

Le vice-doyen,

André Ferron

Cc. : M. Vincent Castellucci, directeur de recherche
M. John Kalaska, directeur — Sc. neurologiques

C.P. 6128, succursale Centre-vIle Téléphone : (514) 343-5891 Télécopieur (514) 343-2252

Montréal QC H3C 3J7 (514) 343-6957
(514) 343-6922



De : “Journals Rights” <JournaIsRightsoxon.blackweIlpublishing.com>

Date : October 5, 2006 7:56:26 AM EDT (CA)
A:
Objet: Rép: Permission Request

DearGryHoueland,

Journal of Neurochemistry, 89(2), p354 - 363

Thank you for your request. Permission is granted for you to use the
material specified above subject to the usual acknowledgements (author,
tïtle of material, titie of bookljournal, ourselves as publisher) and on the.
understanding that nowhere in the original text do we acknowledge
another source for the requested material. Non-exclusive World Englïsh
Language, one edition, print and electronic version of publication only.
This permission is granted on the condition that you contact the author for
consent should you wish to adapt/modify the material. This is flot the
responsibility of Blackwell Publishing.

Best Wishes
Ah Walker
Temporary Permissions Assistant

— —,‘- —-‘ ,.. —
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On’ lelen Houeland,
Dpattumut d( Nysio1ogie
Feeu1t de mtdecnc,
Univcité dc MoiirraI
Fogiiimne; Pb.D. (Scieuces neurologiques) (3S3O--O)

Artiete:
A. Nk)asi’; G. Hoielaodt; V.f. Caalelfuçcj; W S. 5osf.n (2003)
Djjtia1 Reguation ôf Trausmittir Release by Altcrnatively Spljced Fouit ,t Synaptotagmii 1. 1.
Neurosl 23:6245.62S4

Mthod:
Jectrophysiologlt,
lnagene oonbcale
Coitribution . Premier atcur (eoutributton égale â Araah Nakhcst)

SynaptotagmincI Ct Ufle prQLéil’If ssculalrt CUL ftnictiontiC comme ùn détecteur dc cIciu.m et joue
un r’le isent,el dans la te!lcbe des neQtTanir’ietteur,, Diti* le pr çcsu de cloner synaptotagrauae
t. nous av,ns tiouv une QuvelIe isofc,rnie avec deu acides aminés +VQ jout ans le dvmainc N
teruiinal de C2-A (SyUvø). Va RT-PC. quantitatif drno,tre un niveau siguificsts[ d AlNru ds
dei.ix isoform.’s dans le sysine nIxvu J’ai rnjeete les pluittldea codant pour 1tS ynptOt1mine
sauvages ou mutées (dAns le site le pbospI5lieatSon de ?KC) clans des eulflire sensori-motriçç,
examJ les eintiqucs de dtprsion et dc ciIitaticn. Tvutcs les fOrmes a’iuent une !ncihstion réduit
d’uoe façon significative, nuf la forme Syt! pour laquelle la Cacilitation est idetrtique aii’ ccntrôles.
Cependant., les cinétiques dc 5.111 rcstaient normales. Ceci indique que 1i région VQ d b
syiaptotagminc joue un rk important dm4 la facilitation des synapses &pramee.J’ ai cisuite testé i
tGPP. Sytlpouvait bloqier l’effct dt ?DBu, un pbîbol vsL1cr qui active 1e PiÇC indtpcndainment
& 5-1ff. En effet, le 10F?- SYttrq n’dtait plus capelv dc bioqur le reversemett Lk Li facllitatwn,
suggéent que 1m d’5cit toit lié ii la capacité de 5-HT d’activer PKC. Pour dterrniner si çt effet était
genéxalisé j’ai testé la fscditation dans des iiynepses non-d4rtméca. Cet çffet est provuué jar
l’acuvation de PKA par 5-HT et nofl p& PKC Ici 1.a façiflt*tiou &était pas bloquée par ta su,
aXplfSSiuu de SytI o SytEy. Ccci démon qu la iir Csprvaion dc SytIv0 inçzrCxe spécifiqui.-rtiei’tt
avec b capsct6 de ‘-HT d’activer PKC Ss affavlcr la tm niission syna’tique u bien ]a capacité
d’activer PL4 Ct effet spécifique dc Syrly0 sur la transmission ?e*plique si ct isofrm est la ‘ule
quC se trouve dans les vésicWetc sytiaptiquca. Nous avonfi également censtmit des pJarntdes çiJitnt
pour Sytk t Syt!, fusionné, avcc des rapporteurs dfkreuts (ECF? ou LYF?). J’ai surepvime ces
protéines ç vce ‘fl. miGricopv Cflf’OCsk1 v6ifj,t j çtt 6plsure affectait Jcit localisation. Dans
ce,1ain çs, ious avoue observé ouc ll tTdrence desprcssion dans les conte de crcjissarzee et ciuns lcs
aores. Nos resultata mdiqucnt que la région VQ de la syflaptatagminc joue usa rôle important dans Li
facilitation des yispses deprimée. Parnflêtcmeut j’ai examiné la co-lçxalisatio de’ Sytis avec
VAMP, une protéine qui uquc les nections synaptiques.

À titre de c-osuteur de L’article ideutiR ci-dessus, je suis d’accord pour que Gry Houdand inclut cci
rjete dans a these dc doctorat, qui u poux titre « Kinase C su’tictrates atid synaptic Lsstiehy in
Aplysia »

Cuteur
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Conutieur Uts
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Gfy Nelen IlouelaLd,
Dpanement de Pyi*logic
Facuit de decic,
Univsié de Monai
1rogramrne ?hfl (Scwtçt nuzo1ogqics) (430.1-G)

Article

Nakiiot A, Houd.ud G, (*ndford VE, ÇasteUjçci VF, Sosin WS (2004) 1dcntflcoti,n 1)Jld

charctcrzataoii øfa novel C28 rplice variant of yuaptotgmin L J Ncurochem 8;354-63

hngaric couca1e
11nbi1icT 2 dewde aweu,

Noue rJvs auast clone c sotine de I ptoràie, yt I CB- avec 39 diernems dans la
rgion C23. Une mesuie de protéOy%e avec cbymoùypsinc ckmoiitre qie cet isofonne pei.. dans ïabenc
de c*k’iuui 5uofer tmchangat de a furmarjo, nurmakiexit deçlaid,é pu çLcjum. J’ii cc-epnné
ECFP- Syt I C2B- et ECFP- Syt J C2B4, et, avec un micaoscope ,nfocak, vnflé si cdle épure affectait
ter Lvca]isatioi. faralIlement j’ai exan,ii I co-lccaIisaton des St1-C2Bs avec VAMf, unc proti qw
marque ks i tivrz aques. Noue aacs! g1emit n,ontré que Syt I C23 avait ime ph grande
atlbiité po SNAP-5 que Syt! C2U-a. n ç us1o11) cee tuItau suèreit ‘.pe l’q,iisee chzie la
strucire du dQrneme C2B et puse ii afctcr La tctvi dr Ja ot6e

A titre dc cçautcl2r dc L’ar%cle identifié ci-desusjg iuis d’accord pour que Gry Houeland uie1u çet
jtisle dans ia tti de docwrt, qui a pr titre i Kinasc C sulstrate md synphc ptastivity ir

Aplysia»

ti t/4
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Giy Helen Hcuelad,
Dtpartamciit de Pysivlgge
Faculté dc niedecme,
Uexité de Monhéal
Programme: Ph.D. tSçienccs neurolviques)(3-53.1-0)

Article;
G. lIouelnd; A. Nak1tot VF. Castetiucci; W.S Sossin (2006)
PKC modulation of trutmitfcr rétea5e h)? SNAP-25 at eri..so,y to motor synapses in Aps’ysio
soumise *]ourzia] ofn.zropbysiology

Méthodes
ÉlectiopbyswIogie,
kolo&; inol&ulaire
Cortnbutzon pinier auteur

J’ai étudié la fone&iu de SNA?-25, un pTotine impUqt dans la relâche de neulutt-ansynetteur. Les sites qui
nt plphotyies p PKC in o oet été cÔnser’e à b%’ers 1’évoltiuon de esps et il a été dmoitré
que l1ivs des PI(Cs ngc cpitéine. Dans ce proje j’ai cloné l’Apl .SNAP-25 (la RnTne prcnte ch
I’aplysic) à l’aide de la ,thod. de ?Clt. dégérért4. J’ai également exprimé les f,nnes sivages et rnutitc
d’ApL-SNAP-2 clans da neurones eoriets de k’Aptvsie fn dc déterminer i la pboaphojytuion de celte
proterne pœ P1(C Joue m r6ie d la mission syaa$que ut sa modulation. La qaaoø de SAP
25 n’avsi* aiitun ctfst sur les caétque1 de dépressiçn et dc Cepcudant, la s pression d’EGFP
SNAP-25 rédttit le fdUtabvn des synapses déprimées d’urœ façun sgrtiulazive comparées vcc I’TCW?
seule la fi,nne wtee EGFP-SNAP-2 (S-A).Ceyend quand izjedé sépucmcTa Cet et est unniilé.
Nous avoua çiiijt une forrpe mutée S- ou S-D, imitut ta ckangc néars’e de Je pho€j’horylion.
z1taflt twtissaieut les cinétique de la d4ptiou. En pré* de PDBv, un ,hodiol eSter qui wve le
PKC tidépetimevt de 5.)IT. pour ainsi imita la phospbotylation naruralle dc la protéine ,td4ype
pendant toutc la pœodc de déprsion, j’i obâcrvé b mémc tcndce qu’avec les pLéines

pbosphoinllDétiqutL Cet effet s cté bhué dmn6 l ucilules cxpczmant un site de pbosphoxylaiion ?KC nvn

pbosptoryl,Ie.

À titre de coduteur de l’article ideitIÏfi ci-dessuS) je suis d’accord pour que Gry floueland Inclut cet

ar*icte dans sa these dc doctorat. cpI t pour titre Kinast C subioztcs and synptic plastïcity in
Aplysi4 »
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